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1 How to Create Heaven Here on Earth
(written just after September 2001)
Posted on June 23, 2012
As of late, I have been giving a lot of thought to what has been happening in the world, especially
with regards to the events of September the 11th, the Palestinian-Israeli conflict and many other
conflicts, past and present that involve people of different religious backgrounds. What has come to
the forefront of my mind is that what we need is a new perspective that would allow all of us to “get
along” and to create a heaven here on earth. I am more convinced than ever before that religion as it
stands today is the source of these problems, is outdated in its dogmas, and needs to be revamped!
It is more of an impediment to constructive human evolution!! If we don’t change our perspective
sooner than later, I fear we will end up destroying each other. Most of the ideas presented here
have been as a result of my struggle to understand why there continues to be suffering in this world,
despite major advances in the sciences and its application to the betterment of human society.
In all earnest, I strongly feel that the root cause of all of this suffering is the blind acceptance
by all, of the founding dogma of the religions, be it Judaism, Christianity or Islam. This dogma,
that we are “born with original sin,” is wrong and moreover, maladaptive. It is purported to be the
reason for suffering’s existence, as will be shown below. It is this dogma that has stagnated us, and
instead of trying our best to minimise the amount of suffering in this world, we are left complacent
and accept it as if it is a fact of life to be tolerated. The concept that we were all born with “original
sin” as a result of the fall of Adam and Eve in the garden of Eden is opportunistic and suppressive
in nature. It has served as the basis for the religious claims that it is because of “original sin” that
there is suffering in this world and it is only by being “saved” ( a nebulous term at best) that we
can reduce this suffering in our lives. Hence the entire establishment of the world’s religions serves
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to effect this salvation of our souls by preaching what in their opinion is wrong or right. Since we
are all sinners, as they proclaim, then we should not be surprised that suffering continues to exist.
Furthermore, there are many religions out there with different fundamental beliefs. Thus we should
not be surprised that there is so much conflict in the world.
These conflicts are related to the concepts of good and evil, and hand in hand with these are
the concepts of forces which can be either good or evil. In my opinion, this acceptance is also
counterproductive. When somebody does something that causes suffering, then this action is viewed
as evil and when we create happiness, then this is good. If we look deeper we readily see that this
only serves to usurp responsibility for our actions and ascribe suffering to evil forces, and good to
good forces. One person may look at an act as good while the other may look at the same act
as evil, depending on who ends up suffering. Although the majority of the people of the world
subscribe to this ideology, I find this point of view totally unacceptable as by its very nature it is
self-fulfilling and self-defeatist. Thus I am forced to consider other perspectives that will allow us
to better understand ourselves and each other. Hopefully, by doing so, we will one day be able to
effect the needed changes in our societies so as to alleviate suffering as swiftly and efficiently as
possible.
What we need thus is a new paradigm that is objective and realistic, not relativistic and one
which is productive and instead of dividing us, able to unite us. We need a new perspective that
would make sense no matter what vantage point we use, be it with respect to the period of time,
place of origin, age, or nationality of the people. This new paradigm would discard the model that
puts at its foundation the concepts of “original sin,” “evil,” “salvation” and “evil forces” and at the
same time help us to continue to believe in a Creator who is responsible for giving us this most
remarkable privilege of sharing with Him the process of “creating a heaven here on earth.” It should
be a humbling and at the same time empowering perspective and accessible and acceptable to all
people from all walks of life.
Fundamental to this new paradigm is the concept of “ignorance”, which can be understood on
many different levels. And ignorance, simply put is taken to mean “not knowing any better.” When
an individual is ignorant about a certain situation, this means that he does not have the requisite
knowledge to find a solution to a given problem. When a community is ignorant, it means that
its members do not have the required fund of knowledge or expertise to allow them to provide for
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their basic needs given the limited resources available to them. And when we as a human species
are ignorant about global issues, then we admit we lack data or information that would allow us to
protect ourselves from natural disasters and diseases and their like. Although we are born ignorant,
and are vulnerable to hurting ourselves and others, as we mature and learn from our mistakes and
from those before us, we have a mechanism in place that virtually guarantees that as time passes
we will all some day live in harmony with each other.
Let me elaborate some more. The physical sciences have taught us that the workings of the
physical world is governed by fixed physical laws, and we have over the many years discovered
certain patterns and regularities that we have used to create technology to make life better. Thus
we know how to build houses to shelter us against the elements of nature, vehicles to help us move
from one place to the other, the telephone, satellites and the internet to help us communicate
over vast distances, industrial processing plants to mass produce food to feed the growing world
population, and drugs and medical procedures to prevent and treat human diseases. Also we are
beginning to understand more and more about the human mind, and a person’s needs and desires,
and we are appreciating more and more that as individuals, we are the product of our environment,
be it genetically, physically, and socially.
So how does this relate to ignorance as the source of suffering as opposed to evil? I hope to show
that it is ignorance that is the root of all suffering!! It is when we do not know any better, as a result
of lack of knowledge, that we suffer. From the individual level, if I have not been taught how to
provide for my basic needs, be it because of lack of resources or lack of “know how”, then I would act
in a way that would more likely than not infringe on other people’s provision of their basic needs.
Hence suffering arises. If we as a community do not know how to build hurricane-proof houses or
use technology to build safer vehicles of transportation, then we will suffer. It is only by trial and
error that we as a species make progress, and by learning from our mistakes and those before us
and learning of our strengths and weaknesses that we adapt and become empowered. If we lack
the skills of communication and coping as a result of lack of the proper education, then we would
more likely than not hurt others. If we lack the opportunity to develop critical thinking skills, and
be able to apply them to solving problems in our immediate environment and lack the tools and
resources to find solutions, then we would more likely than not effect a less than optimal solution
and hence negatively affect others. If a person is a menace to society, it is because he did not have
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the correct upbringing and positive influences and may have had many negative influences; or he
may have had some biochemical derangement in the brain that made him behave in a maladaptive
manner in the first place. In the latter case, it is our ignorance of this chemical imbalance and its
treatment that is responsible for the suffering, and not evil!!
In other words, we are not born with “original sin” but we are born ignorant. My “soul” hence
does not need to be “saved” but needs to be liberated from the shackles of ignorance. “Evil” arise
when we do not have the requisite skills or knowledge to avoid and solve problems – be it physical,
social or global. When I “sin” it is because my act is not compatible with nature or conducive to
creating and maintaining harmonious relationships with those around me. There are no such things
as “evil forces” that drive us to do “evil” deeds. When we hurt others and get hurt ourselves, it
is because we as individuals and as communities fail to fully understand our physical, social and
global limitations.
Having accepted this vantage point as fundamental to this new paradigm, several conclusions are
inevitable!! First and foremost, we are our BROTHER’S KEEPER!! As individuals, we have no
control over what genes we inherit and what social or cultural structures that surround us during
our formative years. We could have been born at a different point in time, in a different culture,
with different genetic potentials susceptible to different diseases. It is because of the inevitability
of diversity and uncertainty and vulnerability, that we must look out for our brothers and to the
best of our ability, provide for those who are not as fortunate. It is the responsibility for those who
have, to share with those who have not, as the circumstances could have dictated that the situations
be reversed. Thus when there is an opportunity to help and we turn our backs, we should not be
surprised if those who are not as fortunate hurt us. By not helping others, we ultimately end up
hurting ourselves.
The most encouraging fact about this phase of human evolution is that we have evolved to the
point that we can share information with every individual and we have the potential to produce
basic resources in abundance, and the infrastructure to distribute them to those not as fortunate is
already in place. This infrastructure, be it communication, transportation and education is already
developed to the point in which the sum of human knowledge can be shared to eradicate ignorance
and empower us to develop those skills to successfully adapt to the challenges of our ever changing
environment. We are discovering daily the strengths and limitations of our minds and body, and
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I have no doubt as this ignorance is chipped away on a daily basis, we will learn how to reduce
suffering in this world, be it as a result of natural or human disasters.
It is this universal vulnerability that should unite us, and the differences and diversity at all levels
that should be our strengths and not divide us. I think that religion has served its purpose and
provided us with structure when we did not know any better and this is probably God’s way of
guiding us and protecting us during the early phase of our evolution. The church as its instrument
has done a mediocre job up till now. The model of the past has outlasted its utility. In fact, I think
it has hampered us with its outdated concepts of original sin and evil, and evil forces. Our blind
acceptance of faith and dogma, although can be used for good, can as easily be used to hurt others
as is seen in the recent spate of events. What we need is a revamping of the human psyche and a
new model of what our responsibilities are. It is no longer to save souls, but to help in our own
little way, to empower ourselves and others by sharing information and resources so that we can
live together as one big happy family. When a person dies, what should live on is the memory that
he has contributed in a positive way to creating “a heaven here on earth.” We should do everything
selflessly for our brothers and sisters and the future generation, but we can only contemplate doing
this in the first place by first providing for our basic needs. We are all equal and this common
acceptance by all, that we are one people with the same needs and desires, should unite us.
Yes, human history is laden with many tragedies and suffering. We must all realise that we are
in some form or fashion responsible for what is happening around us, either by what we have done
or said or by what we have not done or said. When others hurt us, we should not be quick to
senselessly hurt others. We should take steps to prevent the escalation of suffering, and stop the
viscous cycle of trying to right a wrong with another wrong.
The only solution to the end of this vicious cycle of violence is if we start over with a clean slate.
We must accept that we are citizens of a united global community and as a result it is in the best
interest of everyone that we look out for each other. We must make a sincere effort to share our
resources, be it human or technological and make it our duty to give every citizen of the world the
same opportunity to overcome ignorance in their life and hence lesson suffering in their community.
By doing so then we can invest all of our energies and imagination and dreams to deal with issues of
global importance such as protection from natural disasters, saving our environment, and preventing
and finding cures for human diseases, both physical and psychological. That is where we should
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invest our limited resources and not squandering it on destroying lives and buildings, only to rebuild
them again.
Yes, the history of human evolution has been a shameful one, but there is still hope. We have to
abandon our nationalistic pride and we have to stop thinking that we are entitled to a particular
piece of land because of history. This is utter foolishness. Many wrongs have been done but two
wrongs don’t make it right. Let us forgive each other publicly and privately for what those who
have gone before us have done, and get on with rebuilding our societies and putting the necessary
infrastructure in place. We should not expend wasted energy any more. We should instead use all
of our resources to construct “a heaven here on earth.” That is our legacy, that is our responsibility!!
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2 Feature Address given at the Basseterre
High School Speech Day and Prize Giving
Ceremony 2004
Posted on June 23, 2012
Today is a day of reflection, a day of reflection on what we have accomplished, a day on which
we ponder how we can build on our accomplishments as we face the future with confidence. Today,
we celebrate the achievements of our students who have successfully completed another academic
year, in the hope of equipping themselves with the knowledge and skills to deal with the challenges
of the future.
To most of us growing up, school was an institution that forced us to accept several rituals. We
got up early in the morning, went to classes, took some notes, did homework, prepared for tests and
exams, and then moved up to another class as we grew older. Although on the surface, this is what
it seems like to go to school, I challenge you, the students, to look at school not as an obligation,
but as an opportunity to help develop your potentials to the best of your abilities, no matter what
they may be, so that you would develop into a compassionate, competent and above all confident
person later on in life.
For me, my view of life has changed over the years, and continues to evolve as I put my past
into perspective as I try to understand where I am going. It is a perspective that is refreshing and
empowering at best, and helps me to understand what my role is in today’s world. It is a view
that does not place the responsibility of growing and developing squarely on the shoulders of one
individual, but shares this responsibility with the family, the school, the churches, our communities
and above all, all of humanity. What do I mean? Let me explain!!!
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The event which has transformed my view of life was the recognition that when we are born,
we all are born ignorant. We come into the world not having the “know it all” as it pertains to
understanding ourselves, our relationships with others, or our relationship with the physical world
around us. The facts about our world and the values and morals we come to accept are programmed
into us by what we see, hear, do and feel, and as we grow older, the repertoire of our knowledge
and skills increases. Since we all are born ignorant, it is the responsibility of our parents, our
teachers, our leaders to build on their own accomplishments as they shape our minds and hearts to
face life’s challenges. It is the success of the institutions of the family, the schools, the church and
our community that would determine whether we as individuals are successful in actualising our
potentials.
I was blessed in that growing up, I had very supportive parents who made my education the
number one priority in my life. They made sure that I got what they did not have, as both of
my parents were not able to finish their high school training because of financial reasons. I did
not understand the importance of my education at home until I left and continued my education
abroad. For me, although I excelled in my classes, for my parents’ sake, most of my education was
guided from pressures without, rather than from a genuine understanding within of doing the best
I can do with what I had on my journey to actualising my potential.
Of course, I grew up in the church which laid the foundation of caring for others, and this is the
main reason why I model my life around the works and teachings of Christ. I also had excellent
teachers who in their own way, of caring for us, of total devotion to their calling, of a purpose that
transcends place and time, have touched me and inspired me in unimaginable ways. I remember,
going to school, I am not sure if it was in fifth form or sixth form, learning geometry and doing the
exercises. I told the teacher I was not sure why I was learning all of this, as I did not see how this
knowledge could be applied later on in my life. He told me something that had a profound influence
on me, which opened a new way of thinking for me, of which I would like to share with you. He told
me that the homework and the exercises we do today may not have any direct application later in
my life, but what I must take away are the skills in solving problems, of thinking critically about
the basics or fundamentals of the problem and above all, of having an open mind. This was because
no matter what career we chose later on in life, be it a doctor, a lawyer, an engineer or what ever
we chose, we can always fall back on those basic skills to help us solve problems when they do arise.
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Even today in my practice as a doctor, I still use his advice on how to approach problems, be it with
respect to the patient’s complaint, making a diagnosis or finding a solution to help that patient live
a healthy life as long as possible. Not becoming overwhelmed by the content of the courses, but
becoming inspired to develop the skills of solving problems and thinking critically, this was one of
the most profound insights that my education at the Basseterre Senior High School had taught me,
and this is what I hope to pass on to you.
So if we are all born ignorant and don’t know any better, and the institutions shape our minds and
souls, it is incumbent on these institutions to play their role so that they can be positive influences
in this regard. So I implore you, parents, to take more of an interest in the education of your
children, to make sacrifices for their sake, to reward them when they achieve and to help them when
they fall short. I praise and encourage the teachers to continue their time honoured role of planting
seeds of knowledge and skills in the students, so as to allow them to bloom in their later years. I
want to give back to you the teachers a perspective that has guided me as I took on the role of a
teacher during my medical training and now welcome as a consultant physician.
I view my role, when it comes to passing on knowledge, and I encourage every teacher to view
theirs, plainly and simply, as that of a catalyst. A catalyst is a substance that speeds up a reaction
without itself becoming consumed by it. If you view your role as catalysts, your goal in life should
be to become better and better catalysts, as you structure your teaching methods to motivate and
encourage the flow of information from the different subject areas through the textbooks to the
minds of your students.
As you can tell, my education at the Basseterre High School has equipped me very well for life’s
challenges, and I have to thank my teachers, for without them I would not be here today. We have an
excellent education system second to none in the entire world, and this is something I will continue
to boast about wherever I go. My education here was more than adequate as I was able to excel
after leaving high school, during my undergraduate years at Dalhousie University, and also to excel
during my medical training at the University of the West Indies in Jamaica. Even when I rotated
for six months of my training at University of Toronto, I had nothing to fear as a good grounding
in the basics of learning in general and of medical knowledge and skills in particular allowed me
to minimise my anxiety and fear and allowed me to concentrate on actualising my potential as I
continued to grow and develop. So, students, have no fear, for if you take your education seriously,
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you will do well anywhere in the world. I am living proof of that, as is so many others past and
present who have gone on to higher heights here and abroad.
Although I have created a picture of an academic upbringing that appears to be perfect, there
were many trying times and uncertainties along the way. I am sure that even as students you will
encounter difficult times, like failing an exam, peer pressure that distracts you from work, and even
parents or teachers “who do not seem to understand.” For me, at certain times, I was discouraged
and even became depressed. For example, some students may become jealous when you excel, and
make comments that may scar you deeply. I was once told by another student that although “I had
book sense, I did not have any common sense.” Also, having completed my undergraduate pre-med
training and graduating top of my class at Dalhousie University, my application to do my medical
training at Dalhousie University was rejected. I later discovered that this was because I did not
have other extra-curricular activities. I eventually accepted the State Scholarship and commenced
my medical training in Jamaica.
Although my failure of acceptance at Dalhousie has been a sore point for me and a disappointment
for my dad, it was a blessing in disguise. If it was not for my training in Jamaica, and a close
friendship with a Canadian classmate, I may not have had the opportunity to physically meet
my wife. Also, since my wife was doing her studies at University of Toronto, this gave me the
opportunity to assess for myself what I was missing by not being trained in a Canadian medical
school. I applied for and was able to do six months of my training at University of Toronto, and
what I discovered was a source of pride and reassurance of the strengths of my country and the
region as a whole. Although Canada had access to the latest technology which we did not have in
Jamaica or even in St. Kitts, my medical education was well grounded, and I was able to depend less
and less on technology, and depend more and more on interacting with patients as I endeavoured to
solve their medical problems. In other words, my training in Jamaica, taught me to do more with
less, to accept resource constraints, as I care for those around me.
How do we face the future with confidence despite the uncertainties that exist? First and foremost,
as mentioned earlier, we must equip ourselves with the knowledge and the skills required to solve
problems, but I put it to you that this is not enough. As we confront these issues, we have to realise
that the responsibility cannot rest with one person, and that we must work together as members
of a team. For us to be an efficient catalyst for change or an agent of stability in our community,
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we most work in harmony with each other. This can only happen if we are able to communicate
effectively with one another. This would allow all concerned to come onboard guided by a shared
vision.
For example, in the practice of medicine, a multi-disciplinary team approach involving doctors,
nurses, dietitians, social workers, podiatrists and pharmacists, working together as an efficient unit,
to make sure that the right information gets to the right patient at the right time, is vital for
producing positive patient outcomes. If we are going to face the future with confidence despite
the uncertainties that may abound, we must be able to build up good relationships with our colleagues. Maybe we should spend more time in our schools, developing courses that focus on building
communication skills to improve human relationships.
Let me at this point be open and share with you why I believe that ignorance lies at the heart
of the problems in our society, and why each of us should strive above all else not to be ignorant.
I have been struggling most of my life to understand why there continues to be suffering in this
world, despite major advances in the sciences and medicine and its application to the betterment
of human society, and despite the continued growth and positive influences of the church. In my
continuing search for the answer, I am drawn over and over again to the conclusion that ignorance
is the source of much of this suffering. Ignorance simply put is taken to mean “lack of knowledge in
a person capable of knowing.” We can extend this definition from the individual, to the community,
and finally to the human race. For example, when we say an individual is ignorant about a given
problem, we mean that that person does not have the required knowledge and skills to find a
solution to that problem. Also, when we say a community is ignorant about a given problem, we
mean that its members do not have the knowledge base or the expertise or know how to access
the right resources to allow them to solve that problem. And finally when we as a human race
are ignorant about solving social problems, preventing natural disasters or curing diseases, then we
realise that a lot more time and energy is needed in research to tackle these issues. This perspective
has been my saving grace, because as soon as I have accepted the fact that we all come into this
world ignorant, and are thus vulnerable to hurting ourselves and others, the path of hope becomes
crystal clear. I realised that as we mature and learn from our mistakes and from those before us,
from our teachers who likewise learnt from their teachers, we as a human race, have a mechanism
in place that virtually guarantees that as time passes we will become better and better at living in
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harmony with each other.
Therefore, students, your ultimate goal in life is not to be ignorant, but to equip yourselves with
the required knowledge and skills as you journey through life. As you formally, by your education
or informally, by your interactions with your parents and churches and leaders in your community,
accomplish this, and build on each accomplishment, you face a future that is bright, and you can
be confident that each of you will be playing your part in creating, as your Creator had envisioned,
a Heaven here on Earth. I implore you to build on your accomplishment and be confident as you
face the future.
I thank you.
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3 Keynote Address given at the White Coat
Ceremony at UMHS on May 12, 2012
Posted on May 13, 2012
A pleasant good morning to everyone.
It is a pleasure and an honour to be invited here today and to be asked to give the Keynote
address. It was only 20 years ago that I started my medical training at the Mona Campus at
the University of the West Indies in Jamaica. And seeing you all here today, I can well imagine
what is going through your mind, as believe it or not, I was once a medical student just like you.
Although I was naive, insecure, and unsure of my skills and the challenges that lay ahead, I had
many mentors along the way who reassured me that although the journey would be a difficult one, I
would eventually succeed and that my dream of becoming a doctor, would one day become a reality.
They were fond of telling me that, “medicine is easy”, (which I did not believe at the time, but now
I do), and that “the only difference between them and I was time.”
What I hope to do in the next ten minutes or so is to share with you some of the insights gained,
and words of wisdom given, that have shaped me, and that have allowed me to stand before you
today.
First of all, we must understand that medicine is a privileged and sacred profession, in that we
deal with patients at their most vulnerable, as many will be suffering from chronic illnesses and
some even with terminal diseases. From the onset, we must realise that our calling is not just to
save lives, as inevitably we all have to die, but our calling must be to prevent and even decrease the
suffering in our patients’ lives. Although we may accurately define life as “a sexually transmitted
disease with terminal prognosis”, I want to reassure you that this is not a problem with life or
suffering itself, but our perception of our role in it.
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Secondly, we must appreciate that our medical training is modelled on the scientific method.
When we formulate a diagnosis, we are actually putting forward a hypothesis that may explain a
patient’s complaint. If we are to serve our patients well, we have to first have an excellent grasp
of the basic sciences so we can appreciate where the abnormal structure in the anatomy or the
abnormal function in the physiology of the patient lie. Having become well-grounded in the basic
sciences, we then proceed to the bedside or clinic where we interact with the patients and develop
our clinical skills in applying what we have learnt from the basic sciences to our patients’ health
needs. This skill involves us interacting with the patients by interviewing them and dissecting their
symptoms (which we call history taking) and examining them using our senses of sight, hearing
and touch, sometimes smell, and rarely taste, looking for clues which may be consistent with or
help rule out a given list of hypotheses (which we call differential diagnoses). If at this point we
have not made a diagnosis, we then augment our senses by using the tools of modern medicine such
as microscopes, cameras, X-rays, chromatography and spectroscopy, to pinpoint the structural or
functional lesion that is the source of our patient’s complaint.
I fervently hope that at this point you can fully appreciate that a good grounding in the fundamentals plus developing critical thinking skills in pattern recognition is the key to becoming a
successful practitioner. Please remember this truism that medicine is an apprenticeship, where our
unwritten motto is, “See one, do one, and then teach one,” and that we progress and “we see further
by standing on the shoulders of Giants”. We should thus heed the advice of one of those giants, Sir
William Osler, who teaches us; “He who studies medicine without books sails an uncharted sea, but
he who studies medicine without patients does not go to sea at all.”
To be a successful doctor, we should develop in ourselves the five Cs. First of all, we should be
compassionate, this goes without saying. Secondly, we should be competent, and this competence
is developed from understanding the fundamentals in the basic sciences and developing our clinical
skills to the best of our abilities. Thirdly, we should be confident in our skills, as this is important
in nurturing the relationship between our patients and ourselves, and also of us in ourselves, as
confidence in our knowledge and skills, is the antidote for anxiety and indecisiveness in our professional and personal lives. Fourthly, we have to be of sound character, as believe it or not, we are
role models for our patients. In order to earn the trust of our patients, we need to “practice what
we preach.” It was a wakeup call for me, that when I told my third patient that she needed to lose
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weight as part of her treatment plan, she turned around and asked me what I was doing to lose
weight myself, as at the time, I was also obese with a BMI of 31kg/m2. Like all great leaders, and
being leaders in our fields, we also have to apply the tenets of accountability, transparency, and
good governance in our professional and personal lives, and to appreciate that respect and trust
from our patients, is something that is not granted, but earned.
And the last C, which I feel is the most important quality, is that we need to become efficient
catalysts of change by fostering healthy behavioural change in the lives of our patients. As you
know, a catalyst is a substance that speeds up a reaction without being consumed in the process.
So as efficient catalysts, we should bring the right knowledge, the right treatment plan, the right
specialist, to the right patient at the right time, to speed up the rate at which our patient recovers
from sickness to health, or help our patients who are healthy remain healthy. Thus our goal in
our professional and personal lives, as we grow and develop and evolve, should be to become more
compassionate, more competent, more confident, of sound character and also more efficient as we
catalyse the recovery of our patients, and better yet, empower our patients to maximise their
wellbeing.
It would be remiss of me at this point not to throw some light on a major shortcoming of our
medical profession, and it is my fervent hope that your generation would be the ones to help us in
remedying this suboptimal situation. Believe it or not, we have spent much time and energy and
research in discovering skills, medications and technologies to save lives. However, we must wake up
to the realisation that as medicine is practiced today, which is based on the sickness model, medical
research is taking us where we cannot afford to go, as our health care model as it stands today,
is without a doubt unsustainable. It has been said that “an ounce of prevention is worth a pound
of cure.” Better yet, we say to you, that putting more time, energy, and research into prevention
IS the cure for the unsustainable sickness model within which we find ourselves immersed today.
During your training, you will discover that most of today’s diseases are lifestyle related and hence
preventable, and I hope one day that in addition to the patient’s bill of rights, we can by consensus
formulate a social contract or a covenant with each other and our patients called a patient’s bill
of responsibilities. As Arun Ghandi, grandson of Mohandas Ghandi has said, we commit one of
our greatest human blunders when we divorce human responsibilities from human rights. Gone
should be those days when we amass great wealth and fortune by profiting from human suffering
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by capitalising on the physical, cognitive and emotional frailties of our patients. I yearn for the day
when we as a profession are not perceived as human mechanics, eagerly waiting for our patients to
break down, but are seen as sincere health coaches eagerly reaching out to our patients to guide
them and encourage them to partake in wholesome healthy living. In so doing, we would become
partners with our patients in helping them become more empowered and more responsible, and
helping them decrease suffering in their lives and those around them. We need to be our patients’
advocates and help convince our policy leaders that that their number one priority should be in
helping shape the rules of society where the healthier choices, become as a matter of fact, the easier
or cheaper choices.
And finally, we would like to share with you the secret to our being here today, what motivates
us and inspires us in the difficult times and what keeps us grounded in the good times. As you can
guess, this apprenticeship is not only a professional journey, but also a spiritual one. And when
we say spiritual, we mean one in which we endeavour to develop in ourselves a sense of connection
to all that there is in time and space. To be one with each other and with the whole universe,
we endeavour every day to cultivate in ourselves to the best of our awareness, a sense of infinite
gratitude for all things past, a sense of infinite responsibility for all things future, and ultimately a
sense of infinite service for all things present. (Some of you here would recognise at once that this
is basically the heart of Buddhist philosophy.)
So thanks again for lending me your ears. Good luck on your journey as you not only fill your
mind with information, knowledge and wisdom as it pertains to the practice of medicine, but also
as you fill you heart, soul and spirit, with faith, hope and love for your profession and above all for
your patients you are ultimately called to serve.
Thank you.
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4 Diagnosing the Root Cause of our Political
Dis-Ease and Formulating a Treatment Plan
Posted on May 26, 2012
Two weeks ago, I was honoured to be asked to give the keynote address (3) to an incoming class
of medical students, and during my preparations I realised that there was so much I wanted to say
which could not have been said in ten minutes. Although the main points I wanted to get across
were that most of our medical diseases were lifestyle related and hence preventable, and that as
a profession we need to change course, I realised that a similar case can be made for the political
establishment not only here in St. Kitts-Nevis, but also regionally and internationally.
In this blog article, I will attempt to show you that much of the dis-eases which have developed in
the political arena can be prevented, and all it takes is a recognition of the root cause and a sincere
attempt to change our maladaptive mind sets and lifestyles that have resulted in these dis-eases in
the first place. As you may gather, I am going to take a clinical approach and surgically dissect out
the main issues, highlight the symptoms and signs of this political malady, and then formulate a
treatment plan in terms of primary, secondary and tertiary prevention.
I will attempt to show that much of the dis-eases arise from our present way of thinking, and that
these maladies are unintended consequences of the decisions made by sincerely misguided leaders
who are elected by sincerely misguided citizens. The conclusions to be drawn are palatable and the
solutions are readily implementable if we all accept that as individuals and as a collective we are
only doing the best we can, given our level of awareness and understanding. NO ONE IS TO BE
BLAMED AND THERE IS NO CONSPIRACY THEORY. What we are experiencing today are
the growing pains that we must bear as we mature and grow as we traverse this adolescent phase of
our development. Above all, this article also serves to sow the seeds of hope by attempting in some
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small way to increase our level of awareness and understanding of the core issues, and by helping
to provide solutions for the way forward.
If I can identify from the onset the core issue, I would have to say that the root cause of all
our political maladies arise from, on the one hand, the tensions that develop when the rights and
responsibilities of the individual conflict with the rights and responsibilities of the collective (i.e.
the state), and on the other hand, the codification of maladaptive and misguided strategies in the
informal and formal rules of society, to deal with these tensions. For example, when we prioritise the
rights of the individuals above their responsibility to the collective, we end up with the capitalistic
experiment that has bedevilled most of the Western world with its unintended consequences of
poverty, inequality and the distributive injustices. When we prioritise the responsibilities of the
individuals to the state above their own individual rights, we end up with the communist experiment
with the unintended consequences of inefficiencies in the system and the denial of basic freedoms
and human rights.
Having identified the shortcomings in both of these suboptimal and more-left-to-be-desired systems, we can now make progress moving forward. What we need now is an instrument or tool or
calculus that inputs the rights and responsibilities of the individual and the collective, and outputs
a solution that is adaptive for that particular time and place. This would be a living and breathing
instrument that grows, develops, and matures, and above all should serve as one of our greatest
accomplishments we, as a human race, have ever created.
What I am talking about already exists in principle but is perverted and twisted in practice by
the powers that be. What I am talking about is true democracy. A democratic state is one in which
the opinions, views and aspirations of each individual are taken into consideration in determining
the way forward in terms of the visions presented and ultimately the policies codified in the laws
of the country. The instrument or tool or calculus that I am referring to is what we call general
elections and the processes that support them that make them trustworthy, robust and fair for one
and all. This is how it should work. Two or more party leaders put forward their visions on as many
issues as is relevant to that period of time, and the party that puts forward the most convincing
plan based on track record and merit, and not just rhetoric, would get the most votes; hence the
collective decision (experiment) would reflect the majority of the individuals and one would have
succeeded in bringing about the greatest good for the greatest number of people. If this experiment
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succeeds in accomplishing its goals, then our leaders and we as individuals share in the fruits of our
labour, and if this experiment fails, then our leaders and we as individuals share in the losses. This
would ensure that we always reap what we sow, and we would match the collective rights of the
citizenry with their collective responsibilities in choosing the leaders who best reflect our collective
aspirations.
Unfortunately, our political system, as it stands today, is out of balance and totally dysfunctional
in achieving its intended goals. What is missing in this balancing act are 1) the checks and balances
in the system that would help to keep our leaders and their advisers honest, and 2) the ability of civil
society and the business community to genuinely trust our leaders and vice versa. Unfortunately
again, and I make no apologies in stating this, the system, as it stands right now, gives too much
power to our leaders to gerrymander the mind-set of the citizenry, using whatever resources they
have at their disposal, to serve their self-interest and by extension, the interests of their party
supporters and ultimately those of their election financiers, and not in the best interest of the
general populace for whom they have in fact been chosen to lead and above all to serve.
So how can our politicians regain the trust they claim they rightly deserve when they have been
ceded power to act in our best interest? To regain that trust they need to implement the checks
and balances that would help keep them honest, put the necessary infrastructure in place to enable
a fair electoral system which has the blessing of all involved, and above all a constitution which
serves as a social contract or covenant which cedes power back to the people. Unfortunately our
present constitution gives the incumbent leaders too much and unfair powers to manoeuvre under
the radar through the loopholes of the system and to gerrymander the rules that are self-serving
and puts party aspirations over those of its own citizens.
We need to build into the system the tenets of transparency, accountability and good governance
as these sow the seeds of trust by our electorate for our politicians, and allow us to create an
environment of partnerships that enables us to work together in the hard times and that also
enables us to celebrate together in the good times.
Having assessed the present political situation and highlighted its dysfunction and deficiencies,
we at once realise that political tribalism is the unintended result, and is responsible for the disease we feel; moreover, we appreciate its strangle-hold on our psyche as it permeates and perverts
every aspect of the decision making process from the individual level up to the collective. This
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political tribalism is thus the unintended consequence which continues to be perpetuated by our
sincerely misguided leaders and condoned and enabled by our sincerely misguided citizenry. When
we examine the situation more closely under a microscope, we can identify the negative complications
of victimisation, dependency syndromes, lack of productivity, perpetuation of poverty, the inability
to effectively fight crime, disunity of civil society, and above all regression in the development of
the hearts, minds, souls and spirits of the individuals in our beloved land of ours; this despite the
claims made by the powers that be who would like us to believe that we are as a nation better off
today despite these social maladies.
Having made the diagnosis of the root cause of our political dis-ease, we need now to formulate a
treatment plan. There have been many political injuries, impairments and disabilities which need
to be rehabilitated, and I propose that a way forward would be in setting up a National Truth and
Reconciliation Commission that would bridge the political divide and would help bring the root
issues to light and guide this therapeutic process with as much sensitivity and maturity as possible.
It is only by us engaging as a nation in this form of socio-cultural-political psychotherapy, that
many of the repressed feelings can be brought to the surface so that we can therapeutically give
vent to these seeds of maladaptive thinking and behaviour. This would then allow us to grow up
and develop through our immature political adolescence as we become fully mature, responsive and
above all responsible citizens.
The above deals with what we call tertiary prevention as it serves to heal wounds, and prevent
the escalation of maladaptive mind sets and behaviours that enables and sustains this political
divisiveness. However, we also need to talk about secondary prevention, as these political injuries are
complications of a deeper issue which deals with our ability or lack thereof, to trust our leaders, and
our leaders to trust us. So we need to screen and do regular check-ups on the political establishment
and civil society and the business communities, and to pick up the early signs and symptoms of this
political tribalism and effectively deal with them before the complications arise and they get out of
hand. Hence, no one can doubt the absolute necessity for the urgent passage and implementation
of Integrity in Public Life and Freedom of Information Legislature, supported by periodic Electoral
and Constitutional Review and Reform to deal with emerging and transitioning political issues,
which as a matter of fact, in all honesty, are urgent public health issues in and of themselves.
And finally, we need to talk about primary prevention and here we are dealing with the mind-set
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of our people, what our principles are, how high should our standards be, and what should or nor
be compromised along the way. We should start to change our mind-set and be true to our motto
by putting our “Country above Self,” and not party above country as this is what we do when we
claim directly or indirectly that we are party supporters for life and absolve our leaders of any
responsibility. When we aid and abet and put our party interests above that of our country, then
party affiliation becomes idolatry and we end up giving lip service to our Christian covenant and
principles that have guided us, and I have to say have protected us thus far. So it is a maladaptive
mind-set and its ensuing maladaptive behaviour that has gotten us into this situation; but I am
hopeful, that by changing our mind-set and our behaviour by creating a new responsible political
dynamic that is responsive more to the needs and less to the wants of the people of this country, we
would be able to effect the much needed transformation that our ancestors had so long strived to
create, and for which our children dearly desire and without a doubt duly deserve. And this should
rightly begin with the politicians as they are our leaders who are called to LEAD BY EXAMPLE as
it is they who have it in their power to catalyse this reawakening and guide us through this crucial
formative period of our growth and development.
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5 Exorcising the demons from my religion –
My spiritual odyssey from endarkenment to
enlightenment
Posted on June 3, 2012
Over the past month, much has happened in my life and the life of my community that has
caused me to pause and reflect on my health and also the health of my community. What has been
fermenting and now is bubbling up to the surface is my discontent with the happenings around me
as it pertains to the physical, mental, social and spiritual wellbeing of our country.
First of all, many of our youth are having the vitality, to live and to be at peace with themselves
and with each other, undermined on a daily basis by the lack of guidance and leadership by our leaders be they parents, teachers, guardians, spiritual ministers and above all our politicians. Secondly,
we have abject disunity in our families, schools, churches and our political parties. These are the
same institutions of our society that are supposed to mould the bodies, minds, hearts, souls and
spirits of our youth and prepare them with the skills to become loving, caring, sharing, responsible
and productive citizens of this country. And last but not least, when I in private give vent to my
frustration and try to seek a better understanding from the elders of my community who should
know better, of what the root causes of my discontents are, I invariably find the divisiveness of our
political tribalism rearing its ugly head over and over again.
It appears that politics, is becoming our new religion, and is fostering the development of a
narrative that is redefining who we are as individuals; but of more concern to me, is threatening
to destroy who we are as a community. The demarcation between politics and religion is getting
blurred by the day as we begin to pay homage and worship our political leaders more and more, as
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we treat them as demigods and absolve them of the principles of accountability, transparency and
good governance as our politicians appear to be omnipotent, omniscient and benevolent and hence
have no need for the checks and balances to rein in their negative human tendencies; moreover, our
politicians feel they are entitled to the trust of the people, expecting that trust is something that
should be granted and not earned.
How did we get here and where did we go wrong? Is this also another example of an unintended consequence of sincerely misguided spiritual leaders with their sincerely misguided narratives
preached to their sincerely misguided congregation? What gives me the authority to even make this
suggestion and even more so to suggest that “I know better” and “we should know better”? How
can anyone or even myself trust what I am about to say? What I will attempt to do now is open
my heart and earn your trust, by being as transparent in my motives and agenda as possible, being
totally accountable to you by laying out for all to see the milestones of my spiritual development,
and finally enunciating the principles that have governed my thoughts and actions, and I will then
leave it up to you to determine the trustworthiness of my thoughts and my words and by extension
my actions.
As many of you may or may not know, I was baptised and grew up in the Catholic Church,
performed my duties as an acolyte and Sunday school teacher, and I never questioned my beliefs at
that time. I believed wholeheartedly in the creeds of my church, and the unquestioned authority of
it leaders, and my thoughts were consumed with my fallen nature due to “original sin,” the battle
between the angels and the demons for my soul, and my yearning to spend eternity in the afterlife
in heaven and to do what I needed to do to avoid hell at all costs. I was for all intents and purposes
living up to the high standards I set for myself, and I ascribed my gifts to the fruits of my labour,
being totally oblivious to the sheltered protective environments of my home, school, churches and
the communities within which I was raised.
All of that was to change when I started my undergraduate training overseas and was introduced
to the ideas of evolution and moreover the writings of philosophy which dealt with deep existential
issues. The Creation story was called into question and I discovered that we humans who have been
given dominion over the animals and plants appear to have evolved from lower animals themselves.
Although these new ideas were troubling, nothing could have prepared me for what I learnt next
from my readings in philosophy. There, the philosophers posed the very hard questions, that made
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me think. They asked, “Did God create man, or was it man who created “God”? Did God create us
in his own image, or did we create “God” in our own image and ascribed “Him” with our own selfish
human feelings and emotions.” And I was only eighteen years old at the time!!!
As you can imagine, my world was turned upside down, as the foundations of my faith was yanked
from under me. As expected, I became angry and more so even depressed, as I lost all my bearings
and became rudderless and the absolute sense of unshakeable certainty and purpose I had before
leaving home, were now crumbling before my eyes. I felt that I was brainwashed as a child by my
parents, teachers and above all the nuns and priests, and the light that had guided me as a youth
was extinguished, and I found myself in total darkness. I rejected my faith and overnight became
an atheist, and at that time, vowed to always question authority whosoever they may be, and never
to take any teachings for granted, no matter the area of expertise in question. It was a very scary
time for me, so I began to read, and tried to prove the existence or lack thereof of God. And no
matter how hard I tried, I always failed. I then threw myself wholeheartedly in my studies of the
sciences to distract myself from dealing with these core existential issues, but when the vacation
breaks came, I would become depressed as I lost hope, and on several occasions I questioned the
utility of life and that of living itself. This sentiment waxed and waned for about 2 years, and
caused much anxiety in my life and that of my mother.
One day back home during a vacation break, my mom told me to go and speak to the priest.
As you can imagine, I had some preconceived notions of what his reaction would have been, and I
prepared myself mentally for him to say that I would go to hell if I did not accept Jesus as my Lord
and Saviour and if I did not believe in God and the afterlife, I would rot in hell for all eternity.
But I was wrong and pleasantly surprised, as the priest was, in retrospect, an angel in disguise, as
he comforted me and told me that what I was going through was healthy, and he encouraged me
to continue with my readings and search for understanding. This is what he told me which I now
want to share with you. He said,” Bichara, if you are honest and genuine and sincere in your search
for the TRUTH, no matter how off-course you are right now, if you persist and persevere, you will
eventually find IT.”
That was 22 years ago, and my search has uncovered many pearls and gems along the way, which
I hope to now share as I pulled myself up by the bootstraps of a refreshing worldview and gradually
emerged out of this period of endarkenment. The more and more I searched for proofs of GOD’s
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existence, I realised that this was insoluble, not because He did not exist, but because I had the
wrong mind-set and was asking the wrong questions. I realised that GOD could not be defined as an
intellectual reality, be it via philosophy or via the Scriptures, but that HE was an EXPERIENTIAL
REALITY. It was via the interactions with my wife-to-be during my undergraduate days, and with
my family, Jamaican friends and patients during my medical training, that I realised that it was
via these meaningful relationships that we experience God’s presence in our lives. The GOD of my
childhood was put in a box and was only understood through the limits of my imagination then;
now my faith in GOD is very strong, and has continued to grow and mature, and looking back, I
see that the foundations of my faith is as strong as it ever could be, not in spite of my questionings,
but exactly because of it as I was encouraged to question everything and to do so wholeheartedly.
So now I question all authority, be it medical, spiritual, economic, social and even political, and
I do not take anything on faith, or should I say on blind faith. And I encourage my students to do
likewise, as they in turn must always question the authority of my teachings be it in medicine or life
in general. But that is only the beginning, for I soon realised, that a lifetime is not enough for one
person to arrive at reasonable answers to these deep questions, and that we have to at some point
accept the wisdom of our leaders with some faith. And that is where TRUST in our leaders comes
in and as mentioned above is something that has to be earned and should only be given after due
diligence.
If I can summarise in one sentence where I stand right now, I would have to say that my faith
in God is very strong, but my faith in the church is very weak. I have great difficulties in many of
the creeds, teachings, rituals and traditions of the church. I see the Bible as one of many of great
works of literature ever written by men and women who were inspired by GOD in their search for
understanding and meaning, just as much as Darwin was inspired to write his theories of evolution
and Einstein was inspired to write his theories of space and time. As a matter of fact, I think there
is lots of room for improvement in all of our scriptures and the narratives that underlie them. Let
me give you several examples.
We can see the evolution of thought as it pertains to justice from the Old Testament to modern
times. We can see the progress from its inception in the old testament, when we heed the advice
of “an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth”, to Jesus’ advice “on turning the other cheek”, to
Mahatma Gandhi’s “an eye for an eye will make the whole world blind” to Archbishops Desmond
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Tutu’s insight that “an enemy is a friend waiting to be made.”
Also the founding dogma that we are born with “original sin,” does an injustice to our Creator,
as we misrepresent who He is and what He is all about. First, why would He as the Architect
have designed imperfect beings and then demand that we be perfect?” We should have a better
narrative in which we believe in the heart of our hearts that we are born with “original grace” and
are perfect. So instead of starting the class of life with a grade F, we start with A+, and with the
guidance of our “teachers”, they help us to maintain that grade. Secondly, as our church system
is set up, I have to ask, why are we forced to stay back and repeat the same class over and over
again for the rest of our lives? When asked why I don’t go to church, I tell those who ask, that it is
because I have graduated and have been filled with the fruits and the degrees of the spirit, and am
implementing my skills in real life with my family, friends and patients, and not in some artificial
classroom environment.
Moreover, I reject the existence of evil spirits and the devil and the belief in hell and the afterlife.
I see life like the ultimate party of celebration with good food and conversations and scenery, and
I am grateful to the Host for inviting me in the first place. After, let’s say midnight, the party
has to come to an end, I will look back and thank the Host on leaving for his gracious invitation
to this party of life, and having been given the opportunity to organise with him and share in the
party, before the lights are turned off. It is in the transience and fragility of life we appreciate more
this precious gift, and we are called to be more responsible for our actions and inactions, and not
abdicate that responsibility to fictitious dark forces, and worse yet not to become more self-righteous
and less compassionate by selfishly focusing on an afterlife in heaven. Most of the harm we do to
ourselves and others is not from evil forces but because of simple ignorance, be it at the individual
or collective level. It is when we walk in the dark that we trip, stumble and fall, and we have to
appreciate that darkness in not a substance but simply the absence of light; hence there is no need
for evil in our narratives.
Even I have accepted that evolution and Creation are compatible, as via the theory of evolution
via the big bang and by natural selection we are discovering the technical details of the creation
processes. We are also in the sciences discovering the wisdom of Eastern religions as it pertains to
the connectivity of all there is from the beginnings of time and space to the galaxies, this planet
and all there is in the living biosphere of spaceship earth. We discover that all of us are of African-
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descent and that each one of us today are related and are at best cousins with each other, at most
2000th removed, and are also related in some way to other living beings past and present, and even
to inanimate objects such as fossil fuels which are actually the remains of ancient living communities
of phytoplankton and forests. My epiphany is that Evolution does not dehumanise us at all but
dignifies all of creation. We are thus called to be environmentally responsible stewards of the earth
and not to have “dominion” over it as we once were taught.
So what am I? Although I cannot accurate say I am Christian, I will readily say that I am a
Jesusist/Buddhist, as I model my life according to the works and teachings of Jesus Christ and
Buddha.
So what I have endeavoured to do over the past 20 years of my life is to exorcise the demons of
misrepresentation and misunderstanding in my religion, and not put GOD in a box, constrained
by my limited experiences and feeble imaginations, but allow the relationship with Him to grow
and mature and develop as I do likewise. As Jesus was intoxicated with GOD and for his vision
of a heaven here on earth, as best enunciated in the Lord’s prayer, and Buddha was intoxicated
in Nirvana and his fixation on suffering and its alleviation, likewise I am also intoxicated in the
Ground of All Being and fixated on bridging the gap between the sciences and the humanities
including religion and trying to throw some light on what it takes to create wholesome vibrant
flourishing individuals and communities.
I have had many guides along the way from religious scholars like Karen Armstrong, Marcus
Borg, and Huston Smith, to economic scholars like Jeffery Sachs and Jeremy Rifkin, and countless
others, and I currently engage in self-directed CSEs (Continuous Spiritual Education). I put those
principles learnt into practice in real life with my friends, family and my patients, and I hope to
share now the rewards with my community.
We need now to bring these insights to the fore in our social, economic and political spheres, and
diagnose and deal with the root causes of the dis-eases that surround us. As leaders we should be
humble, acknowledge our limitations and ask for help when needed, and admit that we are humans
and do make mistakes and need to have the checks and balances in place to guide us, and we need
to understand that we need to do all that we can to earn the trust of the people we lead. Having
made this realisation, how can we move forward? Just like we have a Sugar Industry Diversification
Foundation (SIDF 1.0) to assist in the economic growth and development of our country via foreign
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investments, I feel we need a balancing counterforce to deal with the social, spiritual and political
growth and development of our people via domestic investments, where our people at home and
in the diaspora abroad can readily contribute of their time and resources. This can be a Spiritual
Investment and Development Foundation (SIDF 2.0) which can contribute to raising awareness of
the needs and concerns of the community among civil society via local projects, be they social,
environmental, spiritual and even legal, and which would be charged with the mandate to educate,
discuss and share information and other resources that can help bring back that sense of community
and connectedness that we so now more than ever need. Unfortunately, I have to acknowledge my
limitations as I lack the technical expertise or legal background to take this kernel of an idea forward,
and make it become a reality. It is hoped that one of my readers will be moved to help plant, water
and nourish this seed, and create the fertile environment that would allow it to gain roots to grow
and to flourish and above all to be fruitful.
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6 Ennobling the political establishment –
Seeing the folly of our ways and helping to
raise the Bar once and for all for one and
all
Posted on June 10, 2012
About twenty years ago, about six months into my medical training, a discussion ensued in my
class, which although I did not know it then, has in hindsight, helped me to understand the true
nature of the political beast. At that time, we had two very distinguished professors who were
constantly destructively criticising the other, as it was well known they both were competing with
each other for the post of head of their department.
After class, one of my Jamaican friends, gave me a lecture on this curious phenomenon which I
would now relay to you. He went to the blackboard and drew two vertical lines, one bigger than the
other, and said there are two ways to “big-up” ourselves: first, we can strive to the do the best we
can and grow and develop and in the process we let the positive fruits of our labour overflow, and
in so doing, we also uplift the others in our midst. He said that this was very rare, as nowadays, we
fool ourselves and “big-up” ourselves by “putting-down” or “belittling” the other. He said that this
was a sign of immaturity and also an unconscious inferiority complex, as when we engage in this
activity, we have exhausted all avenues of enlightenment in actualising our potentials and we delude
ourselves and those around us to think that we are better than the other after we have succeeded
in demonising the other.
Several years later, during my clinical training, there was a professor who was well-known for
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doing a certain surgical procedure. We would call for his expertise from time to time, but what was
puzzling, was that he did not teach his residents the relevant surgical techniques. Then one day, he
got sick, and was not available, and given that he did not pass down the wisdom to his apprentices,
the patients suffered. Later my Jamaican friend explained to me that this professor was protecting
his own turf, because if his apprentices were perceived to be better than he was, this would have
negatively affected his reputation and more so his earning potential. He explained that this is why
in the region we do not engage in succession planning and it is usually the people whom we serve
who end up suffering as a result of our selfish ways and myopic vision. This stunned me as I thought
at the time and still do, that one of the greatest satisfaction in one’s life occurs when a student
does better than his teacher, as the student is able to see farther since he was able to stand on the
shoulders of a giant.
A year into my internship, a major issue arose between me and another colleague which was so
serious, I was ready to leave my profession as there were many untruths that were being said about
me, where my integrity and character were called into question. Fortunately, one of my professors
intervened and successfully persuaded me to reconsider, and he left me with the following words
of wisdom, “Mouth is meant fee talk, and pen is meant fee write.” He elaborated that no matter
what we do in life, people are going to say and write any and everything about us to bring us down
when we are doing well, and that is the modus operandi in our part of the world. He went on to
explain that not because something is said or written makes it true. He concluded that we have to
be critical of all that is written and is said, and always ask, who has most to gain and who has most
to lose, and by using this lens, we would see the hidden agendas and the intended motives.
Several years ago, I was frustrated and was discussing my discontents of the situation in St.
Kitts-Nevis with a colleague. I told him that this was not the St. Kitts I loved and the St. Kitts
for whom I came back home to serve. I came back to help with the growth and development of the
country and to help with raising the standards of our people. He told me that he felt the same way,
but what he noticed was that the political establishment was creating the illusion of progress by
lowering the standards of its people. I was confused and he went on to elaborate, that by lowering
the bar, we collectively feel we are progressing forward and getting closer to the goalpost, when
what is actually happening is that we are not moving at all but it is the goalpost that is getting
closer to us. In other words, instead of it becoming a race to the top, it becomes a race to the
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bottom.
A consequence of this is that mediocrity and the divisiveness of the political tribalism has become
our religion, and we accept as de facto the maxim that “the number one priority of our politicians is
to get (re)elected” and we enable that environment to enable them to do so at all costs. And when
I turn around and challenge some of my learned colleagues why they do not speak truth to power
as this is really a mental and social health issue, they readily admit that they are indebted to the
establishment as they have mortgages and loans to pay and have children to send to school.
Recently and disturbingly, I have noticed that we have started to outsource (1) (2) our image
building campaigns and demonising apparatus to “political hit men”, who are now using the latest
techniques and technologies in psychological and cyber warfare, to manufacture credibility and to
sully the names of their opponents, and worse yet, to gerrymander the local and global public square.
I have even had the opportunity to speak to one of these politicians who proudly admitted that
modern politics is an art as well as a science, and this sentiment was further reinforced by a now
deceased political scientist who proclaimed “that politics is really the art and science of perception
and persuasion.”
Before leaving, it would be remiss of me not to publicly say, that in my own humble opinion, our
learned lawyer colleagues are mainly to blame for the situation we find ourselves in today. I have to
admit that it boggles my mind why for almost three decades of our Federation’s history, they as a
group did not have the foresight or testicular fortitude to advise and nudge the founding fathers of
our constitution, the previous government and the present government, to have anti-corruption laws
passed initially in, or amended afterwards, into our constitution. Although we are quick to blame
the present government and point fingers, I feel that all, past and present lawyers, who knew and
know better, have to shoulder the blame as they all dropped the ball when it was in their respective
courts.
So let me leave you all with some questions, which I have asked and no one has yet been able to
answer. “Is a government with the potential for corruption an asset or liability for the Federation?”
Furthermore, if it is foreign direct investment we are trying to attract and are competing for, do we
have to become “professional loophole finders and navigators” to earn our living? Is such a scheme
even sustainable in the first place, and should we be proud that we are able to compete with the
developed world in this endeavour? And lastly, since there is more “black money” (3) out there than
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there is legitimate money, what have we got ourselves into?
What I have tried to do in this article is to throw some light on the dark side of our human nature,
as no matter what sphere of life we find ourselves in, be it as doctors, lawyers or politicians, if we are
not aware of these tendencies, we will only fuel them and they in turn will eventually consume us.
What we need now is to reclaim the nobility of our respective professions. I am hoping that we will
get “the road to Damascus experience” sooner than later and see the folly of our ways and change
course and realise that our number one priority should be to serve our respective communities to
the best of our abilities, and this will in turn help to uplift our people along the way, not only
economically, but also mentally, socially and spiritually.
If we cannot find it from within to regulate ourselves by having the Integrity in Public Life and
Freedom of Information Legislations, along with Electoral and Constitutional Reforms put on the
table, debated and passed, our Stately friends from without should rise to the occasion and help
nudge us to do the right thing, as not to do so, would only tarnish the image and integrity and
governing principles of their Authority and in turn that of their Organisation.
I fervently hope that our present politicians from both sides of the political divide can look us
into our eyes and honestly and truthfully say that “I have never cherished any fear of any revelation
because before God and man I have always known that my hands are clean.” I also dream of the
day, in our Federation, when we would have a new breed of politicians, who would lead the way by
their example, dismantle the shackles of political tribalism and emancipate us from this tyranny of
mental slavery (4).
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7 Letter from a Basseterre Jail
Posted on June 17, 2012
On 16 April 1963, Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King Jr wrote “Letter from a Birmingham Jail”. The challenge of that time was racial segregation in the Southern United
States of America.
Having read his letter, it occurred to me that although we live in a different time, if
Dr. King was alive today and was invited to St. Kitts-Nevis, he would, with as much
conviction, be speaking out against the divisiveness of the politics of our time that
has, like racial segregation of his time, divided both of our communities. What I will
attempt to do is to preserve as best as I can the exact words and spirit of the letter
and try to imagine what he would have written if he was arrested and charged with
“disturbing the peace” and “destabilising the country” in bringing these issues to light,
and was latter chastised by his clergymen who called his present activities “unwise and
untimely.”
I am in no way belittling his plight and his struggle and I would be the first to
categorically say that what he endured then was unimaginably worse than what we
are enduring now; however, there may be several parallels in the events then and now
that we can draw on as we attempt to free ourselves from the clutches of political
tribalism, which truth be told is really a disguised form of mental slavery and political
segregation.
It must also be noted that I am not equating racial segregation with political tribalism, as to do so would be pretentious and presumptuous of me. What I am trying
to do is to use some creative licence in bringing to the fore and making relevant for
our country today the spirit of his message, as there is so much we can learn from his
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letter, as there is no one I can think of who would be better than Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. to guide us during this most precious time of our growth and development.
The original letter can be found here: Letter from a Birmingham Jail.
17 June, 2012
My Dear Fellow Clergymen:
While confined here in the Basseterre city jail, I came across your recent statement calling my
present activities “unwise and untimely.” Since I feel that you are men of genuine good will and that
your criticisms are sincerely set forth, I want to try to answer your statement in what I hope will
be patient and reasonable terms.
I think I should indicate why I am here in Basseterre, since you have been influenced by the view
which argues against “outsiders coming in.” . . . Several months ago the Christian Council here in
St. Kitts-Nevis asked us to be on call to engage in a nonviolent direct action program if such were
deemed necessary. We readily consented, and when the hour came we lived up to our promise. So
I, along with several members of my staff, am here because I was invited here.
But more basically, I am in Basseterre because injustice is here. Just as the prophets of the eighth
century B.C. left their villages and carried their “thus saith the Lord” far beyond the boundaries of
their home towns, and just as the Apostle Paul left his village of Tarsus and carried the gospel of
Jesus Christ to the far corners of the Greco Roman world, so am I compelled to carry the gospel of
political detribalisation beyond my own home town. Like Paul, I must constantly respond to the
Macedonian call for aid.
Moreover, I am cognisant of the interrelatedness of all communities and states. I cannot sit idly
by in Atlanta and not be concerned about what happens in St. Kitts-Nevis. Injustice anywhere is a
threat to justice everywhere. We are caught in an inescapable network of mutuality, tied in a single
garment of destiny. Whatever affects one directly, affects all indirectly. Never again can we afford
to live with the narrow, provincial “outside agitator” idea. Anyone who lives inside the Christian
community can never be considered an outsider anywhere within its bounds.
You deplore the marches and demonstrations taking place in St. Kitts and Nevis. But your
statement, I am sorry to say, fails to express a similar concern for the conditions that brought about
these ruminations. I am sure that none of you would want to rest content with the superficial kind
of social analysis that deals merely with effects and does not grapple with underlying causes. It is
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unfortunate that marches are taking place in St. Kitts-Nevis, but it is even more unfortunate that
the country’s power structure has left our community with no alternative.
In any nonviolent campaign there are four basic steps: collection of the facts to determine whether
injustices exist; negotiation; self-purification; and direct action. We have gone through all these steps
in Basseterre. There can be no gainsaying the fact that political tribalism engulfs this community.
St. Kitts-Nevis is probably the most thoroughly divisive country in the Caribbean. Its ugly record
of victimisation is widely known. Opposition supporters have experienced grossly unjust treatment
in the courts. There have been more unsolved murders in St. Kitts-Nevis than in any other country
in the OECS. These are the hard, brutal facts of the case. On the basis of these conditions, our
community leaders sought to negotiate with the country leaders. But the latter consistently refused
to engage in good faith negotiation.
In 1993, came the opportunity to talk with leaders of the Chamber of Industry and Commerce
and the Christian Council. In the course of the negotiations, certain promises were made by the
participants–for example, use of the ZIZ radio by opposition parties. On the basis of these promises,
the parties agreed to a moratorium on all rioting and demonstrations. As the years went by, we
realised that we were the victims of a broken promise. A few promises like in Integrity in Public
Life, briefly read in Parliament, was not passed. As in so many past experiences, our hopes had been
blasted, and the shadow of deep disappointment settled upon us. We had no alternative except to
prepare for direct action, whereby we would present our very bodies as a means of laying our case
before the conscience of the local and the national community. Mindful of the difficulties involved,
we decided to undertake a process of self-purification, something akin to a truth and reconciliation
exercise that dismantled the apartheid system in South Africa. We began a series of workshops
on detribalisation, and we repeatedly asked ourselves: “Are we able to accept leadership without
speaking out for transparency, accountability and good governance?” “Are we able to endure the
ordeal of divisiveness in our country?” We decided to schedule our direct action program for the
Christmas season, as this is the main shopping period of the year. Knowing that the IMF program
would be the cause of much hardships, we feel that this would be the best time to bring pressure
to bear also on the private community for the needed change.
Then it occurred to us that election was coming up in January 2010, and we speedily decided to
postpone action until after Election Day. When we discovered that the Opposition had piled up
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enough support to win the election, we decided again to postpone action until the day after the
elections so as not to appear to be partisan. Like many others, we waited to see an election which
would appear to be free and fair, and free from fear, and to this end we endured postponement after
postponement. Having aided in this community need, we felt that our direct action program could
be delayed no longer.
You may well ask: “Why direct action? Why sit-ins, marches and so forth? Isn’t negotiation
a better path?” You are quite right in calling for negotiation. Indeed, this is the very purpose of
direct action. Nonviolent direct action seeks to create such a crisis and foster such a tension that a
community which has constantly refused to negotiate is forced to confront the issue. It seeks so to
dramatise the issue that it can no longer be ignored. My citing the creation of tension as part of the
work of the nonviolent resister may sound rather shocking. But I must confess that I am not afraid
of the word “tension.” I have earnestly opposed violent tension, but there is a type of constructive,
nonviolent tension which is necessary for growth. Just as Socrates felt that it was necessary to create
a tension in the mind so that individuals could rise from the bondage of myths and half-truths to the
unfettered realm of creative analysis and objective appraisal, so must we see the need for nonviolent
gadflies to create the kind of tension in society that will help men rise from the dark depths of
tribalism and victimisation to the majestic heights of understanding and brotherhood. The purpose
of our direct action program is to create a situation so crisis packed that it will inevitably open
the door to negotiation. I therefore concur with you in your call for negotiation. Too long has our
beloved country been bogged down in a tragic effort to live in monologue rather than dialogue.
One of the basic points in your statement is that the action that I and my associates have taken
in Basseterre is untimely. Some have asked: “Why didn’t you give the government time to act?”
The only answer that I can give to this query is that the government must be prodded about as the
previous one, before it will act. We are sadly mistaken if we feel that the election of Mr Lindsey
Grant as prime minister will bring the millennium to St. Kitts-Nevis. While Mr Grant is a much
more gentle person than Dr. Douglas, they are both political tribalists, dedicated to maintenance
of the status quo. I have hope that Dr. Douglas will be reasonable enough to see the futility
of massive resistance to detribalisation. But he will not see this without pressure from devotees
of human rights. My friends, I must say to you that we have not made a single gain in human
rights without determined legal and nonviolent pressure. Lamentably, it is an historical fact that
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privileged groups seldom give up their privileges voluntarily. Individuals may see the moral light
and voluntarily give up their unjust posture; but, as Reinhold Niebuhr has reminded us, groups
tend to be more immoral than individuals.
We know through painful experience that power is never voluntarily given by the oppressor; it
must be demanded by the oppressed. Frankly, I have yet to engage in a direct action campaign that
was “well timed” in the view of those who have not suffered unduly from the disease of tribalisation.
For years now I have heard the word “Wait!” It rings in the ear of every person with piercing
familiarity. This “Wait” has almost always meant “Never.” We must come to see, with one of our
distinguished jurists, that “justice too long delayed is justice denied.”
We have waited for 30 years for our constitutional and God given rights. . . . Perhaps it is easy for
those who have never felt the stinging darts of victimisation to say, “Wait.” . . . But when you see the
vast majority of your 50,000 countrymen and women smothering in an airtight cage of favouritism
and victimisation in the midst of an affluent society; when you suddenly find your tongue twisted
and your speech stammering as you seek to explain to your six year old daughter why we can’t all
get along, and see tears welling up in her eyes when she is told that the civil service is closed to
opposition supporter children, and see ominous clouds of inferiority beginning to form in her little
mental sky, and see her beginning to distort her personality by developing an unconscious bitterness
toward the supporters of the other side; when you have to concoct an answer for a five year old
son who is asking: “Daddy, why do people treat other people so mean?”; when you are humiliated
day in and day out by nagging signs reading “Labour” and “Pam”; when your first name becomes
“Labour dog”; when you are harried by day and haunted by night by the fact that you are a Pam or
Labour supporter, living constantly at tiptoe stance, never quite knowing what to expect next, and
are plagued with inner fears and outer resentments; when you are forever fighting a degenerating
sense of “inferiority”–then you will understand why we find it difficult to wait. There comes a time
when the cup of endurance runs over, and men are no longer willing to be plunged into the abyss of
despair. I hope, sirs, you can understand our legitimate and unavoidable impatience. You express
a great deal of anxiety over our willingness to break laws. This is certainly a legitimate concern.
Since we so diligently urge people to obey the Constitution and laws of the land, at first glance it
may seem rather paradoxical for us consciously to break laws. One may well ask: “How can you
advocate breaking some laws and obeying others?” The answer lies in the fact that there are two
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types of laws: just and unjust. I would be the first to advocate obeying just laws. One has not only
a legal but a moral responsibility to obey just laws. Conversely, one has a moral responsibility to
disobey unjust laws. I would agree with St. Augustine that “an unjust law is no law at all.”
Now, what is the difference between the two? How does one determine whether a law is just or
unjust? A just law is a man-made code that squares with the moral law or the law of God. An
unjust law is a code that is out of harmony with the moral law. To put it in the terms of St. Thomas
Aquinas: An unjust law is a human law that is not rooted in eternal law and natural law. Any
law that uplifts human personality is just. Any law that degrades human personality is unjust. All
political tribal practices are unjust because tribalism distorts the soul and damages the personality.
It gives those in favour a false sense of superiority and the victims a false sense of inferiority.
Tribalisation, to use the terminology of the Jewish philosopher Martin Buber, substitutes an “I it”
relationship for an “I thou” relationship and ends up relegating persons to the status of things.
Hence tribalisation is not only politically, economically and sociologically unsound, it is morally
wrong and sinful. Paul Tillich has said that sin is separation. Is not tribalisation an existential
expression of man’s tragic separation, his awful estrangement, his terrible sinfulness? Thus it is
that I can urge men to obey the Constitution, for it is morally right; and I can urge them to disobey
tribalisation practices, for they are morally wrong.
Let us consider a more concrete example of just and unjust laws. An unjust law is a code that the
powers-that- be compel its citizens to obey but does not make binding on itself. This is difference
made legal. By the same token, a just law is a code that a citizenry compels the powers-that-be
to follow and that it is willing to follow itself. This is sameness made legal. Let me give another
explanation. A law is unjust if it is inflicted on a citizenry that, as a result of being denied true
electoral reform, had no part in enacting or devising the law. Who can say that the legislature of
St. Kitts-Nevis which was based on tribalism was democratically elected? Throughout Nevis all
sorts of devious methods are used to prevent citizens from becoming registered voters, and there
are some parishes in which, even though CCM supporters constitute a majority of the parish, a
significant number of CCM supporters were taken off the register and prevented from voting. Can
any law enacted under such circumstances be considered democratically structured?
Sometimes a law is just on its face and unjust in its application. For instance, I have been refused
many times to have a public meeting because I was denied a permit. Now, there is nothing wrong in
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having an ordinance which requires a permit for a public meeting. But such an ordinance becomes
unjust when it is used to maintain tribalism and to deny citizens the constitutional privilege of
peaceful assembly and protest.
I hope you are able to see the distinction I am trying to point out. In no sense do I advocate
evading or defying the law, as would the rabid tribalist. That would lead to anarchy. One who
breaks an unjust law must do so openly, lovingly, and with a willingness to accept the penalty. I
submit that an individual who breaks a law that conscience tells him is unjust, and who willingly
accepts the penalty of imprisonment in order to arouse the conscience of the community over its
injustice, is in reality expressing the highest respect for law.
Of course, there is nothing new about this kind of civil disobedience. It was evidenced sublimely
in the refusal of Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego to obey the laws of Nebuchadnezzar, on the
ground that a higher moral law was at stake. It was practiced superbly by the early Christians,
who were willing to face hungry lions and the excruciating pain of chopping blocks rather than
submit to certain unjust laws of the Roman Empire. To a degree, academic freedom is a reality
today because Socrates practiced civil disobedience. In the United States of America, the Boston
Tea Party represented a massive act of civil disobedience.
....
I must make two honest confessions to you, my Christian brothers. First, I must confess that over
the past few years I have been gravely disappointed with the Chamber of Industry and Commerce.
I have almost reached the regrettable conclusion that our great stumbling block in our stride toward
freedom is not the PAM or Labour hard-line supporters, but the business community, who is more
devoted to “order” than to justice; who prefers a negative peace which is the absence of tension to a
positive peace which is the presence of justice; who constantly says: “I agree with you in the goal you
seek, but I cannot agree with your methods of direct action”; who paternalistically believes he can set
the timetable for another man’s freedom from this form of mental slavery; who lives by a mythical
concept of time and who constantly advises the citizens to wait for a “more convenient season.”
Shallow understanding from people of good will is more frustrating than absolute misunderstanding
from people of ill will. Lukewarm acceptance is much more bewildering than outright rejection.
I had hoped that the Chamber of Industry and Commerce would understand that law and order
exist for the purpose of establishing justice and that when they fail in this purpose they become the
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dangerously structured dams that block the flow of social progress. I had hoped that the business
community would understand that the present tension in the Federation is a necessary phase of
the transition from an obnoxious negative peace, in which the citizen passively accepted his unjust
plight, to a substantive and positive peace, in which all men will respect the dignity and worth
of human personality. Actually, we who engage in nonviolent direct action are not the creators of
tension. We merely bring to the surface the hidden tension that is already alive. We bring it out
in the open, where it can be seen and dealt with. Like a boil that can never be cured so long as
it is covered up but must be opened with all its ugliness to the natural medicines of air and light,
injustice must be exposed, with all the tension its exposure creates, to the light of human conscience
and the air of national opinion before it can be cured. In your statement you assert that our actions,
even though peaceful, must be condemned because they precipitate violence. But is this a logical
assertion? Isn’t this like condemning a robbed man because his possession of money precipitated
the evil act of robbery? Isn’t this like condemning Socrates because his unswerving commitment to
truth and his philosophical inquiries precipitated the act by the misguided populace in which they
made him drink hemlock? Isn’t this like condemning Jesus because his unique God consciousness
and never ceasing devotion to God’s will precipitated the evil act of crucifixion? We must come
to see that, as the courts have consistently affirmed, it is wrong to urge an individual to cease his
efforts to gain his basic constitutional rights because the quest may precipitate violence. Society
must protect the robbed and punish the robber. I had also hoped that the business community
would reject the myth concerning time in relation to the struggle for freedom. I have just received a
letter from a prominent doctor in Basseterre. He writes: “All Christians know that all citizens will
receive equal rights eventually, but it is possible that you are in too great a religious hurry. It has
taken Christianity almost two thousand years to accomplish what it has. The teachings of Christ
take time to come to earth.” Such an attitude stems from a tragic misconception of time, from the
strangely irrational notion that there is something in the very flow of time that will inevitably cure
all ills. Actually, time itself is neutral; it can be used either destructively or constructively. More
and more I feel that the people of ill will have used time much more effectively than have the people
of good will. We will have to repent in this generation not merely for the hateful words and actions
of the bad people but for the appalling silence of the good people. Human progress never rolls in
on wheels of inevitability; it comes through the tireless efforts of men willing to be co-workers with
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God, and without this hard work, time itself becomes an ally of the forces of social stagnation. We
must use time creatively, in the knowledge that the time is always ripe to do right. Now is the time
to make real the promise of democracy and transform our pending national elegy into a creative
psalm of brotherhood. Now is the time to lift our national policy from the quicksand of political
tribalism to the solid rock of human dignity.
You speak of our activity in Basseterre as extreme. At first I was rather disappointed that fellow
clergymen would see my nonviolent efforts as those of an extremist. I began thinking about the fact
that I stand in the middle of two opposing forces in our community. One is a force of complacency,
made up in part of citizens who, as a result of long years of victimisation, are so drained of selfrespect and a sense of “somebodiness” that they have adjusted to tribalism; and in part of a few
middle-class citizens who, because of a degree of academic and economic security and because in
some ways they profit by tribalism, have become insensitive to the problems of the masses. The
other force is one of bitterness and hatred, and I hope it never comes close to advocating violence.
It is expressed in the various civil groups that are springing up across the nation, the largest and
best known being Operation Rescue. Nourished by the citizen’s frustration over the continued
existence of political tribalism, this movement is made up of people who have lost faith in the
political establishment . . . ”
I have tried to stand between these two forces, saying that we need emulate neither the “do
nothingism” of the complacent nor the hatred and despair of the victimised. For there is the more
excellent way of love and nonviolent protest. I am grateful to God that, through the influence of
the church, the way of nonviolence became an integral part of our struggle. If this philosophy had
not emerged, by now many streets of St. Kitts would, I am convinced, be flowing with blood. And I
am further convinced that if the powers-that-be dismiss as “rabble rousers” and “outside agitators”
those of us who employ nonviolent direct action, and if they refuse to support our nonviolent
efforts, thousands of citizens will, out of frustration and despair, seek solace and security in party
ideologies–a development that would inevitably lead to a frightening political nightmare. Oppressed
people cannot remain oppressed forever. The yearning for freedom eventually manifests itself, and
that is what has happened to the oppressed. Something within has reminded him of his birth
right of freedom, and something without has reminded him that it can be gained. Consciously or
unconsciously, he has been caught up by the Zeitgeist, and with his brothers of the OECS and the
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wider Caribbean, our citizen is moving with a sense of great urgency toward the promised land
of political justice. If one recognises this vital urge that has engulfed our community, one should
readily understand why public demonstrations are taking place. The Kittitian-Nevisian citizen has
many pent up resentments and latent frustrations, and he must release them. So let him march;
let him make prayer pilgrimages to the government headquarters; . . . try to understand why he
must do so. If his repressed emotions are not released in nonviolent ways, they will seek expression
through violence; this is not a threat but a fact of history. So I have not said to my people: “Get
rid of your discontent.” Rather, I have tried to say that this normal and healthy discontent can
be channelled into the creative outlet of nonviolent direct action. And now this approach is being
termed extremist. But though I was initially disappointed at being categorised as an extremist, as
I continued to think about the matter I gradually gained a measure of satisfaction from the label.
Was not Jesus an extremist for love: “Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good to them
that hate you, and pray for them which despitefully use you, and persecute you.” Was not Amos
an extremist for justice: “Let justice roll down like waters and righteousness like an ever flowing
stream?” Was not Paul an extremist for the Christian gospel: “I bear in my body the marks of the
Lord Jesus?” Was not Martin Luther an extremist: “Here I stand; I cannot do otherwise, so help
me God?” And John Bunyan: “I will stay in jail to the end of my days before I make a butchery of
my conscience.” And Abraham Lincoln: “This nation cannot survive half slave and half free.” And
Thomas Jefferson: “We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal . . .”
So the question is not whether we will be extremists, but what kind of extremists we will be. Will
we be extremists for hate or for love? Will we be extremists for the preservation of injustice or for
the extension of justice? In that dramatic scene on Calvary’s hill three men were crucified. We
must never forget that all three were crucified; for the same crime–the crime of extremism. Two
were extremists for immorality, and thus fell below their environment. The other, Jesus Christ, was
an extremist for love, truth and goodness, and thereby rose above his environment. Perhaps St.
Kitts-Nevis, the Caribbean and the world are in dire need of creative extremists.
I had hoped that the business community would see this need. Perhaps I was too optimistic;
perhaps I expected too much. I suppose I should have realised that few members of the incumbent
party can understand the deep groans and passionate yearnings of the victimised; and still fewer
have the vision to see that injustice must be rooted out by strong, persistent and determined action.
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I am thankful, however, that some of our elders in the country have grasped the meaning of this
social revolution and committed themselves to it. They are still all too few in quantity, but they
are big in quality. Some – such as Sir Probyn Innis, Dwyer Astaphan, Richard Caines, Washington
Archibald, Charles Wilkin, Emile Ferdinand, and Dr. Thelma Phillip-Browne have written about
our struggle in eloquent and prophetic terms. Others have marched with us down nameless streets
of Basseterre. . . Unlike so many of their moderate brothers and sisters, they have recognised the
urgency of the moment and sensed the need for powerful “action” antidotes to combat the disease of
tribalism. Let me take note of my other major disappointment. I have been so greatly disappointed
with the church and its leadership. Of course, there are some notable exceptions. I am not unmindful
of the fact that each of you has taken some significant stands on this issue. I commend you, Father
Alric Francis, for your bold stand, at the funeral of the late Dr. Simean Daniel, in highlighting the
divisiveness of the politics in the Federation. Watch “Sermon by FATHER ALRIC FRANCIS at
Funeral Service for DR SIMEON DANIEL” on YouTube.
But despite these notable exceptions, I must honestly reiterate that I have been disappointed with
the church. I do not say this as one of those negative critics who can always find something wrong
with the church. I say this as a minister of the gospel, who loves the church; who was nurtured in
its bosom; who has been sustained by its spiritual blessings and who will remain true to it as long
as the cord of life shall lengthen.
When I was suddenly catapulted into the leadership of the protests in Basseterre, a few months
ago, I felt we would be supported by the evangelical association. I felt that the Christian Council
would be among our strongest allies. Instead, some have been outright opponents, refusing to understand the anti-victimisation movement and misrepresenting its leaders; all too many others have
been more cautious than courageous and have remained silent behind the anaesthetising security of
stained glass windows.
In spite of my shattered dreams, I came to St. Kitts with the hope that the religious leadership
of this community would see the justice of our cause and, with deep moral concern, would serve as
the channel through which our just grievances could reach the power structure. I had hoped that
each of you would understand. But again I have been disappointed.
. . . In the midst of blatant injustices inflicted upon the citizens of this country, I have watched the
churchmen stand on the side-line and mouth pious irrelevancies and sanctimonious trivialities. In
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the midst of a mighty struggle to rid our nation of political injustice, I have heard many ministers
say: “Those are social issues, with which the gospel has no real concern.” And I have watched
many churches commit themselves to a completely other worldly religion which makes a strange,
un-Biblical distinction between body and soul, between the sacred and the secular.
I have travelled the length and breadth of the parishes of St. Kitts and Nevis. On sweltering hot
days and crisp rainy mornings I have looked at the beautiful churches with their lofty spires pointing
heavenward. I have beheld the impressive outlines of her massive religious education buildings. Over
and over I have found myself asking: “What kind of people worship here? . . . Where were they
when our political leader gave a clarion call to put party above all else? Where were their voices of
support when disenchanted Kittitian and Nevisian men and women decided to rise from the dark
dungeons of complacency to the bright hills of creative protest?”
Yes, these questions are still in my mind. In deep disappointment I have wept over the laxity of the
church. But be assured that my tears have been tears of love. There can be no deep disappointment
where there is not deep love. Yes, I love the church. How could I do otherwise? I am in the rather
unique position of being the son, the grandson and the great grandson of preachers. Yes, I see the
church as the body of Christ. But, oh! How we have blemished and scarred that body through
social neglect and through fear of being nonconformists.
There was a time when the church was very powerful–in the time when the early Christians
rejoiced at being deemed worthy to suffer for what they believed. In those days the church was not
merely a thermometer that recorded the ideas and principles of popular opinion; it was a thermostat
that transformed the mores of society. Whenever the early Christians entered a town, the people
in power became disturbed and immediately sought to convict the Christians for being “disturbers
of the peace” and “outside agitators.”‘ But the Christians pressed on, in the conviction that they
were “a colony of heaven,” called to obey God rather than man. Small in number, they were big in
commitment. They were too God-intoxicated to be “astronomically intimidated.” By their effort and
example they brought an end to such ancient evils as infanticide and gladiatorial contests. Things
are different now. So often the contemporary church is a weak, ineffectual voice with an uncertain
sound. So often it is an arch defender of the status quo. Far from being disturbed by the presence
of the church, the power structure of the average community is consoled by the churches silent–and
often even vocal–sanction of things as they are.
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But the judgment of God is upon the church as never before. If today’s church does not recapture
the sacrificial spirit of the early church, it will lose its authenticity, forfeit the loyalty of thousand,
and be dismissed as an irrelevant social club with no meaning for the twenty-first century. Every
day I meet young people whose disappointment with the church has turned into outright disgust.
Perhaps I have once again been too optimistic. Is organised religion too inextricably bound to the
status quo to save our nation and the world? Perhaps I must turn my faith to the inner spiritual
church, the church within the church, as the true ecclesia and the hope of the world. But again I am
thankful to God that some noble souls from the ranks of organised religion have broken loose from
the paralysing chains of conformity and joined us as active partners in the struggle for freedom from
our tribal politics. They have left their secure congregations and walked the streets of Basseterre
with us. They have gone down the roads of Nevis for the right to vote. . . . Some have been
dismissed from their churches, have lost the support of their bishops and fellow ministers. But they
have acted in the faith that right defeated is stronger than evil triumphant. Their witness has been
the spiritual salt that has preserved the true meaning of the gospel in these troubled times. They
have carved a tunnel of hope through the dark mountain of disappointment. I hope the church as
a whole will meet the challenge of this decisive hour. But even if the church does not come to the
aid of justice, I have no despair about the future. I have no fear about the outcome of our struggle
in St. Kitts and Nevis, even if our motives are at present misunderstood. We will reach the goal of
freedom from tribalism in St. Kitts and Nevis, because the goal of every citizen is freedom from this
type of mental slavery. Frustrated and scorned though we may be, our destiny is tied up with that of
our brothers’ in the diaspora. Before the British claimed St. Kitts and Nevis as their own, we were
here. Before the pen of Robert Bradshaw and Dr. Kennedy Simmonds etched the majestic words
of our respective Statehood and Independence across the pages of history, we were here. For more
than two centuries our forebears laboured in this country without wages; they made sugar-cane
king; they built the homes of their masters while suffering gross injustice and shameful humiliation
-and yet out of a bottomless vitality they continued to thrive and develop. If the inexpressible
cruelties of slavery could not stop us, the opposition we now face will surely fail. We will win our
freedom because the sacred heritage of our nation and the eternal will of God are embodied in our
echoing demands. Before closing I feel impelled to mention one other point in your statement that
has troubled me profoundly. You warmly commended the St. Kitts-Nevis police force for keeping
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“order” and “preventing violence.” . . . . I cannot join you in your praise of the St. Kitts-Nevis police
department.
It is true that the police have exercised a degree of discipline in handling the demonstrators. In
this sense they have conducted themselves rather “non-violently” in public. But for what purpose?
To preserve the evil system of tribalisation. Over the past few years I have consistently preached
that nonviolence demands that the means we use must be as pure as the ends we seek. I have tried
to make clear that it is wrong to use immoral means to attain moral ends. But now I must affirm
that it is just as wrong, or perhaps even more so, to use moral means to preserve immoral ends.
Perhaps our Commissioner of Police and his policemen have been rather nonviolent in public, as
was has his counterpart in Nevis, but they have used the moral means of nonviolence to maintain
the immoral end of political tribalism. As T. S. Eliot has said: “The last temptation is the greatest
treason: To do the right deed for the wrong reason.”
I wish you had commended the marchers and demonstrators for their sublime courage, their
willingness to stand up and their amazing discipline in the midst of great provocation. One day
St. Kitts and Nevis will recognise its real heroes. They will be the Robert Bradshaws, with the
noble sense of purpose that enables them to face jeering and hostile mobs, and with the agonising
loneliness that characterises the life of the pioneer. They will be old, oppressed, battered women,
symbolised in a seventy two year old woman in Tabernacle, who rose up with a sense of dignity and
with her people decided to walk with Operation Rescue, and who responded with ungrammatical
profundity to one who inquired about her weariness: “My feets is tired, but my soul is at rest.” They
will be the young high school and college students, the young ministers of the gospel and a host of
their elders, courageously and non-violently standing up at the protest rallies and willingly going to
jail for conscience’ sake. One day the St. Kitts and Nevis will know that when these disinherited
children of God put country above party and above self, they were in reality standing up for what is
best in the Kittitian and Nevisian dream and for the most sacred values in our Christian heritage,
thereby bringing our nation back to those great wells of democracy which were dug deep by the
founding fathers in their formulation of the Constitution and our Independence.
Never before have I written so long a letter. I’m afraid it is much too long to take your precious
time. I can assure you that it would have been much shorter if I had been writing from a comfortable
desk, but what else can one do when he is alone in a narrow jail cell, other than write long letters,
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think long thoughts and pray long prayers?
If I have said anything in this letter that overstates the truth and indicates an unreasonable
impatience, I beg you to forgive me. If I have said anything that understates the truth and indicates
my having a patience that allows me to settle for anything less than brotherhood, I beg God to
forgive me.
I hope this letter finds you strong in the faith. I also hope that circumstances will soon make it
possible for me to meet each of you, not as an integrationist or a civil-rights leader but as a fellow
clergyman and a Christian brother. Let us all hope that the dark clouds of political divisiveness
will soon pass away and the deep fog of misunderstanding will be lifted from our fear drenched
communities, and in some not too distant tomorrow the radiant stars of love and brotherhood will
shine over our great nation with all their scintillating beauty.
Yours for the cause of Peace and Brotherhood,
Martin Luther King, Jr.
Published in: King, Martin Luther Jr.
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8 Is our political system corrupt, and if so,
how can we fix it?
Posted on February 14, 2013
A month ago, I saw a presentation, The three sides of corruption by Afra Raymond at TEDxPortofSpain. Having seen it several times, I am beginning to wonder if our political system is corrupt.
Mr Raymond defined corruption as “the abuse of a position of trust for the benefit of yourself, your
friends, family or your financiers.” I decided then to go to the English Oxford Dictionary to get a
better understanding of the meaning of corruption, and here is what I found.
Corruption is defined as “dishonest or fraudulent conduct by those in power, typically involving bribery.” Dishonest is defined as “behaving or prone to behave in an untrustworthy, deceitful, or insincere way.” Fraudulent is defined as “obtained, done by, or involving deception,
especially criminal deception.” A crime is defined as “an action or omission which constitutes an
offence and is punishable by law.” And finally bribery is defined as “the giving or offering of a
bribe,” where to bribe is defined as “to dishonestly persuade (someone) to act in one’s favour
by a gift of money or other inducement, where inducement is “a thing that persuades or leads
someone to do something.”
At the end of the presentation, Mr Raymond presented a formula for corruption which is reproduced here:
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So back to my original question, is our political system corrupt? Do our politicians behave or are
they prone to behave in untrustworthy, deceitful or insincere ways? Do they engage in behaviour
that is obtained, done by, or involving deception? Do they engage in actions or omissions which
constitutes an offence and is punishable by law? Do they dishonestly persuade others to act in their
favour by a gift of money or other inducements?
Furthermore, is our electoral system trustworthy? Is our constitution, as it now stands, full of
loopholes, so that the incumbents, whoever they may be, can abuse their position of trust in public
office and with public funds, for the benefit of themselves, and by extension, their party?
For me, the most important question that arise is, if our political system is corrupt, how can our
political officials ever be trusted? So here is my formula:

If our system is corrupt, and we need to change it from one in which the modus operandi of our
politicians is one of managing distrust, to one of using their position of trust for the benefit of
the people they serve, how can we move forward? Since absolute power corrupts absolutely, how
can we protect our leaders so that their powers are limited, so that they cannot be manipulated
by forces, from within and from without, that do not serve the best interest of the people they
serve? And finally, if in a true democracy, we deserve a government of the people, by the
people and for the people, and not a government of the few, by the few and for the few, given
our present electoral and constitutional system, how can this be achieved?
The answer is readily provided by a son of the soil:
“The natural strength of the people in a large community, in proportion to the
artificial strength of the government, is greater than in a small [community], and of
course more competent to a struggle with the attempts of the government to establish
a tyranny.” – Alexander Hamilton (1)
Thus, we need a government of, by and for a larger community of people, and this can only be
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achieved by a people that is no longer divided, but one that is truly united as a nation that is
born-again and uplifted by a new covenant or social contract ignited by electoral and constitutional
reforms buttressed by the requisite anti-corruption legislation. We can only succeed if together we
welcome in all earnest the necessarily therapeutic phase of healing and reconciliation to overcome
our politically tribalistic tendencies that have stunted our growth and development potentials for
much too long. We should always be cognisant of our guiding Motto of putting our “Country
above Self ”, and meditate daily on the living words of our National Anthem as they uplift our
hearts, souls, minds and spirits as we play, learn and work together for the betterment of ALL of
our people, not only for the present generation, but more so, for those to come.
O Land of Beauty!
Our country where peace abounds,
Thy children stand free
On the strength of will and love.
With God in all our struggles,
Saint Kitts and Nevis be
A nation bound together,
With a common destiny.
As stalwarts we stand
For justice and liberty.
With wisdom and truth
We will serve and honour thee.
No sword nor spear can conquer
For God will sure defend.
His blessings shall forever
To posterity extend.
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9 A more beautiful St. Kitts and Nevis our
hearts tell us is possible: from Political
Tribalism to National Unity
Posted on February 17, 2013
Over the past few months, many historical events in our beloved Federation of St. Kitts and Nevis
have given me reasons to pause and to ponder as I try to make sense of what is unfolding before our
eyes. Both of our lands of beauty have been traumatised by the scourge of our tribalistic politics,
and this state of affairs has threatened to divide everything, starting from our Federation itself, to
our political parties, both in power and in the opposition, our government, our civic societies, our
communities, and most important of all, our families. Why is this happening, how did we get here,
and where do we need to go?
Four remarkable timely visionaries have been most influential in helping me to come up with
some answers to make sense of it all. The first individual is Jeremy Rifkin whose ground breaking
book, The Empathic Civilisation: The Race to Global Consciousness in a World in Crisis, opened
my eyes to the insight that deep down inside we are caring people who are born good and loving
with an empathic sensibility, but somehow, along the way, all of our institutions, inclusive of our
politics, economics, education, healthcare, and even our religions, have unintentionally suppressed
the “invisible hand of empathy” that is supposed to unite us together at the local, regional and
international level. The second person is David Korten who opened my eyes, in his book, The
Great Turning: From Empire to Earth Community, to the now indisputable empirical fact that it is
the transnational corporations and their financiers that “rule the world” and not the governments,
as I use to believe.
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The third author is a psychologist Dr. Bruce Alexander, whose book, The Globalization of
Addiction: A Study in Poverty of the Spirit, contends that our free market economic system is the
root cause of most of our discontents, and that an unintended consequence of this “profit driven
system” via its class divisions, marginalisation, and even migrations is psychosocial dislocation,
which ultimately results in the disruption and fragmentation of the fundamental units of our society,
be it the nation, the community and ultimately the family. He explains that it is because of this
disconnection, we feel something is missing, and in our search to fill that void, we try to fill the
emptiness with addictions in all of its many manifestation, but to no avail. As a result, addiction
persists and does not abate, not only to drugs and other substances of abuse, but also to food, sex,
gambling, shopping and even some forms of religiosity. Even crime and greed for power can be linked
to traumatic disconnection and marginalisation in the formative years of its victims. It is only when
we truly identify what he calls this “poverty of the spirit,” and take steps to foster psychological
wholesomeness, reintegration and reconnections within our families and our communities, these
dysfunctional relationships, behaviours and addictions become cured, and we begin to flourish again.
And finally, there is a kindred spirit, Charles Eisenstein, who, in his book The Ascent of
Humanity: Civilisation and the Human Sense of Self, has traced the roots of all these malcontents,
to our narratives, shaped by our languages in the humanities, and even our theories in the sciences,
that were invented and we have inherited over the ages. It is the stories we tell about ourselves,
without due consideration to their origins, that have blinded us to our true divine nature and our
true destiny as a community of people at one with each other and with nature. He calls this “the
Story of Separation”, and what is enlightening, having diagnosed the root “cause of the causes”
of our maladies, he goes further to enunciate, a better “Story of the People” based on unity and
reunion, which have been with us for many millennia, even before the rise of modern civilisations.
We at once rediscover the true meaning of all of our wisdom and spiritual traditions, and instead
of breeding fear and anxiety through the concepts of scarcity, separation and competition in a
detached sterile world, we begin to realise that truth be told, we actually live in a providential
world. A world bathed in love, where the strength of the bonds within our community acts as our
insurance and provides for our security, and if our strivings in this world is for the fulfilment of our
needs and not the satiation of our greeds, we do in fact live in abundance. It is the awareness of our
interconnectedness to all things, that should be the defining narrative of our time, and our ability
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to cooperate and collaborate, and not compete and hoard, that should define us as an enlightened
species. Thus, as he eloquently says, “Wealth should not be defined by how much we can
accumulate, but by how much we are able to share”. Since we are all one body of humanity,
we should also make a living reality the Golden Rule which, when seen through the lens of oneness
and interconnectedness means, “That which we do unto others, we do unto ourselves.”
So how does this help us to understand what is unfolding before our eyes today? If we look at the
history of our Federation, we realise that it was born out of the crucible of conquest and dislocation
of entire tribes (the Caribs and Arawaks), fierce competition for ownership of land by their colonisers
(the French and the English), and finally the uprooting of the ancestors of our African people, away
from their communities and families in their homeland to be enslaved in foreign lands. During
this time, our African ancestors were seen and used as commodities for the harvesting of other
commodities like sugar and cotton, mainly for the enrichment of their masters in distant lands.
After slavery was abolished, the “freed” descendants of our African ancestors were denied their
rights to be counted as equals and have the same opportunities like the descendants of their masters
to build wholesome and stable families to provide for a better future for their children. It was only
when, as a people, the workers united in trade unions, that under the providential guidance of our
first National Hero and first premier, Sir Robert Llewellyn Bradshaw, that we made tremendous
progress in our social and political development and finally gained control of our own lands.
Although we have come a long way since those early days and gained our Independence, this was
only in name only, as our Constitution has left many backdoors and loopholes, that have allowed
local and international financial institutions to keep us in perpetual servitude, by alluring us to incur
debt upon debt to finance projects deemed “necessary” for our physical growth and development.
This time, the sought after commodities are not people or sugarcane, but our own patrimony, which
are our passports (and the attendant citizenships – a financial derivative or instrument of sorts),
and our own lands which are now being sold off to pay off our debt. Even though we blame our
present government for the fiscal state we are in, I am sometimes left wondering, given the state
of similar financial crises around the world, whether we would have nevertheless come to the same
indebtedness, sooner or later, irrespective of which political party was in power.
Although on the surface the monetisation of our passports and our lands appear to be strategic
to our physical growth and development, it is with the lack of accountability and transparency in
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its operation that many find fault. What is even worse, some are even speculating that our local
government leaders have become the metaphorical “overseer” for the new “absentee owners” who
are once again the financial elites in distant lands. And as has been done in the past, our local
“overseers” now have been given a “mandate” to protect their new “master’s” vested interests, over
and above that of the people for whom they were elected to serve. This observation alone may
throw some light on the conflicts of interests involved and the political quagmire within which we
find ourselves at this juncture.
I hope you can now see the present political crisis as an unintended consequence or complication
of the backdoors and loopholes in our Constitution. I will hasten to add, that although the political
tribalism is bad for the country on a whole, there are a select few who are benefiting, not in
spite of, but because of our political divisiveness. The fact that the monies are not going into the
Consolidated Fund ensures that there is no paper trail, so that those who are involved, at home or
abroad, cannot be brought to account. Although in days of old, the political parties operationalised
the struggle between the local owners of capital and the workers in trade unions, in the days
of new, the political parties appear to be morphing now into ones that can best be described as
“Internationalists” on one hand, and the “Localists/Nationalists” on the other, as the line is
now being drawn literally in our sands.
However, it need not be that way. If we are going to survive in this day and age, we need to stop
being addicted to and dependent solely on foreign direct investment, and move away from a mindset of separation and competition and scarcity, to one of cooperation, collaboration, abundance
and one of unity. As we reconcile and heal our traumatic afflictions from the past, and we close
the backdoors and loopholes and enact the necessary firewalls in our Constitution, by enacting
anticorruption legislation, we do our present and future leaders a service by protecting them from
nefarious outside influences, by limiting their tendencies to be “dazzled with glitter” and “held
ransomed by misguided commitments”. Only in so doing can we focus on building community,
recovering our empathic sensibilities, working together once and for all for one and all, to alleviate
as best as we can the burden of poverty, disease, crime, and every form and shape of addiction for
the betterment of all our people.
We have many smart, loving, and caring people, at home and in the diaspora, who are willing to
work together using the gifts they have been given and developed for the growth and development of
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our communities, but once again it is the political divisiveness that is our greatest stumbling block.
If we can as a nation unite, and spend more time in developing our mental, social and spiritual
capital, I have no doubt we can be a source of pride for our children and their children, and not
only that, but also be a beacon of hope for the rest of the world. Also, this dream and aspiration is
not only a local one, and many individuals and families overseas are looking for fertile minds, heart,
souls and spirits in which to invest and also to become integrated into a community full of love,
commitment, peace and flourishing. We need to seize the moment, come together as one people,
with one heart, one mind and one love. As individuals and divided tribes we are doomed to fail,
but as a nationally united people, we will become an unstoppable force, where the compassion and
goodness in each one of us will shine forth, and we will help create a more beautiful St. Kitts and
Nevis, with the help of God’s blessings, which our hearts tell us is possible.
Please find below links to the books and talks that have shaped my worldview and the thoughts
expressed in this article:
Jeremy Rifkin:
The Empathic Civilization: The Race to Global Consciousness in a World in Crisis
RSA Animate – The Empathic Civilisation
Jeremy Rifkin – The Empathic Civilisation Full RSA Lecture
The Empathic Civilization — An Address Before the British Royal Society for the Arts — By
Jeremy Rifkin –March 15, 2010
David Korten:
When Corporations Rule the World
The Great Turning: From Empire to Earth Community
Agenda for a New Economy: From Phantom Wealth to Real Wealth
Globalizing Civil Society: Reclaiming Our Right to Power
Dr. Bruce Alexander:
The Globalization of Addiction: A Study in Poverty of the Spirit
Addiction: What to Do When Everything Else has Failed
Addiction as Seen from the Perspective of Karl Polanyi
Charles Eisenstein:
The Ascent of Humanity: Civilization and the Human Sense of Self
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Sacred Economics: Money, Gift, and Society in the Age of Transition
Sacred Economics with Charles Eisenstein – A Short Film
A New Story of the People: Charles Eisenstein at TEDxWhitechapel
Miscellaneous:
James B. Glattfelder: Who controls the world?
The Price of Civilization: Economics and Ethics after the fall
The Courageous State: Rethinking Economics, Society and the Role of Government
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10 From Political Tribalism to National
Unity: How do we get from here to there?
Posted on February 24, 2013
It is said that we are defined as individuals and as a collective by the stories we tell and the
games we play. As a nation of laws, the stories we tell revolve around our political party affiliations,
and the games we play focus on finding the loopholes and the backdoors in our legal system to
keep the incumbent party in power. If, it is true, as one social commentator said today, that our
tribalistic tendencies is what gives us our identity, then one will want to conclude that this tribalism
is something that should be celebrated and not discouraged. If that is the case, then there is no
hope and any attempt to bring our people together under the leadership of a government of national
unity is doomed to fail. Hence it makes no sense to question many of my learned colleagues who
cast aspersions on the agendas and motives of those not associated with the present administration,
especially when the concept of a government of national unity is touted as a panacea for our political
woes.
As one of our legal luminaries, Charles Wilkins QC, has astutely articulated in a recent commentary, there is no mention of political party in our constitution and a political party is not a legal
entity. So if we are a nation of laws, then why on God’s earth do we have to define who we are
as individuals by our political affiliations? Where did this self-serving phrase come from, “Once a
member of a party, always a member of the same party?” Isn’t this the same type of mentality that
is espoused by our youth in gangs when they proclaim they are in a gang for life? What is more
troubling about this realisation is the duplicity in our systems when we dissuade our youth from
joining gangs, but encourage our adults to pick sides and “toe the line?” I already see a connection
between our escalating tribalistic politics and our escalating criminal gang activities that have been
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infesting our islands over the past decade or so. If our leaders are supposed to lead by example,
then why do we blame our youth? There are many parallels between our political system and gangs
that I would leave it for the reader to decide if the observations proffered above are for real or just
a figment of my imagination.
What is so crystal clear in this analysis is that this division that has reared its ugly head in the
life of our polity is an artificial and arbitrary one, and with this line of reasoning comes the
epiphany of where the solution lies. If we look at any country, we will at once realise that the basic
and fundamental building blocks of any nation are the family and the community, each with
diverse gifts and talents and resources, working together for the betterment of one and all. It is here
where our strengths lies in diversity of ideas and skills and ambitions and their dissemination. So
it is here, with our families and our communities, where the stories we tell and the games we play,
should start and end. It is with these basic units of society where we should invest in the production
and distribution of our human capital as we earn each other’s trust, as we become more united in
facilitating the healthy growth and development of the bodies, hearts, minds, souls and spirits of
each and every member. As individuals and as members of the community, we need to live our lives
every day with integrity of character, accountability of action, and transparency of motives, as we
aspire to be the best we can be, be it parent, child, teacher, student, professional and nonprofessional
worker, as we help each other actualise our God-given potentials. So when we put our identities in
political parties, we are severely misguided, and we will end up hurting others and ourselves, by not
only what we do and say, but also by what we fail to do and say. We need to identify as forcefully
as we can, foremost, with our families and our communities, and try as best as we can to tend that
garden of fellowship with as much love, kindness and attention as is deserved. Then, and only then,
will we be able to cultivate a sense of gratitude, a sense of responsibility, and moreover, a sense
of service for our interconnected and interdependent families and communities. Then, and only
then, will we blossom and bear fruits as our faith in the goodness and divine nature in each of one
of us becomes solidified, as hope for a better life for the future of our families and our communities
shines through, as we shower our children and each other with the gifts of love.
We are most definitely at a watershed moment in the history of our nation, and we have a choice.
We can chose to continue to maintain the status quo and choose the certainty of political
tribalism and its untoward complications, or we can choose the aspiration of national unity
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with its attendant challenges and uncertainties to build a brave new world as we simply work
together to build better families and communities. Some may claim that we need a miracle for a
nationally united people to emerge. I agree, but not one of divine intervention, as divinity already
exists in each one of us as He is so ever-present and already working in our lives. The miracle I
believe in is one, proffered by Charles Eisenstein, which claims that what appears to be impossible
from our old tribalistic mentality, is very much possible from the new vantage point that is centred
on the family and the community.
As constituencies are legally defined in our constitution, then it is only natural that we should
have the best in our families and our communities aspiring to represent us in our highest law-making
institution, our parliament. The process of choosing our representatives should be one that allows
sharing and debating of ideas, freely and without fear of intimidation, based on the specific needs
and aspirations and resources of the constituencies. Moreover, the representative should be elected
by a process that is free and fair, and free from fear, so that the majority view of the group would
be registered. I cannot see any major differences in the philosophies of our political parties in
their present incarnations; hence there should be no impediments as each representative of each
constituency work with each other, guided by a common purpose of one people, one heart and one
spirit. In the same breath I have to profess, I see no need for political parties! When
major difference of opinion arise, and laws need to be enacted, then the diversity of ideas and
opinions should be openly vented and debated inside and outside of parliament, with appropriate
and timely feedback, so that when the final vote is tallied, no matter the results, we would all be
confident that the outcome was the best one given the circumstances and opportunities of the time.
And among these honourable members, a leader should be chosen who would command the respect
and confidence of the majority, with the explicit proviso that his/her tenure is limited in duration
and succession planning becomes a matter of necessity.
As we strive to create stronger families and communities, we should also strive to create stronger
laws that would serve to limit the power of those who are elected to serve us, so as to continuously
remind them that we put them there to serve us on our behalf, and not that we are there to be used
and disposed of at their own discretion. To have more efficient and less wasteful governments, and
healthy competition and cooperation among civil society, measures must be taken to empower the
business community, which truth be told, is and should be the de facto engine of sustainable growth
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and development in our nation. Our government should realise that the business community is not
their adversary, but a partner in the upliftment of the people. We should focus on the self-sufficiency
of our people first, and if not possible, ask for help, as we partner with the other international
communities, as we strive to build a more just and mature inter-dependent world.
These are the broad outlines of how we can get from here to there, from political tribalism to
national unity. Although the political party system is our greatest stumbling block at this time,
dismantling it would be the greatest stepping stone in moving forward. Is this only a dream, or
can we make this dispensation our new reality, one based on a new wholesome story and with new
healthy games to foster new identities of which we can all be proud?
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Posted on March 16, 2013
Both of my parents had humble beginnings. They were both born in Lebanon, and were not able
to finish primary school because of financial constraints. My father emigrated to St. Kitts in the
hope of a better life at the age of 22, and with the help of an uncle and a few relatives, he worked
as a clerk and then after about 25 years was able to own and run a haberdashery store, and save
to buy a house, a few properties, and was ready to raise a family. At the age of 49, he returned
to his homeland and married my mom, and when he returned to St. Kitts, I was born the year
after. I have a sister and a brother, and our parents were able to send us to university, where we all
graduated with advanced degrees and are now using our gifts and talents to serve our communities
to the best of our abilities.
Looking back and trying to fathom how we got from there to here, how two “uneducated” people
were able to produce a loving family with such potential, it dawned on me recently that this was
not as a result of happenstance. This was as a result of our parents wanting the best for us, for us
to have what they were not able to have, so that our struggles in life would be less painful and more
fruitful than theirs. Our education was the number one priority for them, and they would not spare
any cent in ensuring that we would get what we needed to further our studies and actualise our
potentials. I still remember my dad always asking me when I wanted something, “Is it necessary?”
knowing very well that if it was not necessary for my education, we were not going to get it. I
remember very well an incident that occurred one afternoon at school, when I stayed after school
to play basketball with the boys, and I did not come home to study after 5 pm. My dad was
worried and he came down to the school and grabbed me by my ears in front of my friends and
embarrassingly pulled me home.
Although as a result of this incident and several others, I was inhibited from developing my social
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skills and having a “normal” adolescent upbringing as I would have wanted, I did not understand
that my dad only had my best interest at heart, which was my future, and he did not want anything
to interfere with my education. Although I had a lot of negative feelings toward my dad when he
was alive, it was only after he died that I began to appreciate the reasons for his actions. It was
when I realised that my education in the latter years of my training was easy and this was as a
result of the years invested in my early education that I finally appreciated that this was the most
priceless, selfless gift that a parent can give his child. He invested in my mind and made many
sacrifices to ensure that I would get the best education possible.
Then it dawned upon me that he could not have done it without the support of the community.
My dad was a merchant. He invested in the community by trusting his customers to pay when
they could and they showed their loyalty by buying from him. If the community was not accepting
of him, and he was not open and sensitive to the limitations and inabilities of the community to
pay, the relationship of trust and support for one another would have not developed, and I am sure
that my dad would not have been able to put us all through university to achieve what he and
my mom were not able to achieve themselves. Although they came from humble beginnings and
the community within which we grew up were of less than modest means, all of us were able to
accomplish so much because of these trusting relationships, and I can truly say that it was each
cent from each of his customers that helped us achieve a better life.
It is with this realisation that our success is not of our making, but that of our parents and
moreover the support of the community within which we are embedded, that I have this immense
sense of gratitude to the community and my family, this immense sense of responsibility to help
ensure that my family and moreover my community are served to the best of my abilities. They
invested in my livelihood and it is my time now to invest in them. Hence the reason I came back
home, and the reason why in the past year, I have felt it absolutely necessary to become more vocal
via this medium to be a more responsible citizen as I become, like my parents and the community
before me, a stepping stone in helping to create a better society for my daughter and her children and
the children and the grandchildren of the other members of my extended family – the community.
To echo the words of Martin Luther King Jr, “. . . I am cognizant of the interrelatedness of all
communities. . . We are caught in an inescapable network of mutuality, tied in a single garment
of destiny. Whatever affects one directly, affects all indirectly. . . .” It is my realisation of this
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interrelatedness and my visceral sense of this interconnectedness of one to all that has guided my
worldview and my thought processes over the past year, and which I will now bring to bear in
providing a blueprint for nation building, in helping us navigate the uncharted waters as we move
away from political tribalism to national unity.
As my sphere of expertise is medicine, and what concerns us now is the affordability and sustainability of healthcare in the face of a rising prevalence of noncommunicable diseases and its
complications and its treatment in the setting of limited resources, I will use the provision of haemodialysis as a case in point. Two events served as an inspiration for this article. One was an email
I received this week from a colleague asking me: “Can you please put some ideas together for me
as to how you see health care moving? Would also be interested in prevention.” The other was a
presentation I gave two days ago in Nevis for World Kidney Day on “Kidney Care and Prevention
of Renal Failure.” The discussion that ensued was revealing for me and a testament that dialogue
with open discussions is the only way in which good ideas can arise and where we can help empower
each other. This should be encouraged in every sphere of our lives, and I am certain we all would
be better off if we could nurture this form of openness and truthfulness protected by freedom of
expression.
The issue has to do with the immense cost of haemodialysis and its provision to those who need
it. We realise that it is not affordable to individuals and families, and not sustainable by hospitals
and even governments, who in more developed countries have to take loans to ensure the viability
of this life-saving and life-extending technology. The problem lies in the fact that countries would
have to go into debt, and it is the savings of our children and our grandchildren who would directly
or indirectly be responsible for picking up that shortfall. This would lead to a situation where our
children would be worse off, not better off than we would have desired. The same can be said of
other life-saving and extending technologies and services such as cancer, HIV and cardiovascular
care.
In my mind, in order to preserve intergenerational equity and not pass the bill to the unborn
generations, the only solution for us is to live within our means, so that the burden of caring rests
with the present generations. How can this be achieved in an affordable and sustainable way where
we maximise the provision of needs and minimise wastage? This can only be done where there are
checks and balances in place, and all data ranging from the prevalence and incidence of disease,
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its cost and the causes are made open for all to see, along with accountability and transparency
of the governance of the institutions that serve the health of the population. There should be a
national health care scheme that provides universal coverage so that those patients who need the
care will get it. Impeccable accounting of the cost the previous year should be provided so that
the true expenditures are made public on a “dashboard” of a website. A health tax system then
can be created which should be a simple percentage of our salaries in the civil and private sectors
inclusive of other sectors. This would be a dynamic rate that is calculated on the previous year’s
expenditure, so that we would not have to incur debt for recurrent expenditure. If we are investing
in infrastructure that would also benefit the next generation, then and only then should we incur
debt so that the burden be shared intergenerationally.
Since we know that 70-80 percent of our chronic diseases are preventable as they are lifestyle
and food borne in nature, we need to have negative feedback built into the system so those who
benefit when they become ill can express their gratitude, and those who are responsible for the
production of food and its distribution and its policies can be more responsible in their services.
This gratitude can be expressed by each victim of each disease giving the disease a face, and being
an ambassador to increase awareness of its causes so that many other lives can be touched and many
more lives can be saves through adopting healthy lifestyle habits. So by helping those in need, we
end up investing in preventing many more unsuspecting cases, which in the long run would help cut
down in the incidence and prevalence of not only the complications, but also the diseases and their
risk factors. Also when the supermarkets and the farmers realise that it is the provision of too much
unhealthy food and the lack of sufficient provision of healthy alternatives that is responsible for the
health tax rate being high, there are incentives now to provide less of the former and more of the
latter. With time, a dynamic equilibrium would arise, where less people would get sick, less health
expenditure would occur, more healthy food would be produced and healthier lifestyles would be
encouraged, and less tax would need to be collected to ensure that all our health needs would be
provided for.
This would only work, if we all live responsibly, as citizens, as patients, as providers of food and
other services. This would require a coordinated effort from various industries, such as agriculture,
health, education, commerce, trade, lands, water and sustainable development. This is how we
can create stronger families and communities, something our generation and the next to come can
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be proud of, one that is less wasteful and more fruitful for one and all. I sometimes stop and
ponder why such a simple idea has not been thought of or implemented before, and now I know
why. The concept that has been the most destructive of our politics and our economics is that of
“individualism,” which is the most divisive concept every conceived of, as it is the ultimate ”divide
and rule” concept that has plagued us from the dawn of our humanity, as Charles Eisenstein has so
eloquently expressed in his writings and presentations. We need now to regain our true sensibilities,
regain our empathic nature that we are all more than individuals, that our true sense of self is
defined by our families and our communities, and not by our politics and economics. By investing
in strengthening our relationships in our families and our communities, we will help to actualise
our true potentials, which truth be told, does not lie in the individual, but in our families and
communities. When we die, our individual lives end, but what lives on is the memories of our
contributions or lack thereof to our families and our communities.
Seeing ourselves in this light makes a world of difference, and not only helps in expanding our
true identity and our true sense of expanded self, but also provides us with a blueprint for nation
building, moving away from one fermented by political tribalism to one distilled in national unity.
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12 Some Musings on How We Can Untangle
Our Constitutional Knots: From the Letter
of the Law and the Rule of Lawyers, to
the Spirit of the Law and the Rule of Law
Posted on March 17, 2013
The present parliamentary impasse or political crisis that lay before us was bound to happen.
Like most modern nations we are a constitutional democracy governed by the rule of law and not
the rule of men, but in this unfolding drama, it appears that it is the rule of men that has gotten
the upper hand. If our judiciary system was designed to interpret our laws within the context of
the Constitution, and both the government and the opposition claim that what they are doing is
within their legal and constitutional rights, how can this constitutional knot be untangled?
Is the present political quagmire a case of one or several politicians gone rogue and acting dishonourably? Have our parliamentary system degenerated from one that is guided by the rule of
law to one that pays homage to the rule of lawyers? Can a better understanding of the distinction
between the letter of the law and the spirit of the law help us to untangle the mess within which we
find ourselves? So much is at stake, not to mention our democracy, our social norms, our concepts
of fairness and justice, and the dignity of our people.
So where do we begin?
First we need to explore the distinction between the spirit of the law and the letter of the law.
According to the Wikipedia article, Letter and spirit of the law, “When one obeys the letter of
the law but not the spirit, one is obeying the literal interpretation of the words (the
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“letter”) of the law, but not the intent of those who wrote the law. Conversely, when
one obeys the spirit of the law but not the letter, one is doing what the authors of the
law intended, though not necessarily adhering to the literal wording. . . . .Intentionally
following the letter of the law but not the spirit may be accomplished through exploiting
technicalities, loopholes, and ambiguous language. Following the letter of the law but
not the spirit is also a tactic used by oppressive governments. . .
. . . Gaming the system, also called “rules lawyering”, is the following of the letter
(sometimes referred to as RaW or Rules as Written) over, or contrary to, the spirit
(sometimes referred to as RaI or Rules as Intended) of the law. It is used negatively
to describe the act of manipulating the rules to achieve a personal advantage. It may
also mean acting in an antisocial, irritating manner while technically staying within
the bounds of the rules.”
Does this sound familiar?
Another article I also found insightful was “The Spirit and Letter of the Law” by Dave Miller,
Ph.D. Although the context of the distinction was religious in nature, what I found revealing is the
opening salvo of the article on erroneous systems of belief : “All erroneous systems of belief
share in common the fact that several “props” are necessary to support them. The
fact that the belief system is false, necessarily implies that one or more of the props
are false. But the mere presence of an array of props gives the appearance and the
impression that the belief system has much “evidence” to support it.”
Does this perspective help shed some light on the modus operandi of propaganda which serves to
create an erroneous belief system in the minds of its populace? Is the machinations of our political
elites that of creating more and more “props” to substantiate claims of confidence, when evidence
of lack of confidence abound in the unanimous proclamations of civil society?
In his recent thesis on “The letter versus the spirit of the law” Matthew Gordon concludes:
“Building on the literature on social norms, fairness, and the law, The Letter Versus The Spirit of
the Law Model offers great insight into the world of law and behavioural economics. This model not
only demonstrates that breaking the spirit of the law is more important than breaking the letter of
the law, but that breaking the spirit of the law may be worthy of penalisation, even in cases where
the letter is not violated.”
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So this begs the question: What is the spirit of the laws of our Constitution? What are the
social norms and what about our concepts of fairness? Is political tribalism part of our social
norm, and is tribalistic politics considered fair? Is the spirit of our Constitution one that protects
the privileges and the ambitions of an extractive elite made up of incumbent politicians, their
financiers and their lawyers, or one that protects the rights and aspirations of all its citizens via
inclusive representational government via free and fair elections? If our social norm is one of “divide
and rule” with its attendant complications, then we are doomed! If however our social norm can
become one of “unite and lead,” then there is hope!
I will now turn to Dr. Martin Luther King Jr who has been my guiding light over the past year to
determine what the spirit of the laws of our Constitution should be. I have no doubt that the ideas
of liberty, equity and righteousness operationalised by just laws would define the spirit or intention
of the Constitution. He would have written: “How does one determine whether a law is just
or unjust? A just law is a man-made code that squares with the moral law or the law
of God. An unjust law is a code that is out of harmony with the moral law. To put it in
the terms of St. Thomas Aquinas: An unjust law is a human law that is not rooted in
eternal law and natural law. Any law that uplifts human personality is just. Any law
that degrades human personality is unjust. . . Let us consider a more concrete example
of just and unjust laws. An unjust law is a code that the powers-that-be compel its
citizens to obey but does not make binding on itself. This is difference made legal. By
the same token, a just law is a code that a citizenry compels the powers-that-be to
follow and that it is willing to follow itself. This is sameness made legal. . . ”
And finally, for those of you who like me believe that an inclusive government based on national
unity rather than tribalistic politics should be the standard we aspire to achieve, our litmus test
when it comes to interpreting the laws of the Constitution should be one that fosters inclusive
representational government by the people, of the people and for the people. My source of hope
comes from Wael Ghonim, who said at the end of his TED talk on Inside the Egyptian revolution:
“We are going to win because we don’t play their dirty games. We’re going to win
because we don’t have an agenda. We’re going to win because the tears that come
from our eyes actually come from our hearts. We’re going to win because we have
dreams. We’re going to win because we are willing to stand up for our dreams. . . The
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winning is the winning of the dignity of every single Egyptian. . . My last word to you
is a statement I believe in, which Egyptians have proven to be true, that the power of
the people is much stronger than the people in power.”
Can we also have dreams too, and stand up for our dreams, for the winning of the dignity of every
single Kittitian and Nevisian? Can we prove too that the power of the people, who are governed
by the rule of law and the spirit of just laws, is much stronger that the people in power who
govern us by the letter of the law and the rule of lawyers? If we can, then there is most definitely
hope in our successfully untangling our present constitutional knot in addition to avoiding potential
ones that may arise in the future.
The ideas for this article germinated from two sources:
The economic historian Professor Niall Ferguson presents the 2012 BBC Reith Lectures, titled
The Rule of Law and Its Enemies. Across four programmes he explores the role of man-made
institutions on global economic growth and democracy, referencing the global economic crisis and
financial regulation, as well as the Arab Spring.
Why Nations Fail: The Origins of Power, Prosperity, and Poverty Daron Acemoglu and James
Robinson conclusively show that it is man-made political and economic institutions that underlie
economic success (or lack of it).
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13 Father, Forgive Us; For We Know Not
What We Do.
Posted on May 21, 2013
ACT 1
“What is black empowerment when it seems to benefit not the vast majority but an elite that tends
to be recycled?” – Archbishop Desmond Tutu
“I am not interested in picking up crumbs of compassion thrown from the table of someone who
considers himself my master. I want the full menu of rights.” – Archbishop Desmond Tutu
“If you are neutral in situations of injustice, you have chosen the side of the oppressor. If an
elephant has its foot on the tail of a mouse and you say that you are neutral, the mouse will not
appreciate your neutrality.” – Archbishop Desmond Tutu
Over the past several months, I have become distraught by the happenings in my beloved country.
I have been following the talk shows and listening to the political rallies, and what I have come to
realise is that our political system is totally dysfunctional – on its present trajectory, it is bringing
out the worst in us. We are hearing and seeing dishonourable and abominable behaviour on the
political platform. We are witnessing the ultimate disenfranchisement of the people by the powersthat-be as they undermine the fundamental right of the people to seek redress, when they, via their
representatives, lose confidence in the leadership and direction of the people in power. To sidestep
this issue is to create a slippery slope of dire precedents that would serve to undermine the integrity
and the spirit of our constitution by creating a state no longer governed by the rule of law but one
that is now governed by the rule of men.
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Most disturbing to me is the deafening silence by our so-called social, economic and political
partners both in the region and internationally. When asked why they are not more proactive,
they claim the prime directive of non-interference in our local politics, knowing fully well they
are accomplices to major acts of interference by colluding with the powers-that-be in the
selling of our passports, citizenship and now our land, election-mongering, and even more troubling,
delaying justice in the courts. We see the fingerprints of our colonial masters at work once again in
our beloved federation, their machinations this time being disguised as economic development by
undercover economic hit men.
In my search to make sense of these happenings, it is becoming crystal clear that we are now a
major player on the global stage of a major battle between two ideologies that have been going on
from time immemorial. In simple terms, it can be described as a battle between the prophetic class
and the priestly class, or between an empowered people and the people in power, or to use spiritual
jargon, between the “Word of God” and the “Word of Mammon”. If we revisit our Sacred Scriptures,
we at once realise that these clashes reveal themselves in the writings of the inspired people of the
maturing and formative communities of their time – the ancient Israelite community in the Old
Testament, and the early Jesus movements in the New Testament. Let me elaborate some more, as
I hope to show that a better understanding of the development of the ideas in our Sacred Scriptures
help us to understand our predicament as we transform ourselves from a tribal people to a united
people, united and guided by a new covenant bolstered by electoral and constitutional reforms. You
may not agree with all of my interpretations, but I hope you will be able appreciate that the lens
I am using brings into sharp focus core issues that all developing and maturing nations have to
navigate. What I propose to do is highlight as concisely as possible the major themes in the biblical
narratives that reflect the trials and tribulations and the lessons learnt, and provide a roadmap for
appreciating the strengths of an empowered people through the teachings of Jesus who was, is and
will always be for me “the Way, the Truth and the Life.”
ACT 2
“I don’t preach a social gospel; I preach the Gospel, period. The gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ is
concerned for the whole person. When people were hungry, Jesus didn’t say, “Now is that political
or social?” He said, “I feed you.” Because the good news to a hungry person is bread.” – Archbishop
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Desmond Tutu
The Fall of Adam and Eve
Firstly, one learns about the initial downfall of humanity as we ate of the fruit of the tree of
knowledge of good and evil. We erred in that we created God in our own image along with a
corpus of legal codes of what is right and just to glorify and legitimise our corrupted ambitions. To
make things worse, when we are called to account, we do not take responsibility for our actions and
we try to blame everyone and everything else. We eventually exiled ourselves from the garden of
abundance, solidarity and equity.
The Tower of Babel
In our attempt to return to this garden of abundance and save face, we went on to domesticate
the animals, the plants and then the earth as we built and paid homage to the grandiose creations
of our own hands. But our limited minds were not able to fathom the futility of our ways as we
endeavoured to be the masters of our own destiny. Instead of us trying to learn from nature, which
is God’s creation, we prized the artificiality of man-made laws over the providential laws of nature.
Nature became an externality and the ecosystems of interconnectedness and the consilience of all
knowledge became fragmented, hence ushering the babble of our infantile age.
The Patriarchs, Bondage, Exodus, Exile, Return and the Reforms
Then it dawned on the patriarchs that if we stopped paying homage to the works of our own hands,
and returned to a deeper understanding and appreciation of the providential laws of community and
nature, which represents the “Word of God”, we would be able to return to this land of abundance
that were promised to us if they abided by their covenantal checks and balances with nature. But
humanity was to learn this lesson the hard way, first by being enslaved by and freed from the
people in power, and then by being exiled from and allowed to return to the land of an empowered
people. Also as humanity was on the cusp of having this promise fulfilled, the people in power
became tempted over and over again to domesticate the minds of a disempowered people, using the
institutions of politics, religion and eventually economics.
The Priests and the Prophets
It is here where we now have the origins of the priestly and prophetic classes. The priestly
class wrote the rules of the politics, religions and economics that serve their own vested interest,
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and they created a hierarchical bureaucratic system that supported and maintained them. The
prophetic class arose to remind the priestly class that they were way off-course, and that the ways
of man were not compatible with the ways of God, and our idolatry of the works of our minds
and our hands was our downfall. They constantly reminded us that divine punishment and human
consequences were two sides of the same coin, and that we were called individually and collectively
to take responsibility for our actions.
The Word became Flesh, The Temptations in the Wilderness, The Money Changers
Then came the embodiment or enfleshment of the Word of God in the works and teachings
of the person of Jesus of Nazareth. Like early humanity, he in his travails understood the trappings and temptations of economic, political and religious power. He saw the encroachment of
the “moneychangers” into the politics and religion of his Jewish community, and he challenged the
collusion of the economic, politics and religious establishments of his time.
Parables, Ignorance, Crucifixion and Forgiveness
He spoke in parables trying to explain to ordinary folks his vision of this new Garden of Eden,
this new Promised Land, this new Kingdom of God, this heaven here on earth. Since he posed a
threat to the elites of the establishments, he was executed. He knew he had to accept his fate, as
to live an inauthentic life was not an option, and he lived his life with integrity till the end of his
days. He realised that we were not ready yet for that transformation of society, and that it was our
ignorance, our not knowing any better that would get him killed, as immortalised by those sacred
words, “FATHER, FORGIVE THEM; FOR THEY KNOW NOT WHAT THEY DO.”
Resurrection, Pentecost, and betrayal of Jesus’ vision
Although as a messenger of the word of God, he was crucified, the spirit of his message was
resurrected when his followers eventually understood what his teachings were all about, and the
babble of humanity’s infancy matured and metamorphosed, and the spirit of the communities began
to resonate with one heart, one love and one voice by his followers and many more to come. They
tuned into the fundamental frequency, the fundamental vibrations of love, for God, for themselves
and for each other, and this epiphany resonated in their lives and in their communities as they
were able to shatter boundaries that separated them from one another. This Jesus movement was
short lived, however, as the message of Christ eventually became domesticated by man again, by
Constantinople, when the Jesus movement became romanised for political and economic gains.
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ACT 3
“When the missionaries came to Africa they had the Bible and we had the land. They said “Let us
pray.” We closed our eyes. When we opened them, we had the Bible and they had the land.” –
Archbishop Desmond Tutu
This brings us back to our time, where we find ourselves in bondage and exiled from the Kingdom
of God, by the high priests of neoliberal economics such as Milton Friedman, and their apostles
Margaret Thatcher and Ronald Reagan. (I am very much convinced that the same script is being
replayed here in our Federation in collusion with the newest neoliberal city-state in the Middle
East.) Although we were hoodwinked into believing that politics should be separated from religion,
this new secular religion – neoliberal economics, now controls the politics of the day. I have used the
phrase the “Word of God” throughout the article, and I am sure many of you are confused and not so
sure what I am talking about. For me, the “Word of God” is the distilled wisdom and lessons learnt
by those who were honest, sincere and genuine in their search for their true place in the order of
things in the universe. In their search for purpose in life, the meaning of suffering and the meaning
of their mortality, they realised that it could be distilled down to core principles that dealt with
the determinants of wholesome individuals, families and communities. These fruits from the tree
of life would elucidate the reforms necessary and sufficient to reclaim our Garden of Eden, arrive
at our Promised Land, enable the Kingdom of God, or simply put, create heaven here on earth.
The Ten Commandments in the early Israelite communities, and the Greatest Commandment of
Love for God, thyself and neighbour; plus the provision of our daily bread (needs), forgiveness of
our trespasses (debts) and deliverance from the evil one (violence), be it ideological, rhetorical or
physical, are the cornerstones of true nation building and what the “Word of God” means for me.
Paul knew that for this to happen, we would have to achieve a critical mass of enlightened and
empowered people, and he and his contemporaries dedicated their lives to proclaiming this good
news to one and all. Unfortunately, as mentioned above, the authentic lives of the early Jesus
followers or Christ communities, were hijacked by Constantinople for political gains. Fortunately,
there are several modern day prophets, like Charles Eisenstein, who are proclaiming the error of
our ways, who are calling us to rethink our assumptions and presuppositions, and to be born-again
into a new mind-set of holistic thinking, of being one with nature, and each other. Our modern
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day baptism calls forth within us a renewed sense of faithful gratitude, a renewed sense of hopeful
responsibilities, and more so, a renewed sense of loving service to ourselves, our families and our
communities. Like Paul who used the network of roads and seaways to spread Jesus’s teachings, our
modern day prophets are using the internet, their blogs, emails, Facebook, Twitter and YouTube
accounts to spread the gospel of wholesome living to the entire global village.
ACT 4
“There are different kinds of justice. Retributive justice is largely Western. The African
understanding is far more restorative – not so much to punish as to redress or restore a balance
that has been knocked askew.” – Archbishop Desmond Tutu
“Without forgiveness, there’s no future.” – Archbishop Desmond Tutu
With these insights fresh in my mind, here are some suggestions for the way forward:
First we need a modern day Moses who would be able to lead us and help us emancipate ourselves
from the mental slavery of tribalism, consumerism, and individualism.
We need to transform our politics from one that is based on fear, divisiveness and mistrust by
the people in power, to one based on love, unity and trust by an empowered people.
We need to use the tools of the internet age to help create more informed participatory citizenry
and open up our government and make it an institution that is as transparent and accountable as
is possible.
It goes without saying that we need to close the loopholes and backdoors in our constitution, by
enacting anti- corruption legislation and have genuine constitutional and electoral reform, that best
serve the needs of our people, rather than the appetites of the people in power. We need leaders from
our constituencies that are of, by and for their constituents, and they should be a living presence
on the ground that could feel the pulse of their communities they were elected to serve.
It goes without saying that they should inspire their ministries and leave the administrative work
to their technocrats to operationalise the provision of those needs identified for their communities.
We always hear the summons of no taxation without representation, but what about the flip
side, of no representation without taxation? For me this would help answer many questions of who
should be able to vote, as, if you do not pay your tithes according to your means in the collective
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responsibility of nation building, then this would disqualify you from being able to vote. This would
help put an end to the figurative gerrymandering and padding of the voter’s list that appears to be
the order of the day in our federation.
For those of you of Christian sensibilities who are still not convinced of the way forward, I beseech
you to ask yourself two questions, please. First, who among you are the real Judases who are willing
to betray and sell out our people and their hope for wholesome families and wholesome communities
for personal gain? And secondly, who among you are the doubting Thomases who do not believe
that a government of national unity is the best means for operationalising the “word of God” and
helping create His Kingdom here on earth? Just as David united the twelve tribes of Israel, maybe,
just maybe, there is a modern day David waiting to unite the four tribes of the Federation of St.
Kitts and Nevis.
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14 For the LOVE of country, can we put our
COUNTRY above self?
Posted on May 27, 2013
“There is enough food, water, energy and natural resources on the planet for every human
being. There is just not enough money to pay for it. There never was, and there never
will be. Together humanity is marching forward towards a new world, one of absolute
equality for every human being, where the illusion known as money is discarded, swept
aside for a true currency called love.” – Gary Mitchell Weinstein
In my last blog article, I attempted to show that humanity in general, and our Federation in
particular, are manifesting symptoms of a struggle of which we know not, that has been going
on for ages, which I characterised as being between the “Word of God” and the “word of Mammon.”
I will expound on this concept some more as I try to formulate an answer to the question that was
asked by Mr Washington Archibald, “Where do you go from here?” In the spirit of transparency
and accountability, the answer presented itself this morning on my Facebook homepage in the form
of the above-mentioned quote. As you may surmise, I will be making a comparison between two
currencies: LOVE in the Kingdom of God, and MONEY in the Kingdom of Mammon. I am also
indebted to Charles Eisenstein who has given me much food for thought, and who has primed my
sensitivities to see clearly the way forward. I hope that the answer I provide will be satisfactory for
Mr Archibald, but I know in the spirit of the Socratic Method, that my answer is only the beginning
and will eventually lead to more questions.
I will start with the definition given by Eisenstein below:
“Money is merely a social agreement, a story that assigns meaning and roles. The
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classical definition of money—a medium of exchange, a store of value, a unit of account—describes what money does, but not what it is. Physically, it is now next to
nothing. Socially, it is next to everything: the primary agent for the coordination of
human activity and the focusing of collective human intention.” – Eisenstein, Charles
(2011-07-12). Sacred Economics: Money, Gift, and Society in the Age of Transition
(Kindle Locations 2445-2448). North Atlantic Books. Kindle Edition.
Having digested this definition, I have to ask myself several questions.
1. Isn’t love another social agreement, another story that can also assign meaning and roles?
2. Can love, like money, be defined as a medium of exchange, a store of value, or a unit of account,
and if so, how, and if not, why not?
3. Why isn’t love, like money, next to everything, and how can love displace money as the primary
agent for the coordination of human activity and the focusing of collective human intention?
4. And finally, if like money, we cannot describe what love is, but only by what it does, how do
we proceed?
Whom should we turn to for guidance? The Ancient Greek, of course, but with a minor twist,
which would have major implications in helping us to transition from the Kingdom of Mammon to
the Kingdom of God.
According to Wikipedia,
“In terms of interpersonal attraction, four forms of love have traditionally been distinguished, based on ancient Greek precedent: the love of kinship or familiarity (in Greek,
storgē), the love of friendship ( philía), the love of sexual and/or romantic desire (éros),
and self-emptying or divine love ( agápe)” – Wikipedia, accessed 27th May, 2013
Thus ancient Greek had four distinct words for love: storgē, philía, agápe, and éros. I hope
you will come to appreciate in my exposition below that each of these can be viewed as “primary
agents for the coordination of human activity and the focusing of collective human intention.” And
in so doing, I hope that you will see more clearly that understanding the distinctions between these
four loves make a world of difference. The thesis of the article is that the first three loves, storgē,
philía, agápe, are genuine and should be nurtured and allowed to be given free rein to actualise
their fullest potentials, but it is the last of these, éros, that is artificial or illusory, and should be
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reined in as it has many properties that conspire with the money system and its complications. It
is éros that has dominated our lives and is responsible for the mess we are in today, be it socially,
economically, politically, environmentally and spiritually. When we are deficient in the first three
loves, we become separated from our families, our communities and with nature and we suffer some
form of psycho-socio-environmental dislocation, and we fill this void with the false fruits of éros, by
glorifying and legalising it via its representations in the money system and by the social, economic
and political policies that sustain it. I can summarise the force of my argument by this saying:
Falling in love is a misnomer. We only fall in lust, but we grow to love the other. –
Bichara Sahely.
Lust is a temptation that attracts someone or something, represents a desire, is romantic and is
illusory. Love is something that is organic, requires time and investment, growth and maturity,
and has three interconnected levels, starting from the connection between the individual and his
immediate family, then from the family within the context of other families in the community, and
finally, from each community and their relationships between each other and the life supporting
networks of the environment which includes all the physiochemical and biological networks of our
planet Mother Earth. It is the sense of gratitude towards and sense of responsibility for these
three levels that helps us increase our connections within these three levels of interactions, which
should help define and glorify love as a form of currency, as a medium of exchange (interpersonal
interactions), a store of value (family values, community values, environmentalism), or a unit of
account(ability), that would make the world go round. The medium of exchange now becomes our
thoughts, feelings and our actions, which became codified as guides in the covenants of our Sacred
Scriptures, and these should be the bedrock of our constitutions where it is stored and refined as we
better and better appreciate the unity and interrelatedness and interbeingness of all things. Since
our acts of love can reap dividends and multiply multifold by its ripple effects in our families, our
communities and our planet, we should harmonise our money system with the first three TRUE
loves and hence restore this balance, than with the last of these, a false type of love, for which it
is codified and legalised and serves to undermine the values and wisdom of the first three. So to
worship GOD is to align our thoughts, feelings and actions with the first three loves that sustains
us, and to worship Mammon is to align our thoughts, feelings and actions with last and least of
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these which only serves to devalue the fruits of the first three.
This struggle is represented as a “Paradox of our Time”:
We have bigger houses but smaller families; more conveniences, but less time.
We have more degrees but less sense; more knowledge but less judgment;
more experts, but more problems; more medicines but less healthiness.
We’ve been all the way to the moon and back,
but have trouble in crossing the street to meet our new neighbour.
We built more computers to hold more copies than ever,
But have less real communication;
We have become long on quantity, but short on quality.
These are times of fast foods but slow digestion;
Tall men but short characters;
Steep profits but shallow relationships.
It’s a time when there is much in the window
But nothing in the room.
—Authorship unknown
Eisenstein, Charles (2011-07-12). Sacred Economics: Money, Gift, and Society in the
Age of Transition (p. 125). North Atlantic Books. Kindle Edition.
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So to answer your question Mr Archibald, “Where do we go from here?”, I will have to say that
the answer is simple. We should realise that all that glitters is not gold, and we should put more
time and effort in investing in the relationships of our families, our communities, and the natural
environment that nurtures us and sustains us which for me provide the bedrocks for the Kingdom
of God. Just like Copernicus provided a revolution of our thinking when we realised that the sun
was the centre of our solar system, and not the earth with its epicycles upon epicycles to explain the
natural motions of our planets; likewise, a centring of our worldview on the three genuine loves will
bring us back into harmony with each other and nature, and prevent the epicycles upon epicycles of
bondage in all of its forms, be it ideological, rhetoric and physical, from dominating us, and exiling
us from our true nature of interconnectedness and interbeingingness. We will then get intimations
of the sacredness of all things, and will once again re-enter into the Garden of Eden, arrive at the
Promised Land, build the Kingdom of God, create a heaven here on earth, and finally, as our motto
beckons us, to begin to put the Loves of our Country, Storgē, Philía, and Agápe, above the love
of self, éros, be it individual or political party.
Although this may be self-evident, the hard work that follows is to realign and create policies,
that is family focused, community supported, environmentally sustainable, and this should be the
focus of the new dispensation that would help inaugurate the revolution enunciated some 50 years
ago by John F. Kennedy.
“A revolution is coming – a revolution which will be peaceful if we are wise enough;
compassionate if we care enough; successful if we are fortunate enough – but a revolution
which is coming whether we will it or not. We can affect its character; we cannot alter
its inevitability.”

John F. Kennedy
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Matthew 6:24 King James Version (KJV)
“No man can serve two masters: for either he will hate the one, and love the other; or
else he will hold to the one, and despise the other. Ye cannot serve God and mammon.”
From Wikipedia, accessed May 30, 2013
“Mammon, in the New Testament of the Bible, is material wealth or greed, most often
personified as a deity, and sometimes included in the seven princes of Hell. Mammon
may have also been a reference to Caesar whose tax coin claimed Caesar was a god,
forcing Jews to break the first and second commandments to have no other gods, nor
to have their engraven images, or idols every time they paid taxes or tribute to Caesar.
Mammon may have also been a reference to government, since the creator of money is
government. Jesus was discussing two masters and the only other master besides God
was Caesar.”
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The Kingdom of Mammon – Adapted from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mammon
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The Kingdom of God (From Whole Body to a Whole World) – God’s Masterplan
Revealed – Adapted from Sahtouris, Elisabet (2012-02-02). EarthDance: Living Systems in Evolution. Kindle Edition.
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16 Expressing my FULL CONFIDENCE in
Liamigua: From fertile lands to fertile
hearts and fertile minds of a wholesome,
united and empowered people
Posted on June 4, 2013
A TALE OF TWO SHOE SALESMEN
There is a tale about these two shoe salesmen who travel to a third world country in
search of new business opportunities.
One man calls his wife the moment he lands, telling her, “Honey, I’m coming back home.
There’s no hope here. Nobody here is wearing shoes, so there’s no one to sell to.” He
boards the next flight home.
The second man calls his wife and says, “Honey, you wouldn’t believe what I found here.
There is so much opportunity. No one here is wearing shoes. I can sell to the whole
country!”
- http://johnassaraf.com/goal-achieving-2/a-tale-of-two-shoe-salesmen
Many social battles have been waged in our beloved country for centuries, first between the Caribs
and Arawaks, then the British and French, then the colonial masters and their slaves, and until
quite recently, between the working and the plantation classes. Right now the engagements are
between the people in power and a “disempowered” people, as confirmed just recently by Sir Probyn
Innis in a recent interview on one of our local radio stations.
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As I have tried to convey in my previous blog articles, what is happening should not be of any
surprise to us, as the architects of our modern economy pay homage to the high priests of the Kingdom of Mammon, where our people and our lands are being commoditised in the form of derivatives
under the guise of citizenship by investment schemes, land for debt swaps, and now prostitution
rings in our historic Independence Square. Moreover, what makes me very much concerned are
“real and present dangers” of clandestine attempts to break the morale of the people and create
divisions in our society, as evidenced by the castigating utterances by a minister of government
towards the business community here, and the demoralising pronouncements to the security forces
across the waters. There is also evidence of community festivals being cancelled, purportedly for
security reasons, and online newsgroups engaging in vitriolic attacks and character assassinations
to no end. Many at home and many more overseas are left stunned asking how we, as a people,
could have allowed us to get to this stage, and even more, how the majority of us are silent and are
going about our businesses, even enduring these hardships, as if nothing untoward is in our midst.
Some say we are in denial and others think we are delusional. I beg to differ, and I hope to show,
that contrary to what many people may think, this is a testament to the resilience of our people
to look out for each other in the hard times, especially when it appears that everything that can
go wrong is actually going wrong. What we are seeing now is the networking of kindred spirits
who have been nurtured and enculturated by leaders of the past in our families and communities,
be they parents, priests, teachers, mentors, and political leaders, who saw themselves as stewards
and promoted the principles of love for family, for community and for country, not only in their
generation but also for those to come. In other words, their lives were guided, not by the word of
Mammon, but the Word of GOD. If it were not for the investments our past leaders made in us, I am
sure, we would have been worse off today, and the fact that we have not given into violent protest,
is a testament to the latent potential and power of our people to maintain such steadfastness under
such duress.
This insight hit me this Sunday in church when I realised that we have a fellowship of men and
women from all types of political persuasions, all ages, from rich to poor, coming together to share
and celebrate the word of God. Also many individuals in society who you would swear are bitter
political enemies do partake in the services together. My first thought was, “What hypocrisy!!” Why
is it that we leave the principles we espouse in church, and don’t take them with us when we go
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back home to our family, to our work and our community?
We hear, “Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good to them that hate you, and
pray for them which despitefully use you, and persecute you,” but then we turn around and say and
do the complete opposite. Am I missing something? And then it dawned on me, maybe, instead
of assuming the worst of others, maybe I need to assume the best in them, and maybe, what I
was witnessing before my eyes was a yearning, a spiritual yearning of sorts by them, to reclaim the
essence of the Kingdom of God, not only in their personal lives, but also in their political lives. We
all feel something on Sunday, but become torn when we find that our practices before and after
church do not harmonise with the principles that we claim we pay homage to when we do go to
church.
Slowly but surely I am beginning to realise that a lot of what I was hearing and seeing on
the political platforms, the radio stations and on the internet, were the machinations of sincerely
misguided people, who for more than 6 days of the week think, feel and act according to the word of
Mammon, and who for that one or two hours in church become uplifted by the vision of a better way
of life, where we celebrate our unity and commonality in words, song and prayer. And moreover
via open communion we share a Holy Meal, which truth be told is an outward expression of an
inward desire to create the Kingdom of God in our midst. And I am beginning to ask myself, why
we can’t take the principles which have been stored in the silos of our churches, and fashion these
same principles to govern the functioning of our families, our communities and our government.
This will help to effect the change we want to see in our nation: the creation of a fellowship of men
and women who celebrate in words, song and prayer, provide for our basic needs like food, water,
shelter, education and health, look out for the young, sick, and aged among us, and finally invest in
the fertile lands, hearts and minds, not just for one or two hours of the week, but for every minute,
of every day, of every week, of every month, of every year!!
In my practice and from my interactions with other members of my community, I can verify that
we have many resourceful persons who care, who have a wealth of experience to share, who are
committed to serving their families and communities, but who are demotivated from sharing this
knowledge for political reasons. I have met many youth who likewise have great visions and talents,
and who have the zeal sucked out of them because if they are allowed to shine, they would highlight
the deficiencies in the establishment they are desirous of uplifting. We have been consistently
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lowering our standards and debasing ourselves, and we tell ourselves we are progressing when we
compare ourselves to the lowest common denominator of the collective, be it locally, regionally or
internationally. We should instead be raising our standards and aspiring to achieve the highest
common multiplier of love of oneself, family, community and nation, to satisfy the basic needs of
food, shelter, education and health, so we all can help the other actualise our God-given potentials
to the best of our individual and collective abilities.
From the outset, I will be the first to claim I have NO CONFIDENCE whatsoever in any system
of governance where the people in power ascribes to the tenets and principles of the Kingdom of
Mammon, where the modus operandi is divide, dominate, debase, demoralise and dispossess, not
only of our lands, but of our bodies, minds, hearts and spirit. But in the same breath, I would
be the first to claim, given my genuine interactions with friends, family and patients that I have
FULL CONFIDENCE in our people, if given a chance, to interact and share ideas without fear or
intimidation.
We are told and I do believe that we are ASSET RICH. Our lands, our hearts and our minds,
are fertile grounds waiting to be nurtured and cultivated to reap untold benefits for our families,
communities and our nation. We are a sleeping giant waiting to be awakened, thanks to the hard
work of our forefathers who toiled and shed tears, sweat and blood, so that their family and their
communities would inherit a better place than what they themselves inherited. I am convinced
that what we are seeing in our beloved land on the political platform are damaged souls in search
of healing, in perpetual torment, as a result of what I would like to call “vitamins L1, L2 and L3
deficiencies (storge, philia and agape)”, compounded by “vitamin L4 (eros) toxicity”.
If Dr. Martin Luther King Jr was here today, he would help us reframe how the OTHER is
perceived, and would say:
“Those who are sowing seeds of divisiveness are damaged human beings. We have the
power to liberate them from their damaged souls and by following the path of love, we
give them the opportunity to become fully human.” – adapted from the movie, I AM, by
Tony Shadyac
So it is not Christ-like for us to add insult to injury, and we all must acknowledge our collective
responsibility, as we unknowingly, have allowed the present leadership to “flourish” at our individual
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and collective expense. But now we know better, and we have been given glimpses of life’s true
operating manual that would allow fertile lands, hearts and minds in the spirit of Liamigua, (the
Carib name for St. Kitts,) to come together, and for us to collaborate with a renewed sense of
urgency, as we try to right the wrongs of the past, once and for all, as we ennoble the political
establishment. We need to build trust in our societies via the sacred tenets of accountability,
transparency and equity, undergirded by rules of law adhered to by honourable and enlightened
men or women who lead by example with integrity in their public and in their private lives. These
men and women would be selected by a fair electoral system, and would be able to inspire us to
mature and develop our mental capital and wellbeing, and help rebuild our nation, so that our
children and grandchildren can look back and be proud of us. We need to create an environment
in which we have the cream of the crop in our communities leading us rather than the top of the
garbage heap.
We should not kid ourselves and think that the road ahead would be easy. There is still so much
work to be done. We need to address the issues, in a realistic and practical way, of how we can
best reduce our debt, the unemployment rates, and the cost of living in our communities. We need
to determine how we can connect the best lands with the best hearts and minds in the Federation
and in the diaspora, to discuss these issues, because now more than ever, we need all hands on
deck. Gone should be those days when our disingenuous leaders and their cronies ask us to provide
alternatives, when they know fully well we are not privy to the data that they have to make informed
analyses to provide credible solutions. Gone should be those days, when we accept the analogy of a
leaking roof with gold under the bed, without asking why we were not investing the gold in the first
place so as to have preventative-maintenance work instituted to prevent the leak. We have very
smart economists locally and in the diaspora who can assist in this endeavour, and come up with
true home- grown solutions. It would require all of us to make sacrifices, accept our true collective
responsibilities of enlightened leaders and well-informed electorates, and share the burdens so that
for one and all, this endeavour would undoubtedly become a “labour of love” (pardon the pun).
I have to smile, as when I leave my office every day, I see the signs painted in red saying FULL
CONFIDENCE nailed to both sides of our lampposts, with no room to spare for the opposition to
put theirs. Would it not be ironic if the opposition used the same slogan, but this time, the FULL
CONFIDENCE referring to a wholesome, united and empowered people? Maybe this is a sign from
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GOD, being beamed to us under the lights, that reflects the FULL CONFIDENCE HE has in us,
the red symbolising the fire that will soon be burning inside of each of us without consuming us, as
we transform our nation from one governed by leaders who rule and divide, to one that is governed
by leaders who are now stewards of our fertile resources of lands, hearts and minds, and who are
able now to unite us and truly lead us with FULL CONFIDENCE.
God truly works in mysterious ways, his wonders to perform!!
THE AMERICAN BUSINESSMAN AND THE MEXICAN FISHERMAN
An American businessman was standing at the pier of a small coastal Mexican village
when a small boat with just one fisherman docked. Inside the small boat were several
large yellow fin tuna. The American complimented the Mexican on the quality of his
fish.
“How long it took you to catch them?” The American asked.
“Only a little while.” The Mexican replied.
“Why don’t you stay out longer and catch more fish?” The American then asked.
“I have enough to support my family’s immediate needs.” The Mexican said.
“But,” The American then asked, “What do you do with the rest of your time?”
The Mexican fisherman said, “I sleep late, fish a little, play with my children, take a
siesta with my wife, Maria, stroll into the village each evening where I sip wine and play
guitar with my amigos, I have a full and busy life, senior.”
The American scoffed, “I am a Harvard MBA and could help you. You should spend
more time fishing and with the proceeds you buy a bigger boat, and with the proceeds
from the bigger boat you could buy several boats, eventually you would have a fleet of
fishing boats.”
“Instead of selling your catch to a middleman you would sell directly to the consumers,
eventually opening your own can factory. You would control the product, processing and
distribution. You would need to leave this small coastal fishing village and move to Mexico
City, then LA and eventually NYC where you will run your expanding enterprise.”
The Mexican fisherman asked, “But senior, how long will this all take?”
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To which the American replied, “15-20 years.” “But what then, senior?”
The American laughed and said, “That’s the best part. When the time is right you would
announce an IPO (Initial Public Offering) and sell your company stock to the public and
become very rich, you would make millions.”
“Millions, senior? Then what?”
The American said slowly, “Then you would retire. Move to a small coastal fishing
village where you would sleep late, fish a little, play with your kids, take a siesta with
your wife, stroll to the village in the evenings where you could sip wine and play your
guitar with your amigos. . . ”
- http://www.noogenesis.com/pineapple/fisherman.html
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17 Appreciating the value of political health
versus the price of political disease
Posted on July 13, 2013
“Health is a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not
merely the absence of disease or infirmity.” – Preamble to the Constitution of the
World Health Organisation, 1948.
Over the past month, so much has changed for me and this beloved Federation. I have become
immersed on Facebook, SKNList and on this blog in bringing to light issues of national importance
like the high prevalence of cancer, haemodialysis, healthy lifestyles, putting principles above party,
detribalisation, and most important of all, the idea of a new people-centred bottom-up approach to
governance as introduced to us by Dr. Sharon- Ann GoPaul-McNichol. What I have not addressed
thus far is the pressing issue of the vote or lack thereof of the Motion of No Confidence (MONC),
and the effect it is having on the mental, social and physical wellbeing of our nation. We are at
a crossroads right now, and I acutely sense that what happens next will have consequences for
our nation for decades and generations to come. It is with this recent awareness, that I sense an
immense responsibility to enter the debate now, and see if there is something I can contribute that
may help both sides of the conflict navigate their deliberations so that we can bring about the least
amount of harm, be it mental, social and physical, to the least number of people.
We have to ask ourselves several questions. What is the Motion of No Confidence, and why is it
important? Why is it even in the Constitution? Was it put there for the benefit of the people in
power, or was it put there to give power to the people, when they sense, via their representative
parliamentarians, that the people in power are abusing or misusing that power? A most compelling
answer is provided by http://www.parliament.uk/briefing-papers/SN02873.pdf
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“Rodney Brazier has effectively highlighted the fundamental constitutional importance of
confidence motions:
The real significance of the general requirement that a government retain the confidence
of the House of Commons is not in the rare loss of a vote of confidence or in the
somewhat more frequent legislative defeat, but rather that it obliges every government
to defend itself, explain its policies, and justify its actions, to its own backbenchers, to the opposition parties, and through them to the country as a
whole.”
In this light, the MONC is one of those checks and balances that ensures that when legislation
is being passed that have major consequences for the people, and they perceive a miscarriage of
justice in their midst, they have it within their powers to demand that the government “defend itself,
explain its policies and justify its actions”. This is the ultimate transparency and accountability
clause that serves as the bedrock to good parliamentary governance, and to make excuses to avoid
the right of the people to understand the consequences of the decisions that are made on their
behalf, is the ultimate miscarriage of justice any nation can suffer.
The MONC is not an attack on a person or a party, but an attempt to give the government a chance
to explain for the record its policies and actions in the most civilised manner in an environment
in which the whole nation’s eyes and ears can be focussed. It is here where both sides present the
best arguments for and against those policies and actions, and at the end of the day, they let the
cards fall where they may. No matter what the outcome, the country would be better off as the
government would have succeeded or failed in making their case, and the reasons why would be
transparent for all to see. That is a true democracy at work which all of us can be proud of, but
what is happening now is putting all of us to shame.
In my profession, we learn about cancers that outgrow the checks and balances and consume the
resources of the organs from which they arise. They then metastasise to other organs, impoverish
the body, and eventually lead to death. Likewise, in our body politics, a cancer is in our midst. It is
growing more powerful, has consumed and is consuming vast resources in the highest organ of that
body, metastasising to the other organs such as the civil services, our families and our communities,
and we are all becoming impoverished for it. Although many in the diaspora and at home look
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around and see physical health and proclaim it as proof of accountability of policy, let us not forget
the mental and social diseases we have accumulated in its stead.
It is not too late, and I do not think we have passed the point of no return. Let it be said
by the next generation, that when the occasion arose, the leaderships of the country, be they the
incumbents, the oppositions and the guardians of these leaderships, ALL arose to the occasion, to
nurse us back to political health, as we recuperated from this political disease that has threatened
and is threatening to tear us apart. We have paid a high price for this political disease. It is now
time to appreciate the value of political health.
May God speed be with the Federation of St. Kitts-Nevis!!
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18 Constitutional boundary changes – only
the tip of the gerrymandering iceberg
Posted on July 25, 2013
“Oh, what a tangled web we weave when first we practice to deceive.” – Sir Walter Scott
Over the past week, I have been tuning into the debate over the imminent changes in constituency
boundaries and the allegations by the opposition parties that this is a blatant attempt at gerrymandering. Given my ignorance on the issues involved, I decided to do my research and to deconstruct
the concept to see if I can make a contribution in creating more light than heat, or in our latest
lingo, helping us to imbibe more mauby than froth.
According to Wikipedia, gerrymandering is defined as follows:
In the process of setting electoral districts, gerrymandering is a practice that attempts
to establish a political advantage for a particular party or group by manipulating district
boundaries to create partisan advantaged districts. The resulting district is known as a
gerrymander; however, that word can also refer to the process. When used to allege that
a given party is gaining disproportionate power, the term gerrymandering has negative
connotations.
In addition to its use achieving desired electoral results for a particular party, gerrymandering may be used to help or hinder a particular demographic, such as a political,
ethnic, racial, linguistic, religious, or class group. . .
I came across an insightful article, Gerrymandering is Alive and Well by Richard A. Hogarty, that
gives the origin and history of the term:
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“Manipulating district lines for partisan advantage goes back to the legendary Elbridge
Gerry, who is credited with inventing the practice in 1812. A Harvard graduate and a
man of great wealth and stature, Gerry belonged to the so-called “codfish aristocracy” of
Marblehead, his father having made a fortune shipping dried cod to Spain and the West
Indies. In the words of John Adams biographer David McCullough, “Gerry viewed mankind as capable of both great good and great evil.” An ardent patriot who was independent
by nature, he was a signer of the Declaration of Independence, but he refused to sign the
national constitution because it lacked a Bill of Rights, though he ultimately became the
fifth vice president of the United States.
Gerry was also known for his cunning and political craftiness. Twice elected, in 1810
and 1811, to one-year terms as governor of Massachusetts, Gerry switched his party
allegiance from Federalist to Jeffersonian Democrat. Led by Gerry, the Democrats redistricted the General Court, as the state Legislature is formally known, consolidating
Federalist strength in just a few seats. The Federalists cried bloody murder, and Gerry’s
map became the talk of the Commonwealth. Elkanah Tisdale illustrated how the Democrats carved up the Essex state Senate district in order to gain unfair advantage over
the Federalists in a famous cartoon that appeared in the Boston Gazette. One observer
remarked that the cartoon looked like a salamander, which gave rise to the term “gerrymander.” It was an addition to the American political lexicon that has yet to outlive its
usefulness.”
Hogarty makes some interesting points and comes to some provocative conclusions, which I highlight
below:
“Despite all the lofty talk about representation and communities of interest, redistricting
is always about political advantage–a subject there is always more than one way to look
at. . .
As redistricting winds its way to an end this fall, don’t be surprised if more political
scores get settled. And be prepared to hear from the losers that they are the victims of
gerrymandering.
It can be no other way. For, in the end, there are no idealized, perfectly representative
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districts from which any politically crafted map is a corrupt and self-serving departure.
There are only conflicting versions of political self-interest: the self-interest of individual
politicians, of political parties, of specific communities, and of the state as a whole. . . ”
Having listened to the Prime Minister’s monthly press conference yesterday (July 24, 2013), it
dawned on me that what was being discussed was only the tip of the proverbial iceberg, which
I would call constitutional gerrymandering. Deeply submerged and entangled in the whole
discussion are three other layers of implicit gerrymandering that are more malleable and more
cunning and serve the bidding of unscrupulous leaders while at the same time absolving them of all
culpability. Let me explain.
The first layer I will call institutional gerrymandering, which deals with the appointments of
persons to crucial positions of influence where they are charged with safeguarding the integrity of
the institutions, and by extension the trust of the people for whom they were appointed to serve.
It is no secret that the Heads of the Commissions, the National Assembly and the State, Directors
of Boards, Directors of Audit, Permanent Secretaries and high-level managers of the Civil Service
are more likely to be compromised or conflicted and be more partisan and more likely than not to
act in the vested interest of their incumbent leaders, rather than the people they were appointed
to serve. Some may say that many of them were appointed on party loyalty rather than merit, and
for many “the person does not fit the post.” Many say that having weak managers in positions of
influence allows the ultimate chief civil servant unbridled power and elbow room to micromanage,
to serve his/her vested interests with the unintended consequence of unproductivity, inefficiencies
and wasted resources. And some feel that this is the root cause of not only our fiscal debt, but also
of our social, moral and spiritual debts.
The second layer I will call electoral gerrymandering, which is less subtle and deals with people
voting where they do not live, padding of voters list and voters boxes, bribing people for support
and votes with jobs, contracts, houses and lands, and last but not least, the disenfranchisement of
the resident citizens by their votes being debased by overseas voters who do not have to live with
the potentially negative consequences of the policies of the winning party. I do not have to say
more regarding how the managers of the electoral processes from registration to counting votes are
already infected with the institutional gerrymandering bug mentioned above.
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The last layer is the most pervasive and the most sinister and I will call it cultural/ideological
gerrymandering, as the mind-set of our people and the narratives of our land are manipulated for
political advantage, and this is what we are seeing right now being played out in all of its tainted
glory. Here we are seeing the battle lines being drawn between serving party over serving country,
between the rule of men (and lawyers) over the rule of law, between the letter of the Constitution
over the spirit of the Constitution, between political tribalism over national unity, or to sum it all
up, between the people in power over an empowered people.
As a case in point, we are told that two previous ministers of the ruling party were imposters,
traitors, ungrateful and have committed treachery for crossing the floor and turning their backs on
the party that facilitated their political ascendancy, and on moral grounds, they should resign their
seats and go back to the electorate for a new mandate to represent them. WHAT HYPOCRISY!!
Let us not forget that the party’s ascendancy was facilitated by the electoral victories of these two
ministers plus one. Let us not forget that before the last two elections, a mandate was given to
the winning party by the electorate based on false promises of fiscal soundness, not closing the
sugar industry, no VAT or raised electricity rates, and failed capital projects, just to name a few.
And in this light, one can extend the argument higher up and ask who were the true imposters,
traitors, were ungrateful and have committed treachery of the highest degree in putting the party’s
interest above that of the country?? Sometimes I wonder why we did not have more Motions of
No Confidence. Although the opposition did not have the numbers back then, at least the exercise
would have benefited the country in that citizens would have been more informed of the decisions
made by their government.
Interestingly, the three past ministers of the ruling party remind me of the biblical story of Jonah
and the Whale. All three were initially called to serve their country, but out of naïveté, or lack
of courage, or just being sincerely misguided, they initially limited their potential to do so in the
best interest of their party. After becoming more mature and awakened to the injustices of political
tribalism they were entangled in, they tried to effect change from within. A storm of contention
brewed within the party, and when change was deemed futile, alas, again due to gerrymandering
within the party itself, they were eventually thrown overboard, to quell the torment. During their
time of reflection and meditation, they have now seen the light to serve the whole country, and
I hope they are now committed to answering their true calling of highlighting the errors of our
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tribalistic ways and leading us to repent as we break free from the shackles of political tribalism
and blossom forth to the promised land of national unity.
For those of you who support the ruling party, many of you will of course have doubts, and
question whether the political system can be changed. You may say, “That’s the way the system
works.” Some may say that the constitution calls for changing the boundaries in the spirit of fairness
and equity of its citizens, and is long overdue. But if the lack of changes in the past, and the timing
of the changes in the present is done only in the spirit of political expediency, how is this fair, and
for whom is this equity?
The consequences of our divisive political system, whether by accident or design, from constitutional, to institutional, to electoral and finally to cultural/ideological gerrymandering, are very
destructive and do not serve the best interest of our country. They only serve to empower the people
in power, at great cost to its citizens, now and in the future. I am very troubled and disheartened
when we see and hear the apologists for the incumbents triangulating and gerrymandering the substance of the public debate on the airways and the internet around three implicit principles: 1)
Those with might are always right, 2) When you are wrong you have to be strong, and 3) Two
wrongs make it right. If we do not change the course of our mind-sets now, we would sooner or
later find these principles enshrined in the laws of our land.
We now know better, and as a people, to whom much is given, much is expected. We will from
now on hold all of our politicians to the highest standard, and let them know, that also much is
expected from them too. If they think we were being harshly critical of the incumbents now, we will
be even more brutishly critical and maybe unforgiving if they do not live up to our expectations.
If gerrymandering is alive and well, let us start by changing our cultural narratives, our electoral
systems, our institutions and our Constitution to give advantage to an empowered people, and not
the people in power.
Although gerrymandering generally has negative connotations, it can be transformed in a positive
way, as the group no longer is defined by the party, but now by the whole country. I honestly
believe this is possible, and our political crisis is an opportunity for transformation that should not
be wasted. I am playing my part in this “gerrymandering for transformation” project in the best
interest of our country, via this blog, the SKNList, and Facebook. We should ascribe to the vision
of Mahatma Gandhi “To be the change we want to see in our country,” and to let “Our lives be our
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message.”
By changing the boundaries of our discourse and narratives, with the focus now the self-interest
of the country and an empowered people, we would have been true to the spirit of our National
Motto of putting “Country above Self” and true to the spirit of our National Anthem “as Stalwarts
We Stand, for Justice and Liberty, with Wisdom and Truth, We Will Serve and Honour Thee.”
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19 Trust but Verify: A ground/bottom-up
approach to evidence-based politics
Posted on August 27, 2013
Over the past few weeks, I have been following closely the political discussions on the airwaves
and on the internet, and I have been trying to ascertain for myself the strengths and weaknesses
of the arguments on both sides of the political divide. What has intrigued me the most are the
responses to an article posted on the SKNList entitled “Playing the Moral Card” and especially
the defence given by one of the supporters to the fiscal policies of our government, without any
reference whatsoever to any analysis of the present data, any forecasting into the future, and any
comparisons with alternatives. Is this a case of defending the indefensible due to lack of verifiable
data?
There have also been a groundswell of support for a Government of National Unity, but as of late
there has been a lull in visceral support and a subtle sense of despondency. Why is this happening?
Are we also dealing with cries of concerned citizens who are trying to rally the “unrallyable” (if
there is such a word). If this is the case, why is it difficult to make a compelling case in our political
environment, given our political histories and trajectories, of why in principle it is the way to go
and why such a construct is very much tenable in practice?
At the core of both of these issues is the trustworthiness of our leaders on both sides of the divide,
and whether or not they can provide verifiable policies to support their visions for the nation. Is
this dearth of information the reason why we are scraping the bottom of the proverbial barrel of our
political discourse, with allegations of corruption, barrages of character assassinations, and spells
of fear mongering? Since we do not have Integrity in Public Life and Freedom of Information
Legislation, can we confidently champion the defence that absence of evidence of wrongdoings is
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the same as evidence of absence of wrongdoing?
What is also surprising and also of concern in listening to and reading the discussions, are two
fundamental/core issues that have not been addressed thus far, and I hope to use this article to
bring them to the fore for further consideration. I hope to show that they are all intimately related
to the question of how we can trust our politicians without being able to verify for ourselves the
policy pronouncements which they claim would serve the best interests of the people they serve.
Firstly, although I sincerely believe a Government of National Unity is necessary to catalyse
the much needed constitutional and social transformation in our Federation, I have to ask myself
if such a construct in and of itself is sufficient to achieve this goal? If it is not sufficient, then
there must be other ingredients for such a construct to gain traction and credibility in the hearts,
minds, souls and spirits of our people. Those ingredients may exist and be well known to the
participants of the different parties, but I am not privy to that information and I am sure the
discerning public would like to know that when elections are called, they can put their faith and
hope in such a construct that is stewarded by politicians who can put into place credible policies
guiding our people forward. We have reasons to be sceptical and we have ample precedents of
strategic proclamations by incumbents before elections, which were diametrically different to the
policies enacted after winning. Without the raw data to support or oppose policy decisions, and
even worse, the ability to provide credible alternatives, how can any politician in opposition make
defendable statements? This lack of access of reliable information cuts to the authenticity of our
democratic system of governance where informed politicians are able to debate with each other
different policy proposals to the benefit of an informed educated citizenry.
Secondly, having written the blog article, Constitutional boundary changes – only the tip
of the gerrymandering iceberg (18), which deals with the different forms of internal gerrymandering, I am left with this unsettling feeling that I have missed the big elephant in the room, which
deals with a form of external gerrymandering of glacial proportions as it pertains to the rules
of engagement by external socioeconomic and geopolitical forces. To continue the analogy of the
iceberg, what I failed to realise is that all icebergs were once part of a bigger entity called a glacier,
and maybe what we are seeing internally is a reflection of true happenings of what is going on
externally, a chip of the old block, if I may say so. This then begs the question – Do the motives
and vested interests of these external forces have more of an influence on our local politics than
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the dreams and aspirations of our people? To be more specific, is the present political quagmire
a symptom of the stealth collusions between external and internal forces, which brings into sharp
focus not only the credibility, integrity and sovereignty of our nation, but also the same credibility,
integrity and espoused non-interference proclamations of these same socioeconomic and geopolitical
entities? It is very important for us to be cognizant of these issues, as any new political construct
would have to decide early on how they will deal with these external forces, as the appetites and
wants from without may override any policy decisions to deal with the needs from within.
Given the reality of the situation, and the global interconnectedness of nations with strong vested
interest from without acting within a veil of secrecy that are only understood by the elites in politics,
finance and business, how is the common man on the street able to appreciate that the rules of
engagement were created by the elites and for the elites, despite the claim to the contrary that they
serve the best interest of the majority in their country? How can we, the majority trust our leaders
to pass laws that serve our national interest, if we cannot verify for ourselves and we are not privy to
the secret discussions that go on between the socioeconomic and geopolitical entities in our midst.
WikiLeaks have provided ample evidence that things are not always as they seem, and that most
of the time the citizenry are misinformed and are called to vote for their leaders based on sincerely
misguided debates and discussions.
If the musings of the foregoing are worthy of serious considerations, as it pertains to the feasibility
and credibility of a Government of National Unity on the one hand, and the ability to act in the
best interest of the nation on the other hand without being handicapped by external socioeconomic
and geopolitical forces, the next question that has to be asked is how do we even begin to address
these core issues? How do we convince ourselves and each other that we are dealing with issues of
national security such as food security, energy independence, public health, fiscal freedoms and
travel privileges? And moreso, that if these issues are not seriously addressed, there is a real and
present danger to our livelihood that would have reverberations in our Federation for decades and
generations to come. We have to understand that if we do not work together to deal with these
common threats, we will as a nation bear much unnecessary hardships.
The inescapable conclusion is that we cannot deny or delude ourselves any longer of this monumental fact. We live in an environment that can be described as being an information desert,
where there is a dearth of verifiable information that can guide policy, that would assist in forecast-
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ing and giving real credence to any policy decisions espoused by the incumbents and their potential
challengers. I am not sure if this is by accident or by design, but one thing I am sure of, this is a
structural deficiency in our system of governance and leadership that needs to be urgently addressed.
In this day and age of the internet, where information can be provided online for one and all to see,
the publication of such timely data for analysis should be a given. This would be most welcome, as
now the fear mongering, character assassinations and allegations of wrong doing would be relegated
to the dustbins of the past, as we now engage in serious discussions of the strengths and weaknesses
of different policy decisions undergirded by timely and credible projections and forecasts on the
way forward. We can train our people in information and communication technology, statistics,
economics, and help our populace become more financially, economically and politically literate and
lift the bar of the political discourse to higher heights.
I am very delighted that there are calls in some quarters to have debates among the political
candidates to discuss the pressing issues of our time on behalf of, for, and with the people. Although
we know very well the subject matters that should be debated, how do we go about presenting
the evidence for or against a policy decision, if the data that would guide such decisions by the
opposition parties are not readily available and scrutinizable by the electorate who want very much
to be part of a well informed responsible citizenry? To reiterate, we don’t have Integrity in Public
Life and Freedom of Information legislature to keep our public officials accountable; key statistics
like unemployment rates, poverty level, inequality (GINI) level, and census results are not readily
available, and when available, the accuracy and timeliness of the data is at the least questionable
and at the most objectionable? And this begs the question – is the informational opacity that exists
remediable, and if so, how do we go about fixing this. If the incumbents use this deficiency as a
political tool “to dazzle with glitter and bamboozle with half truths,” how can any incumbent be
incentivised to change the status quo that have kept them in power for so long? These are the hard
questions the incumbents do not want us to entertain, but must be entertained by any Government
of National Unity if they are to be seen as a credible alternative to the status quo. They have to
convince the electorate that it is our best interest they have at heart, and not that of their own
livelihood or their families or friends? Would they be committed to helping us transition from a
top-down authority-based politics to a ground/bottom-up evidence-based politics? Can we get the
best minds working together to defend the defensible and rally the rallyible? Can we get the chief
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propagandist for the people in power who are in love with power, to become the chief information
and communication officer supporting the power of the people through the power of love?
We have two precendents in American history to guide us. The first has to do with the the Cold
War, where we had in our midst weapons of mass destructions (WMDs) in the form of nuclear
weapons, and President Ronald Reagon often quoted to President Michael Gobarchav, Доверяй,
но проверяй (Doveryai, No Proveryai) – TRUST BUT VERIFY. That to proceed, in disarmament,
you have to trust the other to do what is right, but you must also verify for yourself the steps
taken by the other. In our midst, we have another form of WMDs in the form of weapons of mass
deception. We need to also dismantle our propaganda machinery, and again we are called upon to
trust our leaders, but this time to be able to verify their forecasts and visions, so that we have a
true sense of who have the better ideas for the continued growth and development of the nation.
This would engender grass-root discussions at the family table, in the community, and among the
parliamentary candidates who put themselves forward to serve the best interest of their consistuents.
And this time, we would have census data, health data, crime data, poverty data, unemployment
data, and inequality data that are timely and accurate to support one vision over the other, and
where potential alternatives can be debated and discussed to bring about the greatest good for the
greatest number of citizens of our nation, and not just for the elites at the top.
What we need to put in place is the infrastructure to make all of this possible. The second
precedent is the New Deal by President Roosevelt in which he engaged in the construction of the
physical roads, highways and bridges that laid the foundation for the physical growth and economic
development of the United States of America after World War Two. We can do the same in our
Federation, as by ending our tribalistic political warfare, we as a nation can engage in our version
a New Deal, in which we continue to construct and build our informational infrastructure, our
information networks, and build information bridges between the government and the governed of
a new society, so we can help create the new dispension our hearts already know is possible in our
United Federation of St. Kitts and Nevis.
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20 Embracing the paradigm shift: Pouring
new wine into new wineskins
Posted on October 1, 2013
He told them this parable: “No one tears a piece out of a new garment to patch an old
one. Otherwise, they will have torn the new garment, and the patch from the new will
not match the old. And no one pours new wine into old wineskins. Otherwise, the new
wine will burst the skins; the wine will run out and the wineskins will be ruined. No,
new wine must be poured into new wineskins. And no one after drinking old wine wants
the new, for they say, ‘The old is better.’ – Luke 5:36-39 (NIV)
After thirty years of independence, we are now at a crossroads. Given the state of affairs and
the political tensions that have been swarming in our midst, it is now time to take stock, to see
from where we have come and to where we want to go. From the onset, I have to confess that I
am partisan to the PRINCIPLES of the UNITY construct, of political parties putting aside their
political differences, and working together to find solutions to the common threats that have divided
the very fabric of our society, be it social, economic or political. I have heard those with vested
interests opining that this is a “construct of convenience” and also a “hypocritical farce,” but I realise
that the same can be said of the grouping of those individuals who enunciate those same sentiments.
Although there is potential for better days ahead if this UNITY construct succeeds, there are real
challenges that have to be faced and dealt with head on if it is to become more credible and be a
force to be reckoned with in the political arena.
What is being heralded in our midst can simply be described as a paradigm shift, which according to the Oxford dictionary, is “a fundamental change in approach or underlying assumptions”.
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I hope to show in this article that in order to embrace this paradigm shift and make it become
viable, to succeed and be sustainable, we all need a new mindset and new rules of governance in our
Federation; hence the need to pour new wine into new wineskins. The new mindset shifts power
from the politicians and puts it squarely in the hands of the people, and the new rules of governance
in all of its glory are designed so that if there is any advantage to be gained, it is for the people and
not the politicians.
Looking back, we have to appreciate that as a Federation, we are blessed but at the same time we
have made several blunders along the way. Although these blunders can be construed in a negative
light, I choose to approach them positively as lessons learnt. As our forefathers have struggled to
make our Federation a better place, we should express our gratitude by being good stewards of
those gains. One of the contributing factors to the political quagmire we have found ourselves in
today has been the “asset-rich” land-for-debt swap that caused two ministers to break rank with
their leader and snubbing the “collective responsibility of cabinet.” We were told that the debt was
at an unsustainable level and the excuse given was that this debt was amassed due to external and
internal shocks, such as the global financial downturn, unsustainable sugar industry and hurricanes.
Although this superficial justification seems reasonable to the masses, on deeper reflection, we
should recognise that the unsustainable debt was a symptom of gross executive irresponsibility and
negligence. Why? Because if we do not hold our leaders responsible for their miscalculations, they
we will always blame it on the rain, when they fail to prepare or save for a rainy day!
We are also blessed in the that we have one of the oldest and most successful Citizenship by
Investment Programmes in the world, and likewise, the Sugar Industry Diversification Foundation
(SIDF). Under the IMF structural adjustment programme, it is the SIDF that is funding much of
the fiscal activity that is occurring in our midst. Given the increase in electricity rates, the cost
of living and the cost of doing business are higher, and are posing major challenges to vulnerable
individuals and companies, respectively. It boggles my mind why SIDF funds have not been used
to finance the mobilisation and construction of the geothermal project in Nevis, which would have
greatly benefited the people of the Federation. Imagine what would have happened to the cost
of living, the cost of doing business, the competitive advantage and multiplier effect of attracting
further local and foreign investments in the Federation? How better could one have helped diversify
the economy after the closure of the sugar industry?
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We are also blessed in that we have a lot of fertile lands in the Federation, but I was shocked to
learn recently that 80% of our food is imported! Why is this land not developed and our farmers
not given incentives to cultivate the land to help feed our people with healthier food, so that most
of the income stays within the communities? There would be further multiplier effects such as more
employment, more community engagements, and most of all healthier families and communities.
We have to get it clear in our minds that there is difference between servitude and service, where
servitude occurs when our efforts basically enrich our “masters”, but service occurs when our efforts
enrich our family and communities. Much work needs to be done in dealing with the mental block
that is inhibiting our people from coming together and working together for the greater good.
We are also blessed in that we have many bright, passionate and charismatic leaders in our
Federation. However, what we have seen over the years is that this smartness is being used to win
elections, rather than win the hearts, minds, souls and spirits of the present generation. But who
could blame them if our politically tribalistic mindset and rules of governance place more power
in their hands than the people they serve? And in a winner-takes-all, first-past-the post system,
how is this serving the best interest of the people? What is happening right now in the Federation
should not have come as a surprise to anyone, as sooner or later, such brinkmanship was fated to
occur. It is a moot point at this juncture whether this was by accident or design. All that can be
said, is that such a mindset and rules of governance are unhealthy, as it fosters without impunity
the use of public funds, in all of its machinations, for private gains, be it individual or party.
I can readily understand why many people would be skeptical that the UNITY construct is viable.
If we perceive the UNITY construct as one of convenience for power hungry men with the same
tribalistic mindset, we would be pouring old wine in old wineskins and our country would be no
better off. How can we trust our present and future leaders when they purport to have our best
interest at heart, and when they have the audacity to tell us they will be pouring new wine into
new wineskins?
The way forward requires that we now ask ourselves these questions. How can we help our leaders
distill good wine, by helping change the modus operandi of the political discourse and debate, from
one based less on hatred and fear, to one based more on love, caring and sharing? How can we
help distill better wine where we capitalise less on the sweat, blood and tears of our ancestors and
the next generation, and capitalise more on the sweat, blood and tears of the present generation?
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Finally, how can we distill the best wine, where we stop trying to justify a wrong with another
wrong, where we stop deluding ourselves that our actions are inconsequential, and start believing
that the wisdom and strength of our nation lies with its people and not the politicians?
We can all help remove any doubt of the sincerity and veracity of the claims of the UNITY
construct, by becoming more informed, more politically mature, and using our skills to help the
politicians understand, that the power lies not with them, but with us. As Ghandi instructs us,
“When the people lead, the leaders will follow.” As Dr. Martin Luther King Jr admonishes us, “We
must learn to live together as brothers or perish together as fools.” I see politicians as doctors of
constituencies, being diagnosticians and practitioners in preventing, treating, and rehabilitating
many of the social, economic and political woes of our societies. And just like medical doctors,
they should take that responsibility seriously in fostering partnerships and alliances that are in
the best interest of their communities. They should see themselves as catalysts of change, that
speed up the rate at which these maladies are solved and our individual and collective rights are
protected, but at the same time, they are not consumed in the process. If they get burnt out in
their tenure, it is because we have added to and not subtracted from their burden, and if they use
the public wealth for private gains, it is because we have given them a free pass and not held them
accountable. It goes without saying that they should be compassionate, and confident in their
potential and the potential of their communities. They should also surround themselves with
competent technical advisers, and be of sound character as they would be called upon to act
as ambassadors on our behalf in local, regional and international matters.
We should not be afraid to challenge our politicians to rise to the occasion, to put country above
self, to discuss not only their vision but also their concerns with us, and to show them how they can
partner with us in helping us make life better for our families, and our communities. Gone should
be those days when lots of monies are squandered to encourage unsuspecting citizens to become
politicians to put Party above Country. Gone should be those days when monies are wasted to buy
votes by encouraging citizens to put Party above Self. Gone should be those days when enormous
sums of monies are syphoned off to pay lawyers who put the interests of the government above those
of its citizens.
That is money that could have been better used to help develop the infrastructure, be it physical,
mental, social and spiritual, that would help us develop the requisite skills to serve our communities
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better, as we shift away from a culture fermented in political tribalism to one now distilled in
national unity.
I am very excited and most definitely ready to embrace this paradigm shift! What about you????
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level
Posted on October 25, 2013
An old Cherokee chief was teaching his grandson about life. . .

“A fight is going on inside me,” he said to the boy.

“It is a terrible fight and it is between two wolves.

“One is evil – he is anger, envy, sorrow, regret, greed, arrogance, self-pity,
guilt, resentment, inferiority, lies, false pride, superiority, self-doubt, and
ego.

“The other is good – he is joy, peace, love, hope, serenity, humility,
kindness, benevolence, empathy, generosity, truth, compassion, and faith.

“This same fight is going on inside you – and inside every other person,
too.”

The grandson thought about it for a minute and then asked his grandfather,
“Which wolf will win?”

The old chief simply replied, “The one you feed.”
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-Author Unknown (possibly a Cherokee parable, and going back probably at
least to the 1950’s in print – but unconfirmable) –
http://www.sapphyr.net/natam/two-wolves.htm

The theme for this year’s National Consultation was, “The Green Economy – A pathway towards a
sustainable future.” At that meeting, Sir K Dwight Venner, the Governor of the Eastern Caribbean
Central Bank, described the “sub-regional states as having overstretched governments, an under
performing private sector, and a dependent civil society” and he urged us to “restructure our domestic
economies.” At a political rally after the National Consultation, the leader of the incumbent party
was rallying his supporters and making the case that his government should be given another chance
to take St. Kitts and Nevis to the next level, to help create an economy that was based on renewable
energy and agricultural self-sufficiency.
What was not mentioned at both venues and not discussed was the need for structural adjustment
of the political landscape, with all of the political parties working together, to effect the changes
which are necessary to make this vision a reality. This transformative agenda would necessarily
engender a new mindset based on a ground/bottom-up approach to governance, which puts the vulnerable environment first, inclusive of its air, water, soil/land and seas, supporting and empowering
its most vulnerable people second as we endeavoured to rebuild a more vibrant and flourishing economy. This would then entail us going further and restructuring our institutions, be it government,
private sector or civil society, so that they would become more inclusive and exemplary stewards
of our most precious resources, our environment and our people. This is opposite to the top-down
approach that has become entrenched in every facet of our society today, not only locally, but regionally and internationally, where we have extractive and exploitative institutions dominated by
the elites in their quest for more wealth and more power. This has resulted in the denigration of
both of our environment and our people, which are our natural and human capital, respectively.
This realisation of the necessity of political restructuring to foster the transformation of our
economy was impressed upon me after reading the article, “Why Switzerland Has Some Of The
Happiest, Healthiest Citizens In The World.” Here is an excerpt:
Switzerland is home to one of the world’s most thriving economies and also one of the
happiest populations on the globe. So what’s the Swiss secret sauce? The tiny, landlocked
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central European country is known for investing in its people. In fact, according to the
World Economic Forum’s 2013 Human Capital Report, Switzerland invests more in the
health, education and talent of its people than any other country in the world.
“Switzerland is a very small country with a small population, and it actually has very
few natural resources,” Saadia Zahidi, Senior Director of the World Economic Forum,
tells The Huffington Post. “The biggest resource it does have is people, and that’s what
it’s been investing in for quite some time. It’s led to an economy that is competitive,
highly innovative, and has adopted technology fast.”
Leveraging the skills and talents of its people is key to the future of any country or institution, and will determine how prepared a country is to face the demands of a competitive
global economy, the WEF Human Capital Report explains. WEF’s comprehensive index
examined 51 indicators to determine how various countries invest in their people, and
how they’re leveraging those investments in terms of productivity and a robust economy.
“Countries that invest in human capital end up getting returns in terms of economic
growth,” says Zahidi. “And then countries that have that economic growth are able to
reinvest further in human capital. So you have this virtuous cycle that’s established.”
Human capital is a function of four pillars: health and wellness, education, work and employment, and what WEF calls an “enabling environment,”
which includes factors like legal framework and infrastructure that allow for
returns on human capital. Switzerland topped the index by generating high scores
across the four pillars, coming in first in the health and wellness and workforce and employment categories, second for enabling environment and fourth in education — which
goes a long way in explaining the success of the Swiss economy.
What struck me most after reading this article was that our economic and political institutions,
as they stand today, not only locally, but regionally and internationally, pay lip service to the
development of this human capital by undermining its four pillars. Let me explain. If we look at
the four pillars through the lens of the top-down approach to governance, which deals with the
enrichment and empowerment of the elites, we would see that the machinations of their institutions
does the complete opposite. Instead of maximising health and wellness, the system is gamed to
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maximise illness and disease. Instead of having an education system that encourages critical thinking
and creativity in all spheres of life, we have deception, misinformation, ignorance and conformity.
Instead of having service through meaningful and fulfilling work and employment, we have servitude
via a monetary system that embraces a debt-form of slavery. And finally instead of having an
“enabling environment” that provides the legal framework and infrastructure that allows for returns
on health and wellness, education, work and employment, we have, truth be told, a “disabling
environment” where what is being “enabled” is illness and disease, ignorance and servitude, all to
the behest of enriching those in power. This lens goes a long way to explain much of the social
diseases we see around us, as most of the growth in our economies capitalises on the negatives to
maximise profits, than capitalising on the positives to maximise well-being.
We must constantly remind ourselves that the rules of society, be it formal or informal, are all
written and enforced by the elites and for the elites, in the vain attempt to consolidate more power.
The bottom-up approach turns this on its head, by giving a voice to the voiceless – the environment,
and power to the powerless – the most vulnerable among us. All of our wisdom traditions even
beckons us to do so. They had a firm grasp back then of what we called human capital, and realised
that by protecting and providing for the needs of the least among us – the poor, the oppressed, the
orphans, the widows, the resident aliens, the weak and the sick, our societies would be better off,
more productive and would thrive and flourish. Instead of having a top-down economy which is a
trickle-down economy based on the false premise that a rising tide of wealth will lift all boats, we
would have in its place a ground/bottom-up economy which is a trickle-up economy based now on
the true premise that a rising tide of wellbeing will lift all boats. It is as simple as that.
I cannot see St. Kitts and Nevis going to the next level with a politically tribalistic mindset,
where parties come before principles and country. I can only see us ushering this transformation
to the green economy, by not only restructuring the domestic economy, but also restructuring the
political landscape to produce a less overstretched government, a more productive private sector
and a less dependent civil society. It goes without saying, that what we need to effect this change,
to produce a more beautiful St. Kitts and Nevis our hearts tell us is possible, is nothing less than
a government of national unity, which is more inclusive, more loving, more caring and sharing, and
willing to champion the needs of the voiceless and powerless among us.
One of my colleagues, Dr. Thelma Phillip-Browne, said it best in an email she posted on the
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SKNList:
“We just need to get back to principles enunciated for us from time immemorial. Educate
our people, share amongst ourselves, be our brothers keeper, cultivate our land, maximise
our innate potentials, unity is strength! Rebuilding from the ground up!”
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22 SIDF 2.0: An Investment by Citizens
Program
Posted on November 3, 2013
In a previous post entitled, Exorcising the demons from my religion – My spiritual odyssey from endarkenment to enlightenment, I attempted to show how the lessons learnt during
my spiritual development could be applied to guide the social, economic and political development
of our Federation. In the last paragraph, I opined:
. . . Just like we have a Sugar Industry Diversification Foundation (SIDF 1.0)
to assist in the economic growth and development of our country via foreign investments, I feel we need a balancing counterforce to deal with the social, spiritual and
political growth and development of our people via domestic investments, where our
people at home and in the diaspora can readily contribute of their time and resources.
This can be a Spiritual Investment and Development Foundation (SIDF 2.0)
which can contribute to raising awareness of the needs and concerns of the community
among civil society via local projects, be they social, environmental, spiritual and even
legal, and which would be charged with the mandate to educate, discuss and share information and other resources that can help bring back that sense of community and
connectedness that we so now need more than ever. . .
In response to last week’s post, Taking St. Kitts and Nevis to the next level , one of my
colleagues challenged me with these questions, “What is the next level? What must we do to get
there?” I have also been criticised by some of being too abstract and general, and in this post, I will
put forward a bold suggestion, that is more concrete and I hope will stimulate discussions in our
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families, and communities, and allow us to come up with creative solutions that would allow us, as
a united people, to put our political differences aside as we rebuild our families and communities,
together.
Although the seed of this idea was germinating already, it was the well written and easy to understand article by Trevor Blake, the General Manager of the Eastern Caribbean Securities Exchange,
From Consumer to Investor – Making the Switch Happen that has allowed me to overcome a mental
block that was inhibiting me from charting the way forward.
What stood out for me in the article were these two paragraphs:
Investing is the process of using money, which we call capital, to acquire an asset in order
to provide a return over time, creating wealth. These assets would include things like
shares in companies, mutual funds, bonds, real estate, precious coins, rare art, antiques,
or even intellectual property rights. By investing, we would be actively seeking to gain a
return on our money (capital), and not merely concerned with keeping it secure.
In finance, we speak of the risk-return tradeoff , which refers to the principle that the
higher the potential rate of return, the higher is the risk of loss of the capital invested. The
well known adage ‘nothing ventured, nothing gained’, is a variation of this principle. So,
there is risk in investing, and if one can accept absolutely no loss of the capital, then one
should perhaps not invest. However, there are ways to invest, and types of investment,
that mitigate or reduce the potential risks, and enable a good return.
He went on to list the financial assets available in the Eastern Caribbean, and then it dawned
on me, that he did not even mention the most important assets of all, the environment and its
people. He has used the business as usual model that puts “banking, utilities, telecommunications,
manufacturing and commerce” first, along with “corporate bonds” and “sovereign Treasury bills,
notes and bonds,” but I did not see any mention of education, agriculture and health. The lens
he was using puts wealth creation first from the top-down. But what if we turn this upside down,
and as described in last week’s article, we start with well-being creation from the bottom-up?
What if we create financial instruments and securities that help fund the advancement of health,
environmental, economic, financial and political literacy, so that as individuals and as a nation we
would be burdened less by disease, degradation, sovereign and individual debt, and dependency,
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respectively? What if we had a system, that unlike the present system that encourages us to live
beyond our means for the sake of growing the economy, we have a system that teaches us not only
that “our choices have consequences” but also teaches us of the “consequences of those choices.”
As we become more enlightened as individuals and as a nation, we will begin to understand the
interconnections we have with each other and the environment, both now, but more importantly
for the future, and we will come to actualise in ourselves, individually and as a nation the unique
potentials, that is waiting to be developed. What I have written is nothing less than spiritual
enlightenment, and that is why I have mentioned we need an upgraded or complimentary SIDF 2.0,
(a Spiritual Investment and Development Foundation), that could be best run as a Cooperative,
in which we have Investment by Citizens, that would help provide not only the necessary capital
to revamp our social, cultural and educational system to make health, environmental, financial,
economic and political literacy, our number one priority, but a living and breathing reality in our
midst.
The most pressing issue that would benefit from this initial investment and would bring the
greatest return, would be an injection of capital to help raise the level of our political discourse.
I am very reluctant to give contributions to political candidates and parties, but I would be more
than willing to contribute to a foundation that would:
– fund air time on the State TV and Radio stations to have discussions on policy issues and
informative debates on different visions going forward.
– fund the invitation of experienced journalists, who would not be accused of having political
bias, moderating the debates and discussions.
– fund the services of credible economists who would outline the pros and cons of different policies
with in depth analysis in a manner that the common man or woman on the street can understand.
– fund Public Service Announcements (PSAs), that would encourage close to a hundred percent
voter registration and turnout, so that the large numbers would dilute any “fraud”, if committed, or
controversies, due to student and overseas registered voters, so that the numbers that vote would
by and large reflect the sentiments and aspirations of the majority of us who stay behind and have
to deal with consequences, via the programs and policies, of the winners of the elections.
Then after the elections, we can use this fund in raising the level of awareness, understanding and
consciousness within our communities to rebuild the education, health, environmental, social and
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economic sectors, to make them more productive and sustainable as we as a people work together,
to not only raise the standards, but also to reduce the cost of living.
Although I am not partisan to parties, I am partisan to principles, such as accountability, transparency, equality of opportunity, good governance, and focusing on the next generation, and I hope
that the majority of us are like-minded. What is being heralded here can also be construed as an
upgrade of the Magna Carta, to Magna Carta 2.0, which may be seen by some as an evolution,
and by others as a revolution, where the divine rights of the monarchy, has not only been ceded
to the politician barons, but now becomes complete as the divine rights of individuals, families
and communities to self-determination become the cornerstone of our democracy. It goes without
saying, that this would effect the most complete form of emancipation of our people, from all forms
of slavery, be it mental, social, economic, and political.
Many of you would think that what I am suggesting here is very risky, as we are dealing here
with some “unknown unknowns.” But I beg to differ, as the risk-return tradeoff mentioned above is
now turned upside down. This is effectively a “risk-free” form of investment, for the people that is,
as it provides the greatest long term returns for the least risk. The well known adage now becomes,
“nothing ventured, everything lost.”
SIDF 2.0 now can help us embrace the new paradigm shift, and take St. Kitts and Nevis to
the next level, as we become healthier, happier individuals, families and communities, living in
cleaner environments, more contented, and less focused on unnecessary and wasteful consumption.
Moreover, we will be more focused on saving and cherishing the blessings that have been bestowed
on us from above, and ennobled as we invest in our future with FULL CONFIDENCE.
What do you think?
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23 From Benevolent Dictatorships to the
Dictates of Benevolent Associations: A
Grounded, Bottom-Up Approach to
Rebuilding Societies for Mutual
Improvement
Posted on December 24, 2013
While driving home from work this afternoon, I happened to stumble unto a discussion on the
radio where one of the guests of the show claimed that “Christmas was dead”, as most of the activities
that were celebrated around this time in our Federation were centred on Carnival. He suggested
that we should change our Carnival celebrations to another time so that we could focus more on
Christmas carol singing and the message of Christ’s birth.
In Church on Sunday, while observing the Manger and the Nativity scene that was set up, I saw
something peculiar that I did not notice before. There were two groups of people looking at baby
Jesus in the Manger. One group was three wise men who travelled from afar and were bearing gifts,
and the other group consisted of the local shepherds and their sheep.
And two weeks ago, I had a rude awakening. I came across an interview with Nick Shaxson, that
introduced me to the concept of tax havens, and how more than half of global trade passes through
these secrecy jurisdictions. I decided to read up some more on his ideas, and I have completed
reading his two books, Treasure Islands: Uncovering the Damage of Offshore Banking and Tax
Havens, and The Finance Curse: How Oversized Financial Sectors Attack Democracy and Corrupt
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Economics. I am currently reading Tax Havens: How Globalization Really Works, which is now
opening up my eyes to the machinations of the modern economic and political systems, not only
globally, but also regionally, and especially locally.
Three weeks ago, Nelson Mandela, one of the giants on whose shoulders I endeavour to stand,
passed away. He was able to bring an end to the apartheid system in South Africa, one which was
governed by white minority rule. Then it occurred to me, that what I was reading about tax havens
and secrecy jurisdictions, may also be described as a modern day globalised apartheid system. In
this system, the political and financial minority elites, govern themselves according to one set of
rules, based on lack of accountability, transparency, equity and good governance, operationalised by
secrecy laws that permit them to avoid their responsibilities to their own societies via tax avoidance
and evasion strategies. They do so while demanding, at the same time, that the majority of us pay
our taxes to maintain and upkeep the societies from which they benefit the most. Furthermore,
they use the ambiguity of the laws and the inefficiencies of the court to thwart the attempts of civil
society, via its parliamentary representatives, from using the legal and constitutional tools of checks
and balances, to address perceived injustices and inequities.
What the above-mentioned scenarios have in common, as interpreted by me, and I hope to
convince you my readers, is that we have been sold a narrative that is top-down, and can be
described, for arguments sake, as benevolent dictatorships. We are told that Carnival is good for
our economy by the “financialization” of Christmas with all of its competitive trappings, such as the
king and queen shows, roadmarch, and so forth. This narrative has totally consumed the bottom-up,
cooperative, familial and community spirit and message of Christ’s birth. This forgotten narrative
tells us, that from humble beginnings, an individual was able to overcome all odds and temptations
and was able to do his Father’s bidding, and he showed us that love for all mankind, and even love
for enemy, conquers all, even his death. That is why some are correct in their assessment when they
give vent to their frustration, that it appears that “Christmas is dead.”
Even the Nativity scene has overtones of the tension between the top-down approach of veneration
by foreign “wise men” bearing gifts of material wealth, versus the bottom-up approach of veneration
by simple local humble individuals who bear gifts of spiritual wisdom, symbolised by the stewardship
by the shepherds of their sheep.
The fact that many of the political and financial elites channel almost half of their finances through
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tax havens, while forcing their citizens and their workers respectively to pick up most of the tab
via their taxes and low wages, and at the same time, being told that this arrangement is good for
everyone, via “trickle-down effects” and “a rising tide lifting all boats”, is a de facto, “benevolent”
galloping dictatorship, in the making.
It is not surprising that many countries use their sovereignty to devise their own laws that help
them create a competitive advantage in this financial marketplace, as we are doing now along with
some new entrances into the Citizenship by Investment niche markets. What we have failed to
realise is that this would only create more hardships for the majority of us in our societies who do
not have the privilege of being networked with the political, financial, legal and auditing entities
that benefit from this system. No one has yet explained how going into high-end tourism is not
going to increase the cost of living for the majority of its people, as has been shown in many other
secrecy jurisdictions across the world. Some have even claimed that what is being created in our
midst, not only in our Federation but around the world, is another form of empire, one that is akin
to slavery, this time, debt slavery, and one that is akin to apartheid, where the majority of us are
kept ignorant of the big elephant in the room of globalisation by the minority political and financial
elite. (Please see The Third British Empire which I guarantee will provide some food for thought.)
Last week, I became depressed and a bit despondent, and I got the sense that resistance was
futile to this New World Order, which was buttressed on the legalisation of secrecy, opacity, unaccountability, and a perverse form of entitlement. Today, I began to perk up when I came across an
article in which democracy was getting the upper hand, in a country which was exploring similar
niche markets like ours, “Revamped citizenship scheme will require Euro1.15 million investment
per applicant”, and a TedTalk by a former leader of the country where democracy originated, who
succumbed to the “benevolent dictates” of the financial market: George Papandreou: Imagine a
European democracy without borders.
I then remembered that in the formative period of our Federation’s development, when the workers
of our countries were politically suppressed by the minority plantar class as there were laws that
prevented the formation of political parties, it was the Benevolent Associations and the Mutual
Improvement Society (MIS) that helped mould the minds, hearts, soul and spirits of the founding
fathers of our Nation, and that allowed us to boldly forge the path forward to Statehood and
eventually Independence. And it was no other than Marcus Garvey, on our own soil, at the MIS
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who gave his prescient speech, where he called on us then, and still beckons us now, to emancipate
ourselves from mental slavery and release ourselves from the prisons of our ignorance. (See Marcus
Garvey visited St. Kitts).
Unfortunately, the elites of our land, be they political, financial, legal, and economic, are already
conflicted and compromised, as they are already “captured” by this lucrative system as their livelihood is dependent on the status quo remaining. To challenge this “benevolent” dictatorship system,
is like “cutting of the nose to spite the face.” So what do we do?
The only solution I can see at this point in time, is a grounded bottom-up approach where:
1) We first start at the foundation and get a better understanding of our environment (its carrying
capacity, its sources and sinks), so that we can become better stewards of our water, land, air, and
seas; 2) Then we continue next to better understand the needs of our people, and try to fulfil these
needs, be it with respect to food, clothing, shelter, education, health, work and retirement; 3) So
that we can actualise our full potentials by developing our mental capacities, to not only be able
to read and write, but moreover, to think critically, empathise, and participate as engaged and
responsible citizens, in building our families and communities, not only locally, but regionally and
globally. 4) This can only occur if we take advantage of the information technology in our midst,
our internet connectivity, along with the tools such as Google searches, blogs, Facebook, TED
Talks, RSA Talks, (and maybe someday SKNList), which truth be told, are modern reincarnations
of Benevolent Associations and Mutual Improvement Societies, to education ourselves and share
our insights with others. 5) Then, and only then, will we be able with Full Confidence to usher
in a Green Economy, where we will be able to apply our sovereignty to fashion our laws, that are
diametrically opposed to the pie-in-the-sky top-down approach, that is no longer based on secrecy,
opacity, lack of accountability, inequality, and shady governance issues, to one that is based on a
grounded bottom-up approach that is now open, transparent, accountable, and has equity and good
governance rules built in from the start.
We can still have Citizenship by Investment Programme, but this time, in the spirit of a just and
righteous society built on rules of open engagement, I am sure there are many who would want to be
part of this unique experiment to build a better life for themselves, their families, their communities
and for those in the generations to come. Due diligence would no longer be an issue as those who
aspire to be citizens of our nation, would be guided by a higher sense of purpose, responsibility
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and stewardship, and would have nothing to hide. There are many in the top echelons of society
who are waking up to the realisation that the former “benevolent” top-down form of dictatorship
is not sustainable and has done much harm in destroying the environment, our families, and our
communities, and are willing to give the bottom-up approach a try. We can be the pioneer in the
field, and as a nation, be the change we want to see in the world.
We have a unique opportunity in the coming year, to make this a living reality, where we have
all the political parties coming together, putting aside their political differences, for the betterment
of our nation. This is bigger than one man, one party, or one island. We should never forget that
united we will stand, but divided we must fall, and any thought, word, action or deed that breeds
division, that creates deception and is dishonest, that disenfranchises those who are governed from
those who govern, is illegitimate, and is not in keeping with the message of Christ’s birth, who was
called Jesus, who came “to save us from our sins”, and Immanuel, who reminded us that “God is
always with us.” (Matthew 1:21-22)
May you and your family have a Merry Christmas and a bright and prosperous New Year, and
may the Holy Spirit continue to guide and strengthen each one of us, as we endeavour to become
better engaged, participatory citizens to help rebuild God’s Kingdom here on earth.
Peace and love.
Namaste!!!
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24 “Unspinning” the spin – Tuning away from
mindless allegiance to authority and tuning
in to mindful devotion to authenticity
Posted on January 17, 2014
Over the past month, I have made it my business to get more informed about the happenings in
our Federation by tuning in to the ideas being discussed on the air ways, internet and byways of our
land, and what is becoming evidently clear is that “spinning” is the order of the day, or should I now
say, the year. Even one of our best calypsonians has made it the theme of his social commentary
entitled “Spinner’s Wicket.” Although I have accepted that spin is part of the political culture in
this day and age, I feel it has reached a level of intensity that has the potential to dismantle the soul
and spirit of our Nation. This realisation, that spin is not as benign as I once thought it was, was
brought forcefully home to me in an email I received from a colleague in response to some comments
I made on spin on the SKNList yesterday. He wrote:
“The discourse below puts very mildly the problem we face as a nation. It is that we are
bombarded by spin and misinformation almost akin to North Korea. Somebody has to
stop first. We were recently subjected to news that St.Kitts has the third highest GDP
per capita in the region. If that is acceptable then so is the comparable per capita murder
rate or the tax rate comparison that you circulated.
Why are we limiting ourselves to comparisons with other Caribbean countries. If we want
to compare with St.Lucia then we should also compare with Singapore which is the same
size as St.Lucia but a trillion times wealthier because of their model which is educate
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your people, create a business friendly environment, strong rule of law, zero corruption
and meritocracy. What is our model? Spin and handouts.”
So what is spin?
According to Wikipedia, spin is defined as follows:
“In public relations, spin is a form of propaganda, achieved through providing an interpretation of an event or campaign to persuade public opinion in favour or against a
certain organisation or public figure. While traditional public relations may also rely on
creative presentation of the facts, “spin” often implies disingenuous, deceptive and/or
highly manipulative tactics.
Politicians are often accused by their opponents of claiming to be honest and seek the
truth while using spin tactics to manipulate public opinion. Because of the frequent
association between spin and press conferences (especially government press conferences),
the room in which these take place is sometimes described as a spin room. A group
of people who develop spin may be referred to as “spin doctors” who engage in “spin
doctoring” for the person or group that hired them.”
When it comes to spin, “What to believe or not to believe, that is the question?” This is a question I
have to admit has no answer, and here is the reason why I have come to this depressing conclusion. I
consider myself an above average and well read and informed individual, and I made it my business
to analyse the data presented on both sides of the political platform, to as they say, differentiate the
“mauby from the froth” so that I can derive “more light than heat” from the issues. Unfortunately,
I have to say after listening to both sides, and admittedly, more so from the incumbents than the
opposition, I am left frothing from the mouth and overheated!! So now imagine, if that is me, what
do you think is going through the minds of the majority who are less than above average? How do
you even begin to help them differentiate the signals from the noise in the political rhetoric?
Do we have any non-partisan non-governmental organisation that can help us in this regard to do
fact checks that is not only critical of the incumbents but also of the opposition when they both try
to “dazzle us with glitter and bamboozle us with half-truths?” How are we, the electorate, when the
occasion arises, to rise to the occasion to make our vote count in the best interest of the country,
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when the information that guides us is at best distorted and at worse not even available? How can
we tell that we are dealing with fact or fiction? To tell you the honest truth, I do not know.
So what do we do in the mean time when everything that comes from the political platform has
to be questioned if we cannot trust the information that comes from the authorities? Who is out
there to guide us? How do we proceed? As is always the case for me, whenever I start to meditate
on these deep questions, the answers present themselves to me via quotes, which I have now added
to my email signatures to constantly remind me of what is true and authentic and what is not, and
I would like to now share them with you. I do hope that many of you would be as enlightened as
I was and still am, as these quotes have provided me with some tools to help navigate onward. So
here goes:
“Everything we hear is an opinion, not a fact. Everything we see is a perspective, not
the truth.”

Marcus Aurelius, Meditations

“For the master’s tools will never dismantle the master’s house. They may allow us
to temporarily beat him at his own game, but they will never enable us to bring about
genuine change.” – Andre Lorde
“Darkness cannot drive out darkness; only light can do that. Hate cannot drive out hate;
only love can do that.” – Martin Luther King, Jr.
The more and more I meditate on these quotes, the more and more I realise that I have been asking
myself the wrong question. It should no longer be, “What to believe?” but now “How to believe?”
How do we undo the spin? How do we even begin to untangle the webs of deception that have been
weaved so far? And then it hit me like a bombshell!! The answer is MINDFULNESS. I have been
meditating over the past 2 years and this therapeutic technique has resulted in my seeing clearly
the way forward in all of the endeavours of my life, be it health wise, personal, professional and
most important of all spiritual.
Here are two definitions of mindfulness:
From the Oxford English dictionary, “a mental state achieved by focusing one’s awareness on the present moment, while calmly acknowledging and accepting one’s feelings,
thoughts, and bodily sensations, used as a therapeutic technique.”
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From Practicing Mindfulness, “paying attention on purpose, in the present moment, and
nonjudgmentally, to the unfolding of experience moment to moment.”
As a therapeutic technique, this can also help us chart our way forward to shared progress and
prosperity on many levels, be it individual, family, society and even the political establishments. If
we look at the individual level, many of the crimes in our society are perpetuated by our youth who
are not mindful of their strengths and weakness, and as a result many of them mindlessly harm
themselves and others for not recognising their weaknesses, and are not able to capitalise on their
talents and gifts to actualise their true potential.
At the family level, many families do not appreciate the deficiencies that exist, and the capacity that exist within them to help provide a nurturing environment for their kids, without the
temptations and distraction of our consumerism societies.
At the community levels, we would all be better off if we are mindful of the resilience and fortitude
of the women in our communities, who serve as the bedrock of our societies, who were able to get us
this far during the hardest of times, even though we mindlessly follow male chauvinistic superiority
ideologies. (There are many more examples you can discover if you sit down and meditate on what
we have been doing inefficiently, and try to find solutions if we truly want to change for the better.)
And finally to the crux of the thesis of this article, we need, as politicians and the electorate
alike, to be more mindful of our thoughts, words, actions and deeds, and also what we have already
done and what we have failed to do. Mindful efforts have to be made by one and all to address
the common threats and challenges of the present moment as we focus in creating a great nation
based on the common purpose of shared progress and prosperity. Living in the past and using
the fumbles of those who have gone before us as standards to emulate, or living for the future by
speculating our patrimonies away just to stay in power, is downright maladaptive, regressive and
outright irresponsible. Making unsubstantiated interpretations and conclusions without due process
should cease to be part of the fabric of our body politic.
If our body politic are unwilling or unable to be this change that our country right now desperately
needs and deserves, then this speaks volumes for those who lead us. We the electorate should now
say enough is enough!! We should start now looking within, to see what gives us joy and pain, and
do the best we can to maximise true authentic joy and to alleviate true authentic pain in our lives.
We can best do this, given all the spin that is around us, by tuning away from mindless allegiance to
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authority with all of its machinations, and tuning in to mindful devotion to authenticity in our lives,
where we bring into sharp focus what really matters, what really counts, and what is worth striving
for. We will discover over and over again that we are already blessed and live in abundance and
our lives will begin to overflow with the gifts of “love, joy, peace, forbearance, kindness, goodness,
faithfulness, gentleness and self-control.”
What I have discovered is that by tuning into this fundamental vibrational frequency of the
universe, all the static noise dissolve and we hear ever so much clearly, the messages we are supposed
to hear, as we chart our way forward, as we begin to “unspin” the spin, as we begin to untangle the
webs of deception we have weaved so far, for the betterment of one and all for once and for all in
our beloved Federation of St. Kitts and Nevis.
“If you are depressed you are living in the past.
If you are anxious you are living in the future.
If you are at peace you are living in the present.”
Laozi
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25 From Statehood to Interdependence – A
blueprint for devolution of power and
meaningful constitutional reform
Posted on January 25, 2014
“I am sure that none of you would want to rest content with the superficial kind of social
analysis that deals merely with effects and does not grapple with underlying causes.”Letter from a Birmingham Jail by Martin Luther King Jr
For those of you who follow my blog articles, you would recognise that I have placed much of what
is happening in our beloved Federation at the feet of political tribalism, and moreover, that we
should all be united in getting rid of this scourge from our lands. Interestingly, on Inside the News
today on WINNFM, the topic of political tribalism was discussed, and although many were quick
to point out its effects, I was disappointed that no one attempted to deal with the real underlying
causes or even to provide solutions on how we as a nation can detribalise as we move forward.
Over the past year, I have been trying to grapple with elucidating the causes and finding solutions
and several sources have presented themselves serendipitously. It is hoped that in penning this
article, I would be able to convince, not only myself, but by extension you, my readers, where the
problem lies and where crucial changes need to be made for us as a nation to change course and to
use our creative energies to rebuild a better society for ourselves and the next generations.
Our first source of enlightenment begins with the commentary given by Charles Wilkin QC on
the 30th Anniversary of our Independence.
“Statehood began in 1967 with unrest in Anguilla which was unhappy with its association
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with St. Kitts and rebelled. Within months of the beginning of statehood, the new state
of St. Kitts, Nevis and Anguilla was embroiled in a state of emergency with leaders
of its political opposition in jail and accused of treason. While Anguilla succeeded in
separating itself from St. Kitts and while the opposition leaders were never convicted,
that period spawned the political tribalism which remains the biggest obstacle
to true national development. Labour and its supporters thought that PAM had
tried to overthrow the government and PAM and its supporters thought that Labour was
dictatorial and sought to get rid of their leaders. I am not in a position to make a determination on the factual accuracy of those competing accusations but they have existed
for 46 years and our country will not achieve true independence until that unhealthy
rivalry is replaced by a mature political culture.“
I too, am not in a position to make a determination on the factual accuracy of those competing
accusations, but what I have sought to do is to find independent sources that could throw some
light on these events to get some idea of the cause(s) that lie at the root of our tribalistic politics.
An explanation of the events and perceived root cause was given by Mr. John Rodgers in the House
of Commons in England on 28th July 1967.
There is much to be discerned, but for purpose of this article, the following excerpts are very
revealing!!
“St. Kitts received associated status on 27th February of this year. Five months later,
Anguilla has declared its independence and the writ of the Central Government no longer
runs over this small island of 6,000 inhabitants, 70 miles north of St. Kitts. Virtually
all Opposition leaders are in prison, with no charges preferred against them. . .
. . . I want to address myself to two basic questions. First, why has this happened? Why
have hopes been so quickly falsified and, secondly, now that this has happened, what
can we do about it? I believe that Her Majesty’s Government must bear a
tremendously heavy load of responsibility for this tragic state of affairs. . .
At the Constitutional Conference in May, 1966, these fears were voiced by Anguillans,
who were afraid that they would not receive proper treatment from the Central Government in St. Kitts after independence. The fears then raised by these people were
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largely dispelled by a promise from Her Majesty’s Government, written into
the Conference report, that each island would have its own local council. This
is what allowed them to go home fairly happy. Paragraph 50 of Annexe B to the
Report reads: The Constitution will provide that there shall be a Council for
Nevis and a Council for Anguilla; that the council for each Island shall be
the principal organ of local government for the Island : and that at least twothirds of all members of each Council shall be elected on the same franchise as Members
of the House of Assembly. I ask the House to note that in that extract there was no
reference at this stage to any delay in setting up these councils, nor to the proposal that
the council should be nominated, even though only for an interim period before elections
were held. All this is subsequent to the granting of Associated Status.
The Anguillan’s fears as to there future were stilled, therefore, and they eagerly looked
forward to the setting up of local councils, but no action at all was taken to organise local
elections or the setting up of these councils. The fact is, and the Government must go
in the dock for it, that the Government seemed to lose all interest at this vital stage, and
it was not until January, 1967, some seven months later, that anyone was even sent to
St. Kitts to help the Government there in the organisation of the local elections. From
about July onwards, therefore, there was in Anguilla a growing fear that they would not
get the councils they had been promised.
The fears of the people turned to acute alarm when the Secretary of the People’s Action
Movement—the Opposition party which obtained almost all the votes in Anguilla at the
previous election— received a letter, a strange letter, from Mr. Bradshaw, the Prime
Minister in St. Kitts. The letter is addressed to Mr. Caines, the Secretary of the
People’s Action Movement, and reads: Dear Sir, Reference is made to a letter of instant
date addressed to me and signed by yourself as ‘(Secretary, P.A.M.)’, ‘P. E. Adams
M.L.C. for Anguilla of P.A.M.’ and ‘William Herbert, President, P.A.M.’, referring to
‘proposals as to the composition and functions of the proposed local Governments under
our new Constitution.’There are no ‘proposals’ before my Government.(Signed) Robert
Bradshaw, Chief Minister. That was a most surprising letter, and it naturally struck
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alarm in every Anguillan heart.
As a result of the fear, alarm and consternation caused by that letter, Dr. Herbert,
leader of the People’s Action Movement, and Mr. Adams came to London early in
February, when they saw the right hon. Lady the former Minister of State. At that
meeting they were told that local elections could not be held until December of this year,
and that, in the meantime, councils would be nominated. This proposal was later written
into the Constitution. There had been no mention of this delay in the Report of the
Constitutional Conference in the previous year. Dr. Herbert and Mr. Adams returned
home undoubtedly two very worried and unhappy men.
In the meantime, the West Indies Bill was debated here, and my noble Friend, Lord
Jellicoe, in another place, put forward to the Minister the fears of the Anguillans, but
the Government were adamant that Associated Status must go forward as planned.
My point is that Associated Status should not have been granted until after
local councils had been set up, as had been promised. Her Majesty’s Government have delayed granting Associated Status to St. Vincent—for other reasons, it is
true—and there was no reason why they should not have delayed granting Associated
Status to St. Kitts and Anguilla. The Anguillans were not satisfied with promises for
the future. After all, some of them remembered an earlier speech of Mr. Bradshaw in
which he said that he would make Anguilla into a desert. They were not assured when
these happenings occurred. Had the Government taken this elementary precaution, it is very probable that the present trouble would not have arisen at
all.”
Let us fast forward to 1983, and return to Charles Wilkin’s commentary introduced earlier. He has
identified several shortcomings, the unravelling of which is actually playing out today. He opined:
“While Nevis remains part of the nation, it too had serious misgivings for a hundred
years before 1967 at being lumped by the British with St. Kitts. In 1977 an unofficial
referendum was held in Nevis and 99 per cent of the people who voted did so in favour of
secession. It was not surprising therefore that when the NRP held the balance of power
after the 1980 general election, they used that power to seek to redress the wrongs that
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they perceived to have been done to Nevis by St. Kitts. This resulted in the constitution
we adopted at independence which is another source of our problems as a nation. . .
. . . Many of the changes which I will go on to suggest are needed to our constitution
should have been addressed at the outset, but the focus then was on the emotive matter
of the relationship between St. Kitts and Nevis. . . .
. . . In 1980 the NRP obtained the political balance of power which enabled Nevis to entrench its protection in the constitution. That protection is given by: – the right to
secede; – the establishment of the Nevis Island Assembly with exclusive legislative powers
over most matters affecting Nevis the main exceptions being taxation and security; – the
establishment of the Nevis Island Administration with substantial executive powers; and
– a guaranteed minimum number of seats in the National Assembly regardless of voting
population. I have no issue with the right of Nevis to secede, but I have always argued
against the structure of Nevis having a separate Government and also significant influence on the governance of St. Kitts. The 30 years have cemented my views. I think we
need to revisit the so called federal structure. This was first done in the Phillips Constitutional Commission and Task Force of 1998 and 1999, which consulted with the country
and made recommendations for change. We should dust off their reports and look again
at creating a truly federal system which, while protecting Nevis as the smaller member,
is more democratic in effect. There is in my opinion no justification for Nevis to have
its own Government and also a guaranteed minimum number of seats in the National
Assembly. A more balanced formula is needed. . . ”
So we see, that the pendulum had swung from one extreme, from one with initially minimal or no
local authority, to the other, with local authority, to the detriment of balance of powers between
St. Kitts and Nevis, with real implications for outcomes of Federal elections and a less than ideal
and uneasy relationship between St. Kitts and Nevis.
As of late, we have seen Nevis’ influence become crucial, and the incumbents are using all the
tools in the Constitutional closet, at tremendous costs, so as to ensure political survival by any
means necessary.
So how do we remedy these deficiencies, and to where do we turn? It is very ironic that our
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colonial masters in the United Kingdom are having similar challenges, and what is playing out
there may be instructive for us here too.
An article published last year, Magna Carta 2.0: we need a code to manage central and local
government, reads:
“Almost 800 years ago the Magna Carta was signed to protect the localities by limiting the
power of the central authority in England. On 29 January 2013, a long overdue attempt
to break the centralised nature of English governance was launched by the political and
constitutional reform committee in the shape of a draft statutory code.
The code is designed to recast the relationship between central and local government and
to enshrine in law the independence of local government as part of the country’s governing
network. A major change introduced by the code would be to give local government the
legally protected right to exist. No longer would central government – of any political
party – be able change the boundaries of individual councils to suit themselves, nor would
they be able to abolish councils or even whole layers of local government.
Council boundary changes will rest where they should: with the citizens and councils
of each area. The plan in this new Magna Carta is to lay the foundations on which
a stronger, re-invigorated, confident and independent local government can finally and
fully emerge.
The decisions made about the issues and services that affect people’s day-to-day lives
would be made by a democratically elected council, closer, more accountable and more
immediate to local people than Westminster and Whitehall could ever hope to be.
The code not only protects local government’s right to exist, but specifically states that
councils’ accountability is to local people, not to central government. It would allow
councils to make decisions about vital local services without central dictate. Councils
would be able to work alongside and co-operate with any organisations and in any way
to provide local services to the standards that local people want. The code also stresses
that the government should consult with councils at an early stage when it is developing
policy on issues that affect local government.
The key issue, of course, is finance: without financial freedom, strong independent local
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government is difficult to achieve. So the code gives councils the ability to spend and to
raise money in accordance with their credit rating within a balanced budget.
Central government will no longer be able to cap local finance. Finance will always be
crucial element, but, it is to local people that councils must account for their tax and
spending decisions, not Westminster and Whitehall: if local people want low tax and low
spend, or high tax and high spend, that should be their decision. A happy corollary of
real financial independence for local government is the likelihood of higher turnout in
local elections, as the decisions voters make about who will run their council will finally
matter again.
The code is a concise, determined and powerful statement of trust and confidence in
local government as the cornerstone of democracy in England. It will allow for the full
expression of the wide diversity of opinion that exists outside Westminster and Whitehall
about how our local communities should be represented and served by their councils.
By freeing local government from central control and challenging the centralised nature
of our democracy, the code gives local government the freedom and powers it needs to
solve the complex problems faced by local communities, especially at a time of austerity.
Not only will local government benefit but so, too, will local people who will be able to
demand what they need locally from a council empowered to provide it.
It appears from politicians of both sides of parliament that we are all localists now; the
draft code is the way to put that claim into action.”
The draft statutory code can be found at: Committee argues power and finance must go together
if local government is to meet needs of local people.
Here are its conclusions:
“The balance of power between central and local government is skewed in favour of the
centre and needs to be addressed. Government should give local councils the ability better
to shape their services to the needs of local people.
The devolution of power to Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland has been successful
and is an evolving process. England is the odd one out. There is no apparent reason why
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local government in England is not capable of using similar powers.
Power and finance must go together if local government is to become an equal partner.
Any attempt to make the relationship between central and local government more balanced
would be meaningless without giving local government its own source of revenue. To
achieve fully the potential of localism, a key plank of the Government’s policy platform,
local government requires financial freedoms.
The Government should consider giving local authorities in England a share of the existing income tax take for England. The Committee does not propose a change in income
tax rates. The concept of tax transparency would allow local people to see more clearly
what their taxes pay for locally and encourage them to hold local councils to account for
their expenditure.
The Government should consider how it can take its devolution of financial power further
and free local councils in England to raise additional revenue, with the consent of their
electorates.
English local government lacks some of the most basic constitutional protections that are
available to some of its counterparts in a number of other mature European democracies.
The Government should examine the possibilities of a stronger constitutional status for
local government, through an entrenched statutory code, or a similar proposal.
A code for relations between central and local government, enforced by statute, could
be beneficial to both tiers of government for several reasons. First, it could help set out
exactly where powers do, and should, lie, thereby increasing transparency for the electors.
Secondly, it could help redress the overcentralisation of England. Thirdly, it could provide
an economic boost that the country sorely needs.”
Even one of our elders, Mr. Earle Clarke, sensed this was the way to go, and he expressed this to
me in his comment to my article, SIDF 2.0: An Investment by Citizens Program, where he wrote:
“When we were discussing the amendments to the Constitution, I rose and made the
suggestion that we should have village councils. These councils would run the villages
and communities and make recommendations to the Government of the day. To get
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away from the political tribalism, those running for office would not be candidates of any
political party; they would be selected by the villagers; they would have to be persons of
good standing in the community who have made worthwhile contributions to the village
and the country. The villagers would have run the villages or communities and this
would empower the village to raise its children. I believed at the time, that this effort
would have rolled us back to the time when we were all our brothers keeper: It would have
enabled us to demonstrate that we can run our own affairs and that we are the bosses,
we know what we want, we demand that you, the politician report to us, informing us
as to how you are working in our best interest. Those politicians who fail to report their
stewardship to us, will be recalled and replaced. Sir Fred Phillip looked me up after the
debate and said that the idea is a wonderful one, but that it would be too costly. I asked
him if it could ever be too costly for true Democracy to work?”
He was on the ball!!!
In the words of Charles Wilkin, it is time now for us to mature and usher in a new political
culture, one that is based on a balanced formula.
Given what I have said and quoted above, it is obvious where I am going.
We should now have local governments in St. Kitts, but this time, to maintain equity between
St. Kitts and Nevis, we should have 3 local authorities in St. Kitts, each centred in the major
cities/towns – Basseterre, Sandy Point and Cayon amalgamated with their environs so that the
numbers are roughly equal. These can be centres of political, social and cultural activities, where
each can compete and cooperate with each other in many endeavours. Given their past histories,
each would have something unique to offer the other, and I have no doubt their engaged citizenry
would help spur economic activity in the villages and towns. How this should be set up, I would
leave to the constitutional lawyers and legal luminaries, and the exact details and responsibilities
should be worked out carefully with much deliberations and adequate consultations with the general
public at home and abroad. We have messed up twice before, but we should get it right this time.
With regards to the vexing issue of overseas voters, what Emile Ferdinand QC have stated
in his article, THE NEED FOR FURTHER ELECTORAL REFORM IN ST KITTS & NEVIS:
OVERSEAS-RESIDENT VOTERS, should be up for consideration. He wrote:
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“Our diaspora clearly has many important roles to play in our politics, but voting in
a local constituency, airfare paid for by others, is not one of them. Our diaspora can
legitimately give material support to the party or candidates of their choice. They can
seek to influence their friends and family to vote for such candidates, and do many other
proper political acts. But voting in a constituency in St Kitts or Nevis where they cannot
objectively prove residence, should not be one of the things they can do by the next Federal
General Election, if we are to have a fair and less corruptible electoral system.”
On the same theme of devolution of powers from Federal to local governments, a virtual local
governing body, geared to the diaspora, may solve the vexing issues mentioned by Mr. Ferdinand
and help them play an active role in the growth and development of our country without the
recognised complications mentioned above. The exact details can be worked out by tapping into
the creativity and wisdom of our diaspora communities, which by not being disenfranchised, can
serve as vital links in their homelands away from home.
As you can see, our political problems are solvable, and all that is needed is the political will. We
can end our destructive political divisiveness once and for all, and usher in an era of shared progress
and prosperity, with equality of opportunities that we can all be proud of. It is a moot point at this
juncture whether the constitutional deficiencies of our Statehood or Independence were by design
or by accident. We need to move forward now in this new era as we accept that our very survival
as a nation is dependent on our declaration of Interdependence, from the Federal to the local levels,
and with each other, both at home and abroad, and with our partners in both the regional and
international communities.
We should not let the shortsightedness nor the immaturity of our past paralyse or inhibit us as
a people from flourishing and actualising our true God-given potentials any more!! There are hard
lessons we have learnt along the way and there are still hard times ahead. Let us now dust off the
dirt, roll up our sleeves, ask each other for forgiveness as we reconcile our political differences and
get to work rebuilding our nation for once and for all for one and all.
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26 Survival of the Unfittest?
Posted on April 12, 2014
Here at home in my beloved Federation, there is a battle for the hearts and minds of our people.
What I am seeing being played out on the local stage between the political factions can best be
described as a competition of sorts. But instead of it being one of the best team winning on a level
playing field, or the survival of the fittest team, what we see transpiring here is the artificial changing
of the rules of engagement and the moving of the goal posts in mid-play, in a desperate attempt
to effect the survival of the unfittest! This would have been dismissed as a transient aberration
of sorts, but what is becoming more and more so clear to my mind’s eye is that our Federation is
also entangled in a much bigger game at play, with much higher stakes involved, as it is intimately
connected with the sustainability of the global economy in its present incarnation and possibly
the viability of all of humanity. Before you dismiss what I have just written, please give me an
opportunity to explain what I mean.
The financial crisis which started in 2008 have shown us that the global economy was already
running out of steam, and in a desperate attempt to keep the global economy going, financial
instruments were continuously created to be re-traded and re-packaged and to be resold from loans
that could not have been paid off by people who were not even qualified for those loans in the first
place. It was the mother of all Ponzi schemes that had and still has the potential to bring the entire
world to its knees, but what has given the world a temporary reprieve as of late, is the creation of
vast sums of moneys out of nothing by the central banks around the world through a process called
quantitative easing with the attendant consequence of large amount of public debt being assumed
by those countries.
This sounds eerily familiar to what had transpired in our Federation before the financial crisis,
when large sums of money were made readily available to our government via our National Bank,
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with the by now ominous fact that we had assumed a humongous unsustainable amount of public
debt. Given our small size, we have become the proverbial canary in the coal mine, and what we
see unfolding between the international banks, bond holders and stakeholders is a taste of what is
to come in the not so distance future in the bigger countries across the world. Just like our public
lands are going to be privatised in order to pay off our debts, the same is likely to occur in other
countries as well. But that is not the worst of it, for although our Federation has been looked upon
as the poster child of successful debt-restructuring, something had to give, and as most of us have
come to realise, our system of checks and balances has now been compromised as we have now
morphed into the poster child of dysfunctional democracy. We have been made an example for all
and sundry to see.
This is part of the New World Order in which the international financiers, via their transnational cooperations like the World Bank and the IMF, collude with corruptible governments. These
governments are aided and abetted by transnational geopolitical information gathering and electioneering cooperations, like the STRATFOR and SCL Elections respectively, and their mandate is
to create social and economic disruptions and influence elections to ensure that those leaders who
are best able to do their bidding stay in power.
But that is only part of the story of our involvement in the global scheme of things, as many may
or may not know, our Federation is part of a global web of tax havens that serve to facilitate the
transshipment of funds from transnational cooperations and by extension the international financiers
out of the prying eyes and hands of their resident governments who are the representatives of the
people. Their money is leveraged by round-tripping over and over again, via layers and layers of
trusts and shell companies, thus abdicating their roles and responsibilities of contributing to the
maintenance and upkeep of their societies.
Even the concept of “Citizenship by Investment” that is being pursued heavily around the world,
although created initially with good intentions for the benefit of the communities they serve, has
now morphed into a financial instrument to facilitate not only the mobility of people and money,
but also the leveraging of money to make more money, by the banal process of flipping real estate,
which truth be told is a home-grown means of laundering moneys and evading sanctions that is
being increasingly utilised by questionable entities.
I am no longer surprised with what has happened in the Federation over the past 2 years, and
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this may be the reason to explain the nature and scope of the involvement of the IMF in our back
yard. They do not serve the best interest of the people, but the vested interests of the international
financiers. The home-grown programmes were just means to isolate them from any fallout if the
attendant austerity programmes backfire, as they are able to privatise the gains for their financiers
and socialise the losses to the government and by extension the citizens. We now know that SIDF
had enough liquidity to pay off a significant portion of the debt, and to have done so would have
been counterproductive to the covetous motives of their financiers, hence explaining the duplicity
in their scheme.
I hope now you are able to get intimations of the big picture and see the method behind the
madness that is unfolding in our midst. When we put the local machinations into its global context,
we begin to see the death throes of a failing financial and economic system that is now trying to
capitalise on social disharmony, environmental destruction, and even using false flag operations to
manufacture conflict and wars, even wars on cancer, drugs and terrorism, in a desperate attempt to
facilitate a modern form of creative destruction so as to keep the financial elites at the top of the
financial pyramid scheme.
We know that such a system is unsustainable and unfit for the continued survival of our species
and also that of many of the other species on the planet. There is so much at stake, and the latest
salvo to kick-start the system, to get money leveraged over and over again is being initiated via
the financial elites themselves, via the guise of philanthropic charitable giving, which seems to me
to be another ploy of mirage and subterfuge. It speaks volumes as it is a telltale sign that they
know too that the system they helped create or facilitate is not sustainable, and we are seeing now
a desperate attempt of another survival of the unfittest scheme at work!!
At this point, you may be wondering why I am bringing all of this up. Is all this just a figment
of my imagination? If so, then we can all rest assured that things are not as bleak as they seem.
However, if there is a morsel of truth in what I have written, the sooner we come to terms with what
we are up against, the better we would be as a people to navigate our way through this geopolitical
and financial quagmire as we forge ahead. This was written for the benefit of the candidates in the
incumbent party and the opposition who are vying to be part of the next government soon, with
the fervent hope that when it comes time for them to lead us and stand up for what is right and
just, they would NOT do so with their EYES WIDE SHUT!!
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In a follow-up post, I will share some ideas on possible ways forward, where a fitter, less wasteful,
less divisive, more just and efficient system of governance, coupled with a more sustainable monetary
and fiscal financial and economical system is created from the bottom-up, in which we are better
able to manage change, where we become better adapted to each other and our environment, where
once and for all, we will now have survival of the wisest, instead of survival of the unfittest.
Please stay tuned!!
Here are some quotes from giants whose shoulders we will stand on.
“It is not the strongest or the most intelligent who will survive but those who
can best manage change.”

Charles Darwin

“Humanity is a biological species, living in a biological environment, because
like all species, we are exquisitely adapted in everything: from our behaviour,
to our genetics, to our physiology, to that particular environment in which we
live. The earth is our home. Unless we preserve the rest of life, as a sacred
duty, we will be endangering ourselves by destroying the home in which we
evolved, and on which we completely depend.”

Edward O. Wilson

“The next step in man’s evolution will be the survival of the wisest.”
Deepak Chopra
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27 In Place of Disunity and ‘Dissing’ UNITY
Posted on May 9, 2014
I am currently on vacation, and in between resting and spending time with family and friends, I
have chosen to keep myself busy reflecting on what is transpiring in the land of my birth. I have
taken time to research and to get a better understanding of the issues involved and I have even
compiled a collection of papers by a wide variety of experts, at home and abroad, who have voiced
their concerns on many aspects of our constitution and electoral system, on where the deficits lie
and what needs to be done to correct them.
Also the more I listen to the chatter on the radio waves and internet, the more and more I am
convinced that the UNITY team is providing an alternative to the status quo and will form the
catalyst that can help us correct these deficits, and moreover, help us to overcome the disunity,
disharmony and divisiveness that has infiltrated every institution of our society from our schools,
churches, families, parliament and our Federation.
Given all that is happening around us today, it boggles my mind why the apologists for the
incumbents are hell-bent in supporting the status quo and instead of being supportive of this new
dispensation, spend so much of their skills, talents and energy in “dissing” the UNITY team. It
seems they are spending an inordinate amount of time in taking the splinters from the others eyes,
before they remove the beam from theirs. Also the more I try to engage their reason, the more irate
and irrational and condescending they become, all for the sake of propping up a system that is in
disrepute and decay.
This does not make any sense to me, and I have been rolling over in my head why two groups
of people can be so passionate of their beliefs and convictions, in spite of all of the evidence being
so clear to me and many others in the Federation. And the conclusion that I am being led to
is that what we see among us here today is a clash of two types of belief systems, one that is a
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top-down system based on Stealth, Confusion and Lies, and the other a bottom-up system that is
based on Sharing, Caring and Love. Interestingly, the former system is being managed by Strategic
Communications Laboratories (SCL 1.0), and the latter is being empowered by a team (SCL 2.0)
that is Spiritually-guided, Compassion-centred and Learning-focused.
What is more intriguing and inspiring and reassuring about this team is that their members do
not meet in a command and control manner, for they do not believe the wisdom of our community
lies in a handful of people at the top. They do believe that the true wisdom of the community lies
in the diversity of the aspiration, visions and hopes of the least among us at the bottom, and not
the few at the top. They realise that they are called to be stewards and servants of the community,
and not the other way around.
One may wonder how is all of this possible, and how can such a decentralised network of people
of goodwill and kindred spirit be able to talk with one voice without tripping over each other and
impacting negatively on the other? For me the answer is simple, and comes down to 1) putting the
least among us in our society at the centre of every thought, word and action, and 2) looking to
implement policies that focus on the highest common denominator among us all, and which deals
predominantly with our health, education, food and energy security, and creating an environment
of shared prosperity for all to thrive, as opposed to one of just political and economic survival.
To be even more blunt and to use spiritual metaphors here to illustrate how this is easier to
achieve than we think, we can break this down to a clash of two world views or two narratives,
which I would call “A Tale of Two Kingdoms”: one that is based on the Kingdom of Mammon, and
the other that is based on the Kingdom of God. (Please see: The Four LOVES Deconstructed – an
illustrated guide to the Kingdoms of God and Mammon.)
The political and economic status quo is based on the Kingdom of Mammon, in which greed,
physical capital and servitude of its people defines their operating system, whereas in the Kingdom
of God, needs, human and mental capital, and service reign supreme. In the former, maximising
power and control is the supreme law of the land, while in the later, maximising wellbeing and
opportunities is the supreme guiding spirit.
I have no doubt that the machinations and crises we see locally, regionally and internationally are
due to us losing our way and not opening up our ears and hearing the lamentations of our Father up
above when he cries, “My children, My children, why have you forsaken Me!” He has already designed
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a perfect world for us, but we have created our own tower of political and economic confusion, the
proverbial Tower of Babel in our midst. Once we stop and listen to the unity of nature and all
that there is, we can transform our nation from one based on the Kingdom of Mammon, to one
based on God’s Kingdom. We need now to work together in unity to ensure that we are not the
servants of our economic and political systems, but our economic and political systems serve us to
help maximise the wellbeing of our citizens and by extension the wellbeing of our environment that
we so much depend on.
This cannot happen if we continue to fight with each other and not work together in UNITY. We
need to stop “dissing” UNITY and give it an opportunity to blossom and be fruitful. We need to
approach this grand project of rebuilding our nation with a new covenant of faith, hope and love,
one guided by gratitude, responsibility and service, and above all, one buttressed by a vision for the
betterment of our people and the next generation based on the fidelity of the mind, sincerity of the
heart, and with FULL CONFIDENCE in God that he would send his Holy Spirit to guide us.
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28 Just Elaborating on a Spectacular Untold
Story
Posted on June 1, 2014
Once upon a time, in a land far, far away, there lived a young girl who was raped by one of the
soldiers of an occupying force. She became pregnant and given the purity customs of her time, she
was ostracised by her family and cast out by the community to fend for herself as she became on
object of shame in their midst. Fortunately, there was an elder in the community who realised that
her treatment by her family and community was unfair and unjust, and he took it upon himself to
take the young girl as his wife and protect her and be a father-figure for the soon to be born son.
Since she was well known in the village, they had to migrate to another village to give birth, but
word had spread fast and they were unable to obtain decent lodgings, and as a result she was forced
to deliver her firstborn in an abandoned shed.
Over the years, the kindness and generosity of this elder man had a profound effect on the young
girl and eventually her son. She came to see the workings of the world differently from those around
her, and she began to realise that some of their laws and customs were unjust and unfair and many
served to sabotage the harmonious relationships within families and their communities, especially
for those who were victims of circumstance. Despite her family and community abandoning her
and heaping insult on injury at a time when she needed them the most, it was the outpouring of
love by this elder whom she did not know, and his abundance of concern for their well-being, that
allowed her to forgive the soldier of her injury and her family and community for the insults she
sustained. Although she was scarred physically and suffered humiliation from this most abominable
act of violation, her spirit was able to once again rise like a phoenix from the ashes, and she was
able to perceive the world afresh with virgin eyes again. After the elder passed away, she continued
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to mould the mind, heart, soul and spirit of her son and helped him to mature and appreciate fully
the healing powers of love and forgiveness that were the defining pillars of sustenance that helped
her to overcome the shame and the defilement that almost ruined her life.
As her son grew older, he started to think critically about the social issues of his time. He had
many discussions with the “wisdom” teachers and questioned always the authority of their teachings.
They were impressed by the depth and breadth of his understanding of the pertinent issues. But he
was far from impressed by the lack of considerations that was given by those in power to the concerns
of the marginalised and those who were, no fault of their own, victims of circumstance. He realised
that in the eyes of the establishment, the masses were there to do their bidding and were viewed as
disposable and dispensable stock. The powers-that-be were less interested in disposing of the laws
and customs that were maladaptive in their application and dehumanising in their implementation,
and they were content in maintaining the status quo for their own sake instead of using their powers
to usher in a new dispensation to change their communities and the lives of their people for the
better.
He then found his calling. Whenever the opportunity arose, he spoke out for the least among
the members of his community, he spoke out against the excesses of the establishment, and he
even challenged the “wisdom” of their ways. He had a large following and many were drawn to
his worldview and its implications, which was bottom-up in approach, in which, he professed that
the least among them was to be put first, being accorded the highest priority of consideration,
rather the greatest among them who had their needs already amply satisfied. He stressed the
importance of provision of daily needs, forgiveness of transgressions, and the absolute need to
understand their human frailties, vulnerabilities and inadequacies so that they could be on guard
against their tendencies to hurt themselves and others. He walked the talk, and used his skills
and his understanding of the human condition to convince many around him that they were held
back from actualising their God-given potential by their own maladaptive mindset. He was able
to catalyse this reawakening, this rebirth of sorts in their lives as he enabled those around him to
hear, see, feel, touch, walk and arise from the slumber of despair for the first time in their lives, by
spreading the good news of the redeeming power of love and forgiveness.
The powers-that-be soon realised that although they were able to control the minds of the masses,
this charismatic young man who was bringing this good news of redemption to the people, was
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creating a movement from the bottom-up, and that given enough time, this movement would become
a force to be reckoned with and would challenge their legitimacy to continue to rule unjustly. So
they set him up, and accused him of destabilising the community, and he was charged with sedition,
despite the contrary stabilising and uplifting message he preached of love, forgiveness and the
blessings of peacemakers. He was eventually executed under trumped-up charges, to be made an
example for those around him to see, in effect telling all and sundry that if anyone was to continue
in his footsteps, they would meet the same fate. His followers understandably scattered out of fear
and doubt and the movement was for all intents and purposes effectively neutralised.
As divine providence would have it, although he was physically knocked down, he was not spiritually knocked out. Several days later after the mental cloud of doubt and fear subsided, a few of
his followers began to understand better his life and ministry and the true purpose of his incarnation. They realised that this young man’s life was bracketed by the ultimate indignities
imaginable. Despite being conceived by the most violent act of rape, and knowing
fully well that his fate would be his execution by the most violent act of crucifixion for
daring to speak truth to power, by representing the voiceless and living his life with
integrity, he was able to rise above all that was negative in the world and to forgive
and love unconditionally. He wanted to show the world that no matter how bad things
were in life, you could always overcome. His life which transcended his death was living
proof of that. They now understood why he made it his life’s mission to show those around him
that by loving their enemies and doing good to those who hurt them, they would not only lighten
their own travails in life but be able to soar to higher heights unburdened by externalities beyond
their control. In effect he was love and forgiveness personified, and they knew that he would have
forgiven those who had executed him for they did not know what they were doing and what he was
all about!!
As the story goes, he amassed the greatest following many years after his death, and over many
centuries he has been the saving grace for many generations as they meditated on his birth, his
ministry, his passion and his death. They realise that death can no longer claim victory over their
lives, and they now knew that despite being persecuted by those in authority, the grave had lost
its sting. Their faith was based on the undeniable fact that despite the physical burial of this
messenger, his message of love and forgiveness rose again and continues to live on in the lives of
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countless generations, all past and present.
Today many of us are still hoping for the coming of a person of similar passion, vision and integrity
of character, to continue to guide and to lead us forward to the promise land, to in effect create a
heaven here on earth, governed not by unjust and unfair laws that pervert the mind, body, soul and
spirit into subservience and servitude, but to one governed by the liberating principles of truth and
reconciliation so as to uplift the mind, body, soul and spirit to one of service. This hoped for new
dispensation would serve to bring to the fore and operationalise the defining principles of love and
forgiveness. It must be remembered that these were the same guiding principles that sustained and
reinvigorated this person of history and his mother. More so, it is hoped that this same person of
faith, would help us to actualise a new age of transformation, moving us away from one vested in
the lowest form of en-darkened self-interest, towards one invested in the highest form of enlightened
self-interest where now the self has expanded to include the family and the community, from the
least to the greatest among us, in this generation and those to come.
I always remind myself that we are defined as a people by the stories we tell and the games we play.
The top-down theology of the past has been found wanting and has left much more to be desired.
Instead of looking on high for answers to our daily challenges, maybe what we so desperately need
is a new bottom-up theology based on the ancient sensibilities of love and forgiveness which should
be given every opportunity to bubble up from within rather than to be searched for from without.
It is in this light that I have presented this retelling of an ancient story, which has continued to
inspire and sustain me in ways you cannot imagine. Although many may view my reinterpretation
of events as blasphemy and heresy, I honestly believe in my heart of hearts that this perspective
has more to offer and it makes this person of history and of faith more credible and convincing and
worthy of emulation.
Addendum:
One of my colleagues understandably had some concerns with the heretical nature of this “Untold
Story,” especially as it pertains “to the circumstances of conception.”
This was my response:
Date: Mon, 2 Jun 2014 20:30:43 -0400 Subject: RE: Updated: Just Elaborating on a Spectacular
Untold Story
There is no historical evidence to confirm or refute the details of Jesus’ conception, so I make no
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claim to the veracity of the “Untold Story.” What I am struggling with now is to understand how
the Gospel stories of Jesus was able to move so many people up to this day. Was it his heavenly
divinity and the miracles he performed and his physical resurrection from death that made his story
compelling or was it his down to earth extraordinary humanity? If almost all of Jesus’ disciples and
many of his early followers were persecuted for evangelising about him, did they do it for wanting
to go to heaven, or because they believed in his cause and his message for humanity? I honestly
believe that by ascribing to Jesus a bigger than life character, and out of this world persona, we
actually take away from his message and this does more harm to his cause and his insights.
Jesus made it a habit in the Gospels to challenge the orthodoxy of the time, be it political
or religious. Just remember he was very much Jewish. Should we not also follow his example and
challenge our teachers and leaders too? Who do you think are the modern-day Scribes and Pharisees
in our midst?
The courage and inspiration I got for sitting down and writing the “Untold Story” came after
hearing on The Big Picture yesterday the sound bites on the life and times of Maya Angelou. You
had a young girl who was raped at the age of 7, who eventually developed great insights into the
human condition which has influenced her work immensely and have informed her positive approach
to life. I gather also that Oprah Winfrey was raped, and the traumatic events in their childhood,
made them both think long and hard about the human condition and their calling in life. Could
the same have happened to Mary, the mother of Jesus, and could it have been the intervention
by Joseph that resulted in her being the main influence who taught young Jesus of the redeeming
powers of love and forgiveness in all things human?
It was a woman, his mother, who was the real protagonist of the “Untold Story”, and this is what
makes more sense to me, as the nurturing wisdom, caring for all the children no matter who they
be, can only come from a matriarchal figure. In the “Untold Story,” it was not his divine nature
but the motherly human touch that made him who he was, and the fact that given all odds, she
was able to set him on such a secure path of confidence in himself and love for his people, that
makes his story more compelling for me, and worthy of sharing. Because he was one of us, and he
and his mother was the least among us at their time, that makes this “Untold Story” even more
motivational. Although adding a divine nature to his humanity took away from his true humanity,
it is regained here in the “Untold Story” in all of its glory.
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Although I had reservations initially, it was Maya’s story and life that convinced me that now
was the time to put it down on paper (or should I say type a blog) and I hope that this “Untold
Story” could continue to inspire others to love and forgive more, and to value the wisdom of truth
and reconciliation.
I always ask myself this question? How can a story that uplifts and inspires and nurtures and sustains and is true to the message of Christ which shows good triumphant
over evil be sacrilegious? Sometimes we err when we put more emphasis on the messenger than the message, and also when we put more emphasis on the characters than
the themes of the story.
By making us stop and think, and question the authority and authenticity of our own orthodox
teachings, and producing a creative tension in our minds, I hope that this “Untold Story” would
have achieved its purpose and in some small way, help catalyse a change in our hearts, our minds,
our souls and spirits, individually, and collectively, in our families and most important of all in our
communities.
Have no fear, my faith in God is very strong. In the spirit of Maya Angelou, this “Untold Story”
could be viewed as a form of autobiographical fiction as most of my sentiments and perspectives
were projected into the characters of Jesus, his mother and Joseph. There is no need to challenge
the authenticity of the gospels and the collection of writings in the Bible that were inspired by men
and women who had similar intimations of the divine in their lives. Although there is only one God,
there are many different ways of perceiving His immanence and transcendence in our lives.
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29 Arise St. Kitts and Nevis! It’s Time!! We
are Better Together in UNITY!!!
Posted on February 14, 2015
“How good and pleasant it is when God’s people live together in UNITY!”
Psalm 133:1 (NIV)
Three years ago, when my wife was pregnant with my first daughter, I had a dream in which my
daughter who was ten years old appeared and was looking sad and crying. Things had deteriorated
in St. Kitts-Nevis as crime was rampant, diseases and health issues were not being dealt with, and
the structure of our schools had deteriorated and the standard of our education was at an all time
low. Albeit we were boasting of the economic and physical achievements and developments in our
midst. Then she said to me, “Daddy, if you know better, that we can do better, why are
you not speaking up? What are you doing to make St. Kitts-Nevis a better place for
me and my generation?“ At that time, I had no idea that two ministers would have left the
government, a MONC would have been put forward and not debated, and we would have become
a rogue nation in terms of our disrespect for democracy and our Constitution, and be condemned
by Canada and the USA for our sanction evasive Citizenship by Investment Program.
Two years earlier, Reverend Cherie Booker had given us a lecture at our weekly CMEs at JNF
General Hospital on “Addressing the Mental Health Needs of Patients with Physical Conditions”
with emphasis on Religion and Spirituality. And in our discussions afterward, a comment was
made to the effect that although we were developing physically and financially, we were regressing
socially, mentally, emotionally and spiritually/morally. And then I remembered that quote from
the scriptures, “For what shall it profit a man, if he shall gain the whole world, and lose his own
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soul?” Mark 8:38 (KJV). So this is the question I started to ask myself from since then, “For what
shall it profit us as a nation, if we shall gain the whole world, and lose our own soul as a nation in
the process?”
As fate would have it, two weeks after the dream, I gave the Keynote Address at UMHS, an
offshore medical school on the island, that gave me the impetus and confidence to use my clinical
skills to diagnose the root causes of our social and political ills, and to try to find my voice in
speaking up and speaking out as encouraged by my daughter. And the rest as they say is history, as
when the insights presented themselves to me, I would be awaken in the wee hours of the morning
with a restless voice encouraging me to “Write!.” And what followed was usually written within the
space of an hour or two, as the words and ideas just flowed forth effortlessly, which I have now come
to accept as the Holy Spirit working in me and using me as a conduit to assure me and others that
the divine presence and guidance is always with us, if we choose to take heed and listen.
In two days time, we are all going to the polls to elect a team which we believe would be better
able to lead us and serve us and represent the best in us. The incumbents are boasting about the
spectacular achievements in the physical and economic spheres, and I have my reasons to believe that
all is not what they seem, as many of the indicators of our physical and economic developments are
hidden from us, so we do not know how much of the purported developments are creative accounting
gimmicks and tricks. Moreover, I am convinced that whichever party is/was in power would have
been at the helm of the same developments, as Port Zante and South East Peninsular were already
opened up before the incumbents took office. It makes no sense now to compare the achievements
of this administration with that of the past, as both evolved during two different periods with two
different opportunities and challenges, and I am sure it is a moot point what the administrations
would have been able to do, given the geopolitical and socioeconomic situations of their time.
So with regards to the physical and economic developments, that is a nonstarter for me in terms
of my choice of team who I want to lead us and also create a sustainable and supportive environment
for my children and their peers and the generation to come. What is most important for me and I
hope also for the people of the country at this juncture, are the social, mental, emotional, spiritual
and moral developments of our people. Given what I am seeing by the incumbents, their modus
operandi leaves too much to be desired as so much more is and was expected of them. They have
torn up our sacred social contract and covenant, our Constitution, and used our public resources
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and institutions, for personal and party gains, which for me is tantamount to corruption at the
highest level. Our best and brightest are being compromised, and what we have in our midst now
are brain drains when our people leave for better lives overseas, and brain strains, when our young
die prematurely or are incarcerated, or remain under-educated and unemployed. Instead of having
the cream of the crop rising to the head of our institutions of governance, we are now left with the
top of the garbage heap, where it is now obvious that the head of state, parliament, commissions,
and directors of critical institutions, have taken an oath to serve the political directorate rather
than the people they were given the privilege and responsibility to serve.
These are unprincipled behaviour that is unbecoming of us as nation which we should resist at
all costs. We have a team in opposition who has succumbed to the negativities of this corruption,
who have learnt the hard way of the consequences of these politically immoral misdeeds, and who
have pledged to do their best, to rise to the occasion, when given the opportunity, to bring this
ship of state away from the rocks, and take us to clear waters, and charter a better course forward.
However, they cannot do it alone, and we cannot do it alone, we need each other. We will give
them our support and they must never take our support for granted. They must in good faith pass
legislation to limit their power as they cede power back to us, as we become their bosses and they
serve us and act as statesmen and stateswomen to facilitate a better St. Kitts-Nevis our hearts,
minds, souls and spirits know is possible. Let us now stand in solidarity with each other and vote
our conscience on election day with one heart and one voice as one people united together for the
sake of our children and theirs to come.
I have done my best to speak up and speak out as prompted by my daughter in that fateful
dream. I will now leave it for God to work within each of us, to stir in us that sense of what is right
and just, and trust HIM that he will do the rest in leading and guiding us forward.
I will now leave you now with the words of one of our sons of the soil whose song has been prophetic
and an inspiration to many of us during this most trying time of our growth and development. I
hope that you will be as touched and as moved as I am by this song. May Godspeed be with our
UNITED Federation of St. Kitts and Nevis.
Arise St. Kitts and Nevis! It’s Time!! We are Better Together in UNITY!!!
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Arise by King Arrow
Would you stand up and see your country dying and never lend a helping hand
Would you see your children’s future dwindling, creating much disillusion
How could we watch on idly, disregarding our self-sufficiency?
Maladministration, no I say no, not at all
Citizens, lets unite and stand up, for our rights, all our lives, analyse
Let us reintegrate and correct our mistakes, reunification,
Building a brand new nation, we move on together hand in hand
Rise, citizens arise, the country is yours, all yours, still yours
...
Would you assist building a wall so massive or bridge don’t care how small
As one fence to divide our people, the other unite us all
Unambitious men just cannot be, a part of this community
Displaying selfishness, a total lack of interest, no, I say no, not all
Citizens, lets unite and stand up for our rights, all our lives, analyse
Let us reintegrate and correct our mistakes
Reunification, building a brand new nation, we move on together hand in hand
Rise, citizens, the country is yours, all yours, still yours
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...
Can your conscience be clear indulging corruption or misusing public office
Being abused of unemployment and crime or disrupting a citizens peace
Ooh my country in disharmony, separated politically
Hatred for a brother, cannot love each, no, I say no, not at all
Citizens, lets unite and stand up for our rights, all our lives, analyse
Let us reintegrate and correct our mistakes
Reunification, building a brand new nation, we move on together hand in hand
Rise, citizens, the country is yours, all yours, still yours
https://youtu.be/s-NmRmLYCos
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30 Grand Corruption! From Whence Came
and Whither Bound? It is NOW Time to
Change our Focus!
Posted on May 7, 2015
Yesterday, I came across a speech entitled “GRAND CORRUPTION – THE NEW CHALLENGE”
that was delivered by José Ugaz, the chair of the leading anti-corruption group Transparency International to their Jamaican chapter National Integrity Action in Kingston, on 15 March 2015. It
poignantly states:
“Corruption is a tax that is paid by the poorest in our countries and this, of course,
has to do with democracy. This is a country with a large tradition of democracy, but
corruption erodes democracy and affects governance.“
These pronouncements interestingly followed on the heels of some recent revelations about the
previous Administration of St. Kitts and Nevis. (Please see Harris: Former Administration Depleted
SIDF Funds, PM: Former Ambassador to UN Received Millions From SIDF for Private Legal
Fees and ST.KITTS: Constituency Empowerment Department Under Investigation over Possible
Misappropriation of Millions in Public Funds under Former Administration.)
Although many of us would be quick to blame our past leaders and their enablers and intermediaries, I submit that what we see here is a microcosm of what is happening on a much larger scale
involving global players in the financial secrecy spheres, and whose machinations are more systemic
and corrosive than one may have imagined. I hope in this blog article to show where the focus should
be as we surgically dissect out the root cause of corruption, especially in this age of globalisation.
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Given that corruption negatively impacts true democracy and good governance practices, we need
to do all we can as quickly as we can to minimise its presence in our midst and also mitigate its
past effects.
We have been myopically unfocused with regards to where the root of corruption lies. By changing
the focal point to where we now zoom out and assign blame less to individuals and more to where
it squarely should be, which is on our fundamental belief systems, I hope to show that it is
now time to change the conversation and get the bigger picture. This would help to catalyse the
much needed transformation that we want to see in the world. Hopefully, by engaging in a form of
Globalised Truth and Reconciliation Exercise, we would be more able to heal and forgive each other,
not only locally, but also regionally and internationally, for not only what we have individually done,
but for what we have collectively failed to do.
First things first. What is corruption? From Transparency International’s FAQS ON CORRUPTION, corruption is defined:
Generally speaking as “the abuse of entrusted power for private gain”. Corruption
can be classified as grand, petty and political, depending on the amounts of money
lost and the sector where it occurs.
Grand corruption consists of acts committed at a high level of government that distort
policies or the central functioning of the state, enabling leaders to benefit at the expense
of the public good.
Petty corruption refers to everyday abuse of entrusted power by low- and mid-level
public officials in their interactions with ordinary citizens, who often are trying to access
basic goods or services in places like hospitals, schools, police departments and other
agencies.
Political corruption is a manipulation of policies, institutions and rules of procedure
in the allocation of resources and financing by political decision makers who abuse their
position to sustain their power, status and wealth.”
However, some claim that these definitions do not go far enough! A better transformative definition
that would bring the discussion into proper focus to highlight the “supply side” of the engine behind
the growth of this corruption, has been provided by Tax Justice Network’s John Cristensen:
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“Corruption is the abuse of public interest and the undermining of public
confidence in the integrity of rules, systems and institutions that promote
the public interest.”
(Please take time to peruse the article along with its embedded hyperlinks as it lays out clearly
its concerns and explains well how enablers and intermediaries of “a global network of offshore tax
havens and financial secrecy” are singularly responsible for the corruption. They have also intimated
here and elsewhere that Transparency International has not gone far enough in addressing these
concerns. Please see ‘Transparency International, Divided on Corruption?’)
So what is the public interest? If we look around us, we see that the public interest (as opposed
to that of the political and economic elites) lies with the hardships and sufferings of extreme social
inequality in all of its manifestations (such as global extreme poverty and crime, lack of global
access to universal health care and education, and global wars and terrorism) along with rampant
degradation of our environment, caused by human-made activities that are changing the climate
on a global scale, with potential grave consequences now and in the near future for the people and
the planet. In an “enlightened” species that have come so far in terms of our scientific development
with an increased awareness, appreciation and understanding of the public interest, why have we
the public allowed the political and economic elites to lead us into these dire straits in terms of our
economic and political trajectories?
I can only surmise that they were sincerely misguided, as to say otherwise would be a non-starter
for me to begin with!! They have preached from their economic and political pulpits the primacy
of our individual rights of freedom to choose and freedom to err, but have failed to also preach
the primacy of their responsibility to provide transparent and accountable institutions and
infrastructures. This would have given us in civil society the freedom to access verifiable and
trustworthy information to inform a more rational decision-making process, as we: (i) freely choose
wisely and err less in our pursuit of a healthy life and wellbeing; (ii) think more critically of our
needs and aspirations; and (iii) most important of all, pursue our happiness as we actualise our
true potentials. As an added bonus, it would have helped to keep our political leaders honest
and immunise them from the external influences of state capture that have already done much
harm in undermining our sovereignty and good governance practices. (Please see ‘Confronting the
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Challenge of State Capture in Transition Economies’ and ‘From Corruption to State Capture: A
New Analytical Framework’ for more information on state capture, which is also a form of grand
corruption.)
One of the unintended consequences of our misunderstanding or misrepresenting the true nature of
the beast of this corruption is that it has spawned the globalisation of political and social tribalism,
strife and discord, and collective hubris in our folly. Tom Atlee’s ‘Polarization, Conversation, and
Collective Intelligence’ does an excellent job in explaining why this was not unexpected and what we
need to do now in moving forward. His article is a ‘must read’ for anyone concerned and discerning
enough to want to understand how we got here and where we need to go. Also Bruce Alexander’s
‘The Globalization of Addiction: A Study in Poverty of the Spirit’, ‘Addiction as Seen from the
Perspective of Karl Polanyi’, and most relevant for our time, his most recent article ‘Addiction,
Environmental Crisis, and Global Capitalism’ provide much more food for thought and reflection.
An eye opener for me lately was an acute appreciation of the fact that these output extreme social
inequalities and extreme environmental degradations are normal responses to abnormal inputs
which were based on sincerely misguided interpretations, worldview, belief systems, theories, models
of the world, or whatever you want to call them. This goes to the heart of the matter and challenges
everything we know or think we know, and has to do with ontology and epistemology, which are
branches of the philosophy discipline that deals with what we can know for sure. Here is a simple
definition that can be found in the article entitled Ontology and Epistemology: “..ontology is about
what is true and epistemology then is about methods of figuring out those truths.” Anup Dash’s
article ‘Toward an Epistemological Foundation for Social and Solidarity Economy’ bears out most
forcefully why we have to step back and get our ontological and epistemological bearings straight if
we are to make progress and move forward.
(If you are still not sure what the terms ontology and epistemology mean, here is the full explanation of the definitions excerpted in the article above. It is very important to understand these
terms as they will help us to navigate difficult and disorienting terrain that will later on challenge
in a most decisive way some of our most cherished and established beliefs.
Ontology: The branch of metaphysics (philosophy concerning the overall nature of what
things are) is concerned with identifying, in the most general terms, the kinds of things
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that actually exist. In other words addressing the question: What is existence? and What
is the nature of existence? When we ask deep questions about “what is the nature of the
universe?” or “Is there a god?” or “What happens to us when we die?” or “What principles
govern the properties of matter?” we are asking inherently ontological questions.
Epistemology: The branch of philosophy concerned with the nature of knowledge itself,
its possibility, scope, and general basis. More broadly: How do we go about knowing
things? Or how do we separate true ideas from false ideas? Or how do we know what is
true? Or how can we be confident when we have located ‘truth’ ? What are the systematic
ways we can determine when something is good or bad?
The split between Plato and Aristotle is both ontological and epistemic. The split between
religion and science is both ontological and epistemic. For example, religion and science
offer two very different ontologies (theories about what is out there) and epistemology
(ways to figure out what is out there). And the split between Plato and Aristotle matches
exactly the split between religion and science. . . )
A strong case will now be made that the root cause of corruption we see rampant around us today
is a “corrupt” worldview we inherited, not from the neoclassical economists, nor from the founding
fathers of economic theories nor from the “enlightenment” philosophers, but a world view that had
taken root in civilisation over 4500 years ago. Riane Eisler has done much work in bringing this to
light in her writings and especially in her groundbreaking books, ‘The Chalice and the Blade: Our
History, Our Future’, and ‘The Real Wealth of Nations: Creating a Caring Economics’. (Please see
TEDxSantaCruz: Riane Eisler – ‘Building A Caring Economy’.) She along with her colleagues at
the Center for Partnership Studies have been trying hard to “debug” our programmatically “corrupt”
worldview. She is doing so by getting her Social Wealth Economic Indicators on the international
agenda to highlight major blind spots in our current economic theories. She is helping to create
a less “corrupt” and more wholesome and integrated worldview that gives more value to the caregiving roles of the most important participants in our economy: the women and the children of
our households, those engaged in involuntary community work, and last but definitely not least –
Mother Earth herself!
Her most profound insight is that our worldview inclusive of all of our religions have been corrupted
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to subordinate the feminine qualities of caring, sharing and empathy which underlie abundance
and love for each other and the environment, which in prehistoric times was premised on the
“unalienable truths” of equality of the sexes, and respect for sacred Mother Earth. Unlike us in the
Western world today who now worship a distant patriarchal God of the Heavens, in those times
they worshipped an ever-present Motherly Goddess modelled on the bounty and stewardship of
Mother Earth. Sometime around 4500 years ago, the feminine qualities of building up hierarchies
of actualisation in our families and communities and tending to Earth’s gardens were overrun by
war-mongering nomadic tribes from the Steppes in Eurasia and the deserts of Mesopotamia, to
corrupt our networks of peaceful Earth Communities, and build war-like Empires, which appears
to be forever-expanding up to this day. (Please see David C. Korten’s ‘The Great Turning: From
Empire to Earth Community’.)
TheZeitgeist changed literally overnight and since then our way of thinking and interacting with
each other has been based on masculine qualities of competition, violence, domestication, exploitation, and hoarding, which has dislocated us and separated us from each other and the environment.
Moreover, this has resulted in a corrupted and corrupting system of top-down hierarchies of domination and command and control to build and maintain armies of “priests” and warriors, protected
fortresses, and workers for material mining and food cultivation, storage and transportation.
This has continued to this day to infest, I dear say, almost all of our modern institutions inclusive
of our religious, educational, political and economic systems. It is in this real sense that our
most corrupt ontology took root and has continued unabated to “undermine public confidence” as
“the integrity of the rules, systems and institutions that promote the public interest” have been
compromised, so as to serve more of the dominant establishment, be it the political, financial
and religious elites, and less of the public interest for whom they were elected or “preordained”
to serve. No wonder war, violence, poverty, gross inequality, racism, sexism, and other injustices
and pestilences persist in this modern age of our ‘enlightenment’ !! (For Christians among us who
feel utterly revolted by what I have written above, please read John Dominic Crossan’s ‘How to
Read the Bible and Still Be a Christian: Struggling with Divine Violence from Genesis Through
Revelation’.)
With this insight, how can we recalibrate our ontology and epistemology to realign them with
partnership/collaborative bottom-up systems that would enable better stewardships of ourselves,
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each other and the planet? How can we increase public confidence in our rules, systems and institutions, in order to create equality of opportunities for actualisation of our individual and collective
potentials, which is clearly in the public interest? John F Fullerton’s ‘Regenerative Capitalism, How
Universal Principles And Patterns Will Shape Our New Economy’ provides a compelling case for a
Copernican shift in thinking from a political economic system centred around profits where people
and planet revolve, to one centred around the planet, where the rules of our social and financial
transactions revolve around universal principles and patterns learnt from our best teacher, Mother
Earth.
Let us pause for a moment and ask ourselves this most pivotal question of our time: If we are
truly children of Mother Earth, who would best be able to guide us? Integral Mother Earth who
has nurtured us and blessed us with her networks of life-supporting systems, or Corrupt Father
God/Mammon who we have created in “our” own image to maintain the establishment of the
dominant status quo whose modus operandi is that of command and control so as to rule and divide
those same life-supporting networks?
We need now to focus more broadly and deeply in changing the narrative of our time if the beast
of corruption, in the broadest sense of the word, is to be attacked, or better yet tamed. We need
new ontogenies/stories to guide us, (in addition to the new epistemologies/methods of analyses
mentioned above). I highly recommend David Korten’s ‘Change the Story, Change the Future: A
Living Economy for a Living Earth’ and Elisabet Sahtouris’ ‘Gaia’s Dance: The Story of Earth &
Us’.
As you can see from the foregoing, all of these insights have come to the collective consciousness
only just recently as many of us have sensed that something is fundamentally “corrupt” and “disingenuous” in our ways of thinking about and viewing the world around us, as fundamentally they
serve to undermine the integrity of the life-supporting systems of our planet, our life-enabling social
networks, and even that of our life-giving internal networks, the organs and cells of our body. We
cannot claim anymore that as individuals and the collective, we were sincerely misguided this
late in the game. If we don’t act NOW, given our rediscovered and renewed sense of awareness,
understanding and consciousness, to remedy our flawed corrupt ways of thinking, we will be judged
by the next generation, at best to be wilfully blind or at worst to be arrogantly ignorant of
the the negative consequences of our actions, be they extreme income inequality, extreme inequality
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of opportunity to actualise our best potential for the benefit of the collective, and the extreme
environmental degradation and destruction we would have left in our wake.
Neil deGrasse Tyson, who has Nevisian roots, has come to our rescue. His quote rings so true:
“Humans aren’t as good as we should be in our capacity to empathise with feelings and
thoughts of others, be they humans or other animals on Earth. So maybe part of our
formal education should be training in empathy. Imagine how different the world would
be if, in fact, that were ‘reading, writing, arithmetic, empathy.”
Tom Atlee has even gone on to show why Big Empathy is needed now more than ever to effect that
transformation.
“That is the challenge of big empathy:
1. to widen our “circle of care” to include more beings of more species over greater time
periods;
2. to become better practitioners of empathy; and
3. to embed empathy in our cultures and social systems.
If we successfully pursued all of these, it would clearly make all the difference in the
world.”
I honestly believe that many of our world political leaders and those to come have been, are and
will continue to be captured by the financial players. The enablers and intermediaries of the financial system are very much determined to maintain the status quo as many do not see any viable
alternatives to turn to, and many are paralysed by apathy out of an abundance of fear, desperation
and deep maladaptive insecurities brought on by their indoctrination in a culture that is grossly
deficient in empathy. (Please see the Renegade Economist’s ‘Media and the Creation of Apathy’ to
understand how “the cognitive map that has been put in place by our schools, universities and our
media does not encourage us to question accepted norms. . . instead there is apathy.”)
No wonder the all-seeing eye has been blindsided at the top of the pyramid of the old and current
globalised dispensation. Although they at the top could “see” our grimaces, they were unable to
“feel” our pains. Simply put, they were physically, mentally, socially and spiritually incapable
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of empathizing with us at the base and “suffer with us”, which is the true meaning of the word
“compassion.”
So in a way, they have also become the victims of their own game, “damaged souls” of sorts in
urgent need of rehabilitation.
I have presented in this article sources to read, meditate on and discuss within our spheres and
networks of influence and concern that can help change the conversation and the outlook and the
trajectory we CAN and MUST take. We need to now facilitate the healing of our past and present
leaders by empathising with them. They were simply doing the best they could given their level of
awareness, appreciation and understanding, which was very much handicapped by major cognitive
and emotional deficiencies, not of their making.
This has to be a grounded bottom-up exercise to create a collective consciousness and conversation
using the best social networking tools of our information age as we transition into a new rehabilitative
and regenerative infrastructural age based on more enlightened and empathic rules of engagement
with each other, institutions and systems that we all can be justly proud of as we care more for
each other and the planet, just as the planet has taken care of us for over billions of years.
As a childish species, we talked like a child, we thought like a child, and we reasoned like a child.
We have now matured into adulthood. We need now to put those childish/adolescent masculine
competitiveness, violent traits behind us as we “man up” to our feminine nurturing, collaborative
and partnership selves.
For those of you who are not yet convinced on how corrupt our rules, systems and institutions
are right now, I will leave you with these exhibits to digest and ruminate on to see for yourselves if
they produce satiety or indigestion. It is now time to truly wake up and place the focus where it
needs to be, so that in 20 years time Transparency International can look back and say the world
has actually gotten better, and their clarion calls against corruption were not just “words” blowing
in the wind, as they have now attacked the root cause of corruption, once and for all for one and
all.
Patriarchy — power and gender in the 21c | Ananya Roy | TEDxMarin
Ananya Roy TedxTalk on (Un)knowing Poverty
The #GlobalPOV Project: “Who Profits From Poverty?” With Ananya Roy
Gary Haugen: The hidden reason for poverty the world needs to address now
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How to waste £375 billion? (The Failure of Quantitative Easing)
I rest my case!!
If you are still not convinced, this is my last salvo to see if I can help you to adjust better the
focus of your mind’s eye:
“Growing up as a species
Young people sometimes see things more clearly than older ones, but find it hard to get
grownups to listen. Grownups always point out that they have more experience and that
the world is too complicated for simple solutions to its problems.
When small children take things away from each other and fight for power over each
other, grownups are quick to explain that sharing makes everyone much happier. And
yet, the grownups running the nations of the world and the global corporate empire too
often still act like grabby, squabbling children with dangerous weapons and toxic chemical
in their hands.
How can this be, if grownups have so much experience?
Let’s look again at what experience grownups have. They do know by experience that
cooperation is good for children, for families, and even for whole countries. They can
even imagine that cooperation would be good for all the countries of the world. Many
grownups all over the world want that to happen, and are even trying hard to make it
happen.
But grownups also have a lot of experience in competition. For thousands of empirebuilding years they have been afraid there wasn’t enough land and food in the world for
everyone. They have believed they must fight each other and take from each other to
survive. They convinced themselves that those with the best and most weapons and land
were smarter than the others because they had to protect themselves from those ‘others’.
They even convinced themselves they were outsmarting nature itself.
Competition drove them apart as rivals, but it also brought them closer together. Through
the competitive race for new inventions in transportation and communication, they built
the beginnings of a new world body of people, as we have seen. For the first time in
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history, they cannot separate themselves from their rivals, even if they want to.
Nor can they separate themselves from the poorer countries they depend on for supplies,
but are finding harder and harder to control.
So, the grownups of the world are caught in a situation where they know they must learn to
cooperate, but their habits of violent competition get in the way. When it comes to world
cooperation, they have no more experience than children. Like children, they try for a
while to cooperate and then break into fighting again. Children have parents and teachers
to help them learn. But where is the parent or teacher that can help grownups learn in
this new experience of becoming a world body? How can they learn that cooperation is
cheaper than competition? After all, competition is driving huge profits from the making
and selling of weapons and other stuff for fighting wars.
In ancient times, people believed they had a Mother Goddess who was good to them, but
who also taught them lessons and had to be obeyed. She was Gaia, or whatever name
they called Nature herself. It seems she helped them grow up and form the first cities
we learned about earlier. When the empire age began, most people began worshipping
a Father God, as we also saw. Much later, in Europe, scientist declared that no such
Father existed and that they could know everything themselves! They believed they could
control everything on their own, even that they were flying Spaceship Earth! So much
for Gaia’s Dance!
Sahtouris, Elisabet (2014-11-30). Gaia’s Dance: The Story of Earth & Us (Kindle
Locations 1991-2018). Kindle Edition.
....
This is an excerpt from the full 90-minute DVD, Riane Eisler: Recreating Our Past, Recreating
Our Future – Thinking Allowed DVD w/ J. Mishlove
At the dawn of modern civilisation, says Riane Eisler, humanity shifted from a partnership model
of social interaction to a dominator model. In a partnership model men and women treat each other
as equals. Ms. Eisler details the archeological findings suggesting that neolithic and Cretan societies
had a significantly different social organisation from that of modern times. Fertility goddesses were
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the major objects of religious worship, suggesting a reverence for the creative principle of nature.
Cities were unfortified and yet survived peaceably for thousands of years.
As the civilisations of the fertile crescent arose, warfare and male domination became established
social institutions. Since that time they have been such an integral part of our culture that we
rarely imagine things could be otherwise.
Riane Eisler’s book, ‘The Chalice and the Blade’, has been described by anthropologist Ashley
Montague as “the most important book since Darwin’s ‘Origin of Species’.” Ms. Eisler is an attorney
and legal scholar.
https://youtu.be/Ah-Deqz7ic8
....
Inspired in part by the book, ‘’ by Riane Eisler. This video is a collaborative effort between
Ife Aziz ( youtube.com/PepperMintLIfe ) and Aaron Moritz ( theinfinityes.com ) made possible
through the internet, which allowed us to reach out, empathise, and share ideas with one another.
On many fronts, the fact that this video exists is a testament to the reality of what it puts forth;
ultimately, a challenge to the theory that humans are hardwired for competition and aggression,
rather than co-operation, and empathy.
https://vimeo.com/18364607
....
Bestselling author, political adviser and social and ethical prophet Jeremy Rifkin investigates the
evolution of empathy and the profound ways that it has shaped our development and our society.
Taken from a lecture given by Jeremy Rifkin as part of the RSA’s free public events programme.
https://youtu.be/l7AWnfFRc7g
....
The RSA’s Chief Executive Matthew Taylor explores the meaning of the RSA’s strap-line ’21st
Century Enlightenment’. How might this idea might help us meet the challenges the world faces
today, and what role can be played by organisations such as the RSA?
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https://youtu.be/AC7ANGMy0yo
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31 Alexander Hamilton – A giant on whose
shoulders we need NOW stand!
Posted on May 22, 2015
“Alexander Hamilton (January 11, 1755 or 1757 – July 12, 1804) was a founding father
of the United States, chief staff aide to General George Washington, one of the most influential interpreters and promoters of the U.S. Constitution, the founder of the nation’s
financial system, and the founder of the Federalist Party, the world’s first voter-based
political party. . . . Alexander Hamilton was born in and spent part of his childhood in
Charlestown, the capital of the island of Nevis, in the Leeward Islands. . . ” – from Wikipedia, accessed May 22, 2015
Over the past three weeks, I have tried to gain a better understanding of the challenges of our
time, as it relates to the financial, social, and environmental crises in our midst, to see how the
lessons learnt over the years can inform our political discourse, as we grapple with the root causes
and try to find solutions going forward. And what struck me in all of my readings was that one
man, Alexander Hamilton, has been credited for the gains of our modern financial system and at
the same time blamed for the financial crises in our midst. Little did I know, that he also is being
credited for an unnamed ideology – dubbed “Hamiltonian developmentalism” – whose policies were
completely opposite to the laissez-faire ones espoused by the neoliberal economists of today.
I believe that given the enormity of the financial, social and environmental crises in our midst,
we will be able to see farther if we are able stand on the shoulders of this giant!! Although the
challenges of Hamilton’s time was a weak United States, where a divided country was in transition
from a feudalistic slave-based agricultural economy to an industrial/financial one, the challenges
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of today are strikingly similar. We are now dealing with a divided world in transition from a
“feudalistic” debt-based, industrial economy to a post-industrial, service/knowledge/caring cleanenergy, interconnected one. Revealingly, the early United States had broken free from their imperial
masters of the first British Empire; this may suggest likewise, that we too need to break free from
our modern day imperial masters, the Third British Empire. How we do so and bring the world
together, and make this transition, can be best informed by Alexander Hamilton’s genius and his
courage and the lessons learnt as he tackled the challenges of his day.
I will use two articles that I found very revealing and weave a narrative by quoting extensively
from them to give you a sense of what I mean. The first article is from The Economist and is
entitled ‘Financial Crises’ which lays out in detail the causes of many financial crashes over the
years up to the present time, and how Hamilton set the precedent for the first American bankbailout. Interestingly and ironically, the moves back then catalysed the formation of a private
trading group, which was the precursor to the New York Stock Exchange on Wall Street. The
second article is from Christian Parenti entitled ‘Reading Hamilton from the Left’, which makes a
compelling case for a much greater role of the state in spearheading the development of an economy
based on the clean energy sector.
“If one man deserves credit for both the brilliance and the horrors of modern finance it
is Alexander Hamilton, the first Treasury secretary of the United States. In financial
terms the young country was a blank canvas: in 1790, just 14 years after the Declaration
of Independence, it had five banks and few insurers. Hamilton wanted a state-of-the-art
financial set-up, like that of Britain or Holland. That meant a federal debt that would
pull together individual states’ IOUs. America’s new bonds would be traded in open
markets, allowing the government to borrow cheaply. And America would also need a
central bank, the First Bank of the United States (BUS), which would be publicly owned.
This new bank was an exciting investment opportunity. Of the $10m in BUS shares, $8m
were made available to the public. The initial auction, in July 1791, went well and was
oversubscribed within an hour. This was great news for Hamilton, because the two pillars
of his system—the bank and the debt—had been designed to support each other. To get
hold of a $400 BUS share, investors had to buy a $25 share certificate or “scrip”, and pay
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three-quarters of the remainder not in cash, but with federal bonds. The plan therefore
stoked demand for government debt, while also furnishing the bank with a healthy wedge
of safe assets. It was seen as a great deal: scrip prices shot up from $25 to reach more
than $300 in August 1791.
Two things put Hamilton’s plan at risk. The first was an old friend gone bad, William
Duer. The scheming old Etonian was the first Englishman to be blamed for an American
financial crisis, but would not be the last. Duer and his accomplices knew that investors
needed federal bonds to pay for their BUS shares, so they tried to corner the market.
To fund this scheme Duer borrowed from wealthy friends and, by issuing personal IOUs,
from the public. He also embezzled from companies he ran.
The other problem was the bank itself. On the day it opened it dwarfed the nation’s other
lenders. Already massive, it then ballooned, making almost $2.7m in new loans in its
first two months. Awash with credit, the residents of Philadelphia and New York were
gripped by speculative fever. Markets for short sales and futures contracts sprang up.
As many as 20 carriages a week raced between the two cities to exploit opportunities for
arbitrage.
The jitters began in March 1792. The BUS began to run low on the hard currency that
backed its paper notes. It cut the supply of credit almost as quickly as it had expanded
it, with loans down by 25% between the end of January and March. As credit tightened,
Duer and his cabal, who often took on new debts in order to repay old ones, started to
feel the pinch.
Rumours of Duer’s troubles, combined with the tightening of credit by the BUS, sent
America’s markets into sharp descent. Prices of government debt, BUS shares and the
stocks of the handful of other traded companies plunged by almost 25% in two weeks. By
March 23rd Duer was in prison. But that did not stop the contagion, and firms started
to fail. As the pain spread, so did the anger. A mob of angry investors pounded the New
York jail where Duer was being held with stones.
Hamilton knew what was at stake. A student of financial history, he was aware that
France’s crash in 1720 had hobbled its financial system for years. And he knew Thomas
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Jefferson was waiting in the wings to dismantle all he had built. His response, as described in a 2007 paper by Richard Sylla of New York University, was America’s first
bank bail-out. Hamilton attacked on many fronts: he used public money to buy federal
bonds and pep up their prices, helping protect the bank and speculators who had bought
at inflated prices. He funnelled cash to troubled lenders. And he ensured that banks with
collateral could borrow as much as they wanted, at a penalty rate of 7% (then the usury
ceiling).
Even as the medicine was taking effect, arguments about how to prevent future slumps
had started. Everyone agreed that finance had become too frothy. Seeking to protect naive
amateurs from risky investments, lawmakers sought outright bans, with rules passed in
New York in April 1792 outlawing public futures trading. In response to this aggressive
regulation a group of 24 traders met on Wall Street—under a Buttonwood tree, the story
goes—to set up their own private trading club. That group was the precursor of the New
York Stock Exchange.
Hamilton’s bail-out worked brilliantly. With confidence restored, finance flowered. Within
half a century New York was a financial superpower: the number of banks and markets
shot up, as did GDP. But the rescue had done something else too. By bailing out the
banking system, Hamilton had set a precedent. Subsequent crises caused the financial
system to become steadily more reliant on state support. . .
. . . Yet this was not at all what Hamilton had hoped for. He wanted a financial system
that made government more stable, and banks and markets that supported public debt to
allow infrastructure and military spending at low rates of interest. By 1934 the opposite
system had been created: it was now the state’s job to ensure that the financial system
was stable, rather than vice versa. By loading risk onto the taxpayer, the evolution of
finance had created a distorting subsidy at the heart of capitalism.” – from ‘Financial
Crises’
...
“Two hundred years ago, Alexander Hamilton was mortally wounded by then Vice President Aaron Burr in a duel at Weehawken, New Jersey. Their conflict, stemming from
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essays Hamilton had penned against Burr, was an episode in a larger clash between two
political ideologies: that of Thomas Jefferson and the anti-Federalists, who argued for
an agrarian economy and a weak central government, versus that of Hamilton and the
Federalists, who championed a strong central state and an industrial economy. . .
. . . Hamilton was alone among the “founding fathers” in understanding that the world
was witnessing two revolutions simultaneously. One was the political transformation,
embodied in the rise of republican government. The other was the economic rise of modern capitalism, with its globalising networks of production, trade and finance. Hamilton
grasped the epochal importance of applied science and machinery as forces of production.
In the face of these changes, Hamilton created (and largely executed) a plan for governmentled economic development along lines that would be followed in more recent times by many
countries (particularly in East Asia) that have undergone rapid industrialisation. His
political mission was to create a state that could facilitate, encourage and guide the process of economic change — a policy also known as dirigisme, although the expression
never entered the American political lexicon the way its antonym, laissez-faire, did. . .
. . . Even today, Hamilton’s ideas about state-led industrialisation offer much. Consider
the crisis of climate change. Alas, we do not have the luxury of making this an agenda
item for our future post-capitalist assembly. Facing up to it demands getting off fossil
fuels in a very short time frame. That requires a massive and immediate industrial transformation, which must be undertaken using the actually existing states and economies
currently on hand. Such a project can only be led by the state — an institution that
Hamilton’s writing and life’s work helps us to rethink.
Unfortunately, many environmental activists today instinctively avoid the state. They
see government as part of the problem — as it undoubtedly is — but never as part of the
solution. They do not seek to confront, reshape and use state power; the idea of calling
for regulation and public ownership, makes them uncomfortable.
And so green activism too often embodies the legacy of Jefferson’s antigovernment politics. It hinges on transforming individual behaviour, or on making appeals to “corporate
social responsibility.”
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Hamilton’s work, by contrast, reveals the truth that for capital, there is no “outside of
the state.” The state is the necessary but not sufficient pre-condition for capitalism’s development. There is no creative destruction, competition, innovation and accumulation
without the “shadow socialism” of the public sector and state planning. We may soon
find that there is no potable water or breathable air without them, either.
At the heart of Hamilton’s thinking was a stark political fact — one that is now sometimes
hard to recall. The newly created United States was a mess. Politically disorganised,
economically underdeveloped and militarily weak, its survival was in no way guaranteed.
All the more alarming was the international context. The world was dominated by
the immense power of the British, French and (admittedly declining) Spanish Empires.
Hamilton saw that the colonists’ victory over Britain, won by the direct military intervention of France, would only be secured if the new nation built up its economy.
Hamilton learned the danger of weakness early on. Born of humble origins in the Caribbean, he was an “illegitimate” child and then orphaned at age thirteen. Taken in by
friends, he found work as a shipping clerk. Having a prodigious intellectual talent,
Hamilton also applied himself to study with fanatical discipline. Soon he was penning
essays for the local press. One piece caught the attention of St. Croix notables, who in
1772 sent the young Hamilton to preparatory school in New Jersey and then to Kings
College, now Columbia University. . .
. . . In Federalist 11, Hamilton laid out the economic logic of a strong central state in
terms of a defence against European imperialism:
“If we continue united, we may counteract a policy so unfriendly to our prosperity in
a variety of ways. By [creating] prohibitory regulations, extending, at the same time,
throughout the States, we may oblige foreign countries to bid against each other, for the
privileges of our markets.”
Here, Hamilton is outlining the central mechanism of economic nationalism: the state
creates economic conditions; it does not merely react to them. Before the Revolution,
Britain’s mercantilist policies sought to maintain captive markets and thereby enforced
under-development on its American colonies. Britain had banned export to America “of
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any tools that might assist in manufacture of cotton, linen, wool and silk.” None of that
changed with independence. And Britain was soon harassing American trade, stopping
and searching ships at sea, seizing American sailors as alleged deserters.
For Hamilton, the crucial components of real independence were industrialisation led by
a strong federal government, combined with a permanent military that could serve both
political and economic functions — defending the new nation while driving and absorbing
the output of a new manufacturing sector. (It was, in effect, military Keynesianism
before the fact.)
After ratification of the Constitution in 1790, Hamilton was recruited by the Washington
administration to be the nation’s first secretary of the treasury. In this capacity, he issued
a series of detailed economic reports to Congress outlining a program for the development
of the US economy that rested on three core policies: federal assumption of state debts,
creation of a national bank and direct government support for domestic manufacturing.
The linchpin of his economic proposal was a system of public credit and a national money
system with a government supported Bank of the United States at its centre. “Public
utility,” wrote Hamilton, “is more truly the object of public banks than private profit.” In
1790, three new bond issues backed by the Federal Government replaced the miscellany
of various state and federal bonds that had structured the new nation’s debt. Early the
following year, Congress chartered the Bank of the United States for twenty years. With
that, the first two pieces of his system were in place.
But in all this, Hamilton faced the opposition of Jefferson and the Southern planter class.
Comparative economic history shows that semi-feudal agricultural elites, like Jefferson’s
Virginia squirearchy, hold back political and economic development. To paraphrase Perry
Anderson, semi-feudal elites extract economic surplus from the immediate producers by
customary forms of extra-economic violence and coercion; they do so by demanding labor
services, deliveries in kind, or rents in cash and preside over areas where free commodity
exchange and labor mobility are relatively rare. They prefer stasis to change. . .
. . . For Hamilton, conversely, national survival depended on industrialisation. He pushed
Congress to foster domestic manufacturing with a program known as “the American
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School” that had four central policies: 1) tariffs on imports; 2) direct subsidies, or “bounties,” for domestic manufacturers; 3) a partially public-owned national bank; 4) broad
public investments in infrastructure, or “internal improvements,” like roads, canals and
ports. . .
. . . If the private sector could not consume enough to drive rapid industrialisation, the
public sector would. Since few export markets could absorb American manufactured
goods, military procurement would created an artificial internal market for them. America’s nascent manufacturing sector relied heavily on military consumption — products
associated with shipbuilding, weapons, munitions, uniforms and food rations. This socialised demand would drive private sector accumulation, investment, wages and thus
consumption.
Hamilton drew up the blueprints for a planned economy — a capitalist economy, to be
sure, but one that would be guided by a long-range sense of the country’s problems and
potentials. And that was just what worried the reactionaries of his day. The line of
development that Hamilton envisioned spelled the doom of a political economy based on
slavery. . .
. . . This American dirigiste model has had a major impact on global history. As the
South Korean economist Ha-Joon Chang has pointed out, every successful case of industrialisation has used some version of the Hamiltonian model. A line runs directly from
it to the postwar rise of the developmental states of East Asia. . .
. . . In most of the world, the real story of capitalism is not the story of laissez-faire
— a doctrine the strong impose upon the weak — nor a quaint story about egalitarian
local economies, but the story of the state presiding over a mixed economy. Hamiltonian
developmentalism — the unnamed ideology — is amoral, pragmatic, instrumentalist and
flexible.
So what is the lesson of this attenuated tale?
Like Hamilton, we face a profound crisis rooted in an economy that demands to be
remade. The old redistributive agenda is not enough. Due to its dependence on the
environmental curse of fossil fuels, the economy must also be significantly rebuilt around
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a clean energy sector. And history is very clear on the implications: In capitalist society,
moments of crisis and transformation have always involved an increased economic role
for the state. We are entering one of those periods.
As the waters rise and the storms grow more intense, the state and the public sector will
be called forth. What the state can or will become as it “returns” is an open question —
or rather, open to being reshaped by pressure from social movements.
Unfortunately, American society is very far from facing the crisis. And a huge part
of the problem is the Jeffersonian notion that “the government that governs best is the
one that governs least.” While that is true as regards individual liberty, it is absolutely
dangerous to think that way as regards the economy.” – from ‘Reading Hamilton from
the Left’
Thankfully, Jeremy Rifkin’s trilogy (see below) provides the blueprint on how we can transition to
this more empathic, “third-(post)-industrial,” near-zero-marginal growth, clean-energy sector economy. It is now time that governments all over the world take note and take a page out of Alexander
Hamilton’s play book and effect the transformation in our economies that is most desperately needed
at this time.
The Empathic Civilization: The Race to Global Consciousness in a World in Crisis
The Third Industrial Revolution: How Lateral Power Is Transforming Energy, the Economy, and
the World
The Zero Marginal Cost Society: The Internet of Things, the Collaborative Commons, and the
Eclipse of Capitalism
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32 On Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Grace
Posted on June 30, 2015
On the ward round with my students at the hospital this morning, I saw a female patient with
newly diagnosed diabetes. I explained to her and the students, that if her diabetes was not properly
controlled, she may develop the complications of blindness, stroke, heart attack, kidney failure and
gangrene. During our discussions, she mentioned that with God’s Grace, she is going to get her
diabetes under control to avoid these complications. If this was an average day, I would have been
dismissive of her comment, and would have continued to educate her that she would have to eat
more healthily, exercise, take her medications and follow up with her doctor after being discharged
from hospital. But this was no average day. Several recent events were weighing heavily on my
mind, including the tragic shootings in Charleston, climate change, and the Greek sovereign debt
crisis.
Although the shootings were very troubling to begin with, it was the theme of President Obama’s
eulogy that preoccupied my mind the most. He said:
“This whole week, I’ve been reflecting on this idea of grace. The grace of the families who
lost loved ones. The grace that Reverend Pinckney would preach about in his sermons.
The grace described in one of my favourite hymnals — the one we all know: Amazing
grace, how sweet the sound that saved a wretch like me. I once was lost, but now I’m
found; was blind but now I see.
According to the Christian tradition, grace is not earned. Grace is not merited. It’s
not something we deserve. Rather, grace is the free and benevolent favour of God — as
manifested in the salvation of sinners and the bestowal of blessings. Grace.
As a nation, out of this terrible tragedy, God has visited grace upon us, for he has
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allowed us to see where we’ve been blind. He has given us the chance, where we’ve been
lost, to find our best selves. We may not have earned it, this grace, with our rancour and
complacency, and short-sightedness and fear of each other — but we got it all the same.
He gave it to us anyway. He’s once more given us grace. But it is up to us now to make
the most of it, to receive it with gratitude, and to prove ourselves worthy of this gift.”
What made today so special was that I felt something stirring within this morning, which made
me take a closer look at this concept of Grace at breakfast. Although I thought I had a good idea
of what it meant, I felt that there was a lesson to be learnt in my search for a deeper and better
understanding of the workings of this world.
And as per usual, I turned to Wikipedia for guidance and this is what I found:
“In Western Christian theology, grace has been defined, not as a created substance of any
kind, but as “the love and mercy given to us by God because God desires us to have it, not
because of anything we have done to earn it”, “the condescension or benevolence shown
by God toward the human race”. It is understood by Christians to be a spontaneous gift
from God to man — “generous, free and totally unexpected and undeserved” — that takes
the form of divine favour, love, clemency, and a share in the divine life of God.
It is an attribute of God that is most manifest in the salvation of sinners. Christian
orthodoxy holds that the initiative in the relationship of grace between God and an individual is always on the side of God.
In Eastern Christianity too, grace is the working of God himself, not a created substance
of any kind that can be treated like a commodity.
The question of the means of grace has been called “the watershed that divides Catholicism from Protestantism, Calvinism from Arminianism, modern [theological] liberalism
from [theological] conservatism.”
What struck me at the moment when I was at the bedside of the patient was a discovery of another
“means of grace,” which instead of being a watershed of further division in our traditions, had the
potential to unify the physical and spiritual aspects of healing. Although I did not know it before, I
now realise that what I described in my lecture, The Secret to Healthy Ageing last year, was actually
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God’s Grace disguised as God’s love for us all. So when my patient claimed that her healing will
come with God’s Grace, it all made sense to me then and there. Let me explain.
In that lecture, I asked myself several leading questions:
1) Is the secret to health ageing responsible stewardship?
2) Does it involve me tending the garden of my physical, mental and social self ?
3) What do you call that experience of connection with the cells, tissues and organs of
your body so that you can keep your physiological reserves in the best shape possible? Is
that your physical capital?
4) What do you call that experience of connection with your family, friends, schoolmates, co-workers and neighbours in your community, that allows you to invest in them
and they in you, as you actualise their potential, and they yours? Is that your social
capital?
5) What do you call that experience of connection with your thoughts and emotions and
your worldview that allows you to cope with difficult situations when they arise without
getting anxious, depressed, angry or frustrated, and be at peace with yourself, others and
the world? Is that your mental capital?
6) What did William Blake mean in his poem,

To see a World in a Grain of Sand
And a Heaven in a Wild Flower,
Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand
And Eternity in an hour.
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7) Could it be that when Jesus was talking about inheriting an eternal life, he was in fact
talking about healthy ageing?

Luke 10:25-28 King James Version (KJV)
And, behold, a certain lawyer stood up, and tempted him, saying, Master, what shall I
do to inherit eternal life?
He said unto him, What is written in the law? how readest thou?
And he answering said, Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all
thy soul, and with all thy strength, and with all thy mind; and thy neighbour as thyself.
And he said unto him, Thou hast answered right: this do, and thou shalt live.
8) Is love of God referring to stewardship of all creatures and all of creation inclusive of
the life supporting systems of the planet, be they the air, water, and soil of our planet –
in other words, our environment? So if we take care of our life supporting systems, will
they in turn take care of us? Do we already live in abundance and don’t even know it?
9) Is love of neighbour referring to stewardship of the relationships with our family and
community, and that if we take care of our families and communities, our families and
communities will take care of us?
10) And finally, is love of (your)self referring to stewardship of your body, and that by
taking care of your organs and body, your body and organs would take care of you?
11) For me at least, to love GOD, and to love your neighbour as you love yourself, with
all your heart, soul, strength and mind, is the secret to healthy ageing!!!
It was this morning, that I realised that it is the personal relationships with our life-supportingnetworks, within, around and without that IS God’s Grace. These diverse and interconnected
networks that work efficiently and with great resilience are not earned, and are not gained on
merit, but are given to us unconditionally by our Creator. How many times have we turned away
from God’s grace and “sinned” when we have polluted our bodies with toxic and less nutritious
substances, and caused injury to our internal cells and organs? How many times have our internal
organs forgiven us? Seventy-times-seven?
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How many times have we impoverished our soils, deforested our lands, polluted the air and oceans
and lands, along with our food supply? Have we passed the grace period, seventy-times-seven, that
Earth has given us before she cannot forgive us anymore?
And finally, how many times have we spewed toxic and less than wholesome thoughts, words and
deeds that have affected our family members and members of our local community and those in the
wider world? If our bodies have been very forgiving of us and our planet and its life-supporting
systems have endured so much, why can’t we find it within ourselves to forgive the perpetrators of
misdeeds among us, just like the victims’ families of Charleston on that fateful day had found it in
their hearts to do so?
A more pertinent question in our globalised and financial age that must be asked with much
urgency is this: Why can’t the high priests in the temple of finance find it in their hearts to
forgive nations of their debts when they err, so as not not bring untold hardships on the people for
generations to come?
What I have come to learn as of late, is that the artificial intelligence of our financial system
is at the core of all our divisive ways, be it with respect to the desecration of the temples of our
bodies, our communities and our ecosystems. It is the “proverbial” tail that is wagging the dogeat-dog world of our daily lives. Our fear of robots and their artificial intelligence taking control
and making us slaves is not one of the future, but a present and living reality in the guise of the
financial system, and is a clear and present danger in our midst.
It is the natural intelligence and wisdom of Mother Earth and Nature that would be our
saving Grace if we choose to accept. We have had a very long grace period in coming to terms
with our original sin and thinking that we, as an arrogant species, can define in our artificial manmade laws what we know as good and evil to control and dominate ourselves, each other and the
environment. What I am beginning to appreciate is that where we went wrong in our human
endeavours to preserve our liberties to create healthier and wholesome lives was the blind and
misguided pursuit of happiness, for its own sake. I now feel we need to declare our interdependence
with each other by opening our hearts, minds, souls and spirits in pursuit of a better awareness,
appreciation and understanding of God’s Grace.
What happened to me today, at the bedside of this patient, was a watershed moment in my life
that has given me a better appreciation of who I am, where I am and where I need to go. It has
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provided a unified perspective of the physical, mental, social and spiritual realms of healing, and
has given me the confidence that it is in the pursuit of Divine Grace in all of its manifestations,
where untold abundance and blessings will be found.
My fervent hope and prayer is that our leaders in our society, who ever and where ever they may
be, will experience the same awakening that I had today, and be guided accordingly by this Grace.
Amazing grace! How sweet the sound
That saved a wretch like me!
I once was lost, but now am found;
Was blind, but now I see. ’
Twas grace that taught my heart to fear,
And grace my fears relieved;
How precious did that grace appear
The hour I first believed.
Through many dangers, toils and snares,
I have already come;
’Tis grace hath brought me safe thus far,
And grace will lead me home.
The Lord has promised good to me,
His Word my hope secures;
He will my Shield and Portion be,
As long as life endures.
Yea, when this flesh and heart shall fail,
And mortal life shall cease,
I shall possess, within the veil,
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A life of joy and peace.
The earth shall soon dissolve like snow,
The sun forbear to shine;
But God, who called me here below,
Will be forever mine.
When we’ve been there ten thousand years,
Bright shining as the sun,
We’ve no less days to sing God’s praise
Than when we’d first begun.
http://library.timelesstruths.org/music/Amazing_Grace/
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Posted on July 11, 2015
An essay on financial crises opens as follows:
“What is mankind’s greatest invention? Ask people this question and they are likely to
pick familiar technologies such as printing or electricity. They are unlikely to suggest an
innovation that is just as significant: the financial contract. Widely disliked and often
considered grubby, it has nonetheless played an indispensable role in human development
for at least 7,000 years.
At its core, finance does just two simple things. It can act as an economic time
machine, helping savers transport today’s surplus income into the future, or giving
borrowers access to future earnings now. It can also act as a safety net, insuring
against floods, fires or illness. By providing these two kinds of service, a well-tuned
financial system smooths away life’s sharpest ups and downs, making an uncertain world
more predictable. In addition, as investors seek out people and companies with the best
ideas, finance acts as an engine of growth.
Yet finance can also terrorise. When bubbles burst and markets crash, plans paved
years into the future can be destroyed. As the impact of the crisis of 2008 subsides,
leaving its legacy of unemployment and debt, it is worth asking if the right things are
being done to support what is good about finance, and to remove what is poisonous.”
Coming off the heels of my blog article last week On Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Grace
(32), and trying to grapple with the local crime situation, the regional reparation and disenfranchisement issues, and the global climate change and sovereign debt crises, I am coming to appreciate
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another form of contract that was gifted to us which is crying out to be rediscovered. This contract
or covenant can be seen as a special one that is unlimited in its scope and its benefits, and is available to all of us, if we so choose. It complements mankind’s “greatest” invention and is the unseen
“big elephant” in the room.
Like finance, it does two simple things, plus more. It acts as a time machine of the past, and a
safety net of the present and the future, in that the distilled wisdom of the life-supporting systems
within our bodies, among our communities and in our environment can be studied and tapped to
help create a more wholesome and healthy world. The fruits of finance over the past 7000 years
pales in comparison to the fruits of Nature. This is testified by the billions of years of “research and
development” reincarnated over and over again by the unconditional Love bestowed on us by the
cells and organs of our bodies, our families and our communities, nurtured and sheltered by the the
four basic elements of earth, wind, water and fire. Even more remarkable is the fact that we live
in a zero-waste biosphere embedded within a sustainable solar system, galaxy, and supercluster of
galaxies which all work harmoniously with each other, testifying to the efficiency and resilience of
our universe, as we stand in awe and wonder at the diversity and interconnectedness of it all.
What troubles me immensely is that the fruits of our financial system threaten to corrupt and
liquidate the fruits of Nature – the entire earth, its communities and the life supporting and protection systems in its wake. Given the exponential growth of our man-made systems devoid of the
checks and balances that abound in nature, our financial contracts in the guise of secret trade deals
– TTP, TTIP, and TiSA, are threatening to hasten and catapult mankind and our evolutionary
cousins to extinction, and in the process these negotiations behind closed doors are oblivious to the
potential damage they would be causing to the wellbeing of the people they are designed to serve
and also that of the planet.
I am now wondering how this trajectory can be reversed before it is too late? Do we have in
our midst an instrument, financial or otherwise, that would be able to guide us back on the path
that is more creative and less destructive, that puts the least among us first and not the greatest,
that is free and accessible to all and has the power to transform us at lightening speed at both the
individual and the collective level? This instrument must be able to talk truth to power, be able
to forgive unconditionally, and reconcile all of our differences!! The currency of this instrument
must also be something that is not man-made and arbitrary to serve the whims and fancies of the
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powers-that-be, but natural and written in the hearts of every sentient being! This instrument would
become activated to sing beautiful melodies and usher in great dividends when we each experience
and become mindful and grateful for the uniqueness and interconnectedness of all things!
I am convinced that the instrument I am looking for is none other than Divine Grace itself!!!
Come to think of it, it was the Amazing Grace which had also transformed every fibre of Jesus’
being when he walked the earth, when he healed the sick and comforted the dispossessed, when
he challenged the wisdom teachers of his time, be they the Scribes or Pharisees, and when he was
executed for challenging the establishments, be they religious or political, on account of the defiant
single act of driving the moneychangers out of the temple in Jerusalem. I am convinced that when
Jesus taught about God’s Kingdom here on earth, his vision was not of another time or another
place, but of a political and economic reality right there and right then.
His calming of a storm between the two banks of the Jordan river where the currents may have
been turbulent with the booms and busts of the wind and the waves may have symbolised the state
of economic and political affairs for his time and now ours. His feeding of a multitude after coming
ashore with five loaves and two fishes brings to mind the 100 dollar conundrum where 500 dollars
in debt were repaid with a virtual 100 dollar bill.
His Last Supper utterances of sharing the bread and wine in memory of his works and teachings,
and his Last Words to us before he died, of “Father, Forgive them for they know what they do,”
provide hope for me and I hope for the world, that God’s Grace and Love, which Jesus was attuned
to is still ever-present, and ready and able to guide us through the travails of our lives today. How
can this be? Let me explain.
For me, his Last Supper and Last Words to us, are symbolic of Grace’s instrumental role in the
workings of the Universe. They both symbolise the processes of birth, death and regeneration. If we
take bread for example, it first takes in the elements of earth, air, water and fire (photosynthesis)
to grow into wheat. Then with the blade we kill the wheat in its harvesting. The wheat is crushed
and with yeast, a new breath of life begins again with elements of the earth, air, water and fire
(fermentation) at which time the dough rises. After a certain time, the dough is baked, killing
the yeast in the process, at which time bread is born. And finally along with the other fruits and
vegetables of the earth, water, air (oxygen), and fire (respiration), we are nourished to grow and
develop, and then eventually die. Every Sunday during the Liturgy of the Eucharist, this is what
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I ponder and what I meditate on. The body and blood of Christ now represents the birth, death
and regeneration/resurrection of Christ in us, as he serves as a model of who we can become, if we
so desire. But there is more!!
For me, the transition from loaves and fishes, to bread and wine in the Gospels is very telling.
The fish comes from the river between two banks and can go with or against the current stream, but
wine starts out as grapes which were traditionally grown around the houses in home gardens with
lots of tendering. The tripartite motif of producing bread is still in play except that we now replace
wheat with grapes, and the alcohol in the fermentation process is not boiled off as in bread but is
the essence of the wine that is savoured after the distillation process. Having read Raine Eisler’s
‘The Chalice and the Blade’, I am left wondering if Jesus was encouraging us to embrace both the
feminine and masculine nature of our humanity in a partnership model, in contradistinction to the
domination model that was prevalent in Jesus’s time and still persists in our time up to today.
Maybe Jesus was trying to tell us in preparation for his death, not to despair; that Divine Grace
is all about birth, death and regeneration, a circle and cycle of life and love; and that this Divine
Grace will continue to be that quintessential instrument that is able to allow us individually and
collectively to be born again, if we so chose; by the divine acts of seeking and enabling an open and
truthful environment, as we reconcile our differences, by empathising with each other and connecting
through love, and acknowledging our imperfections and vulnerabilities by forgiving ourselves and
the other when we and they do err.
These revelations are opening up the amazing possibility that our Universe is Conscious and
Alive and even may have predated the creation of matter itself, going against the conventional
man-made fabricated wisdom that matter predated the origin of life which in turn predated the
origin of consciousness. Amazingly, the new interpretation of our best scientific theory has the same
tripartite birth, death and regeneration motif. The Big bang can be seen as a first generation star
(White Hole) from which all matter was created. The condensation of the gases initially produced
a second generation star, a supernova that collapsed and exploded and eventually seeded our solar
system to settle down again and energise our planet as a third generation star (our Sun) which we
know will also “die” when it exhausts its hydrogen fuel one day.
It is this Amazing Consilience of both our best scientific and spiritual narratives that are the
tell-tale signs of Divine Grace working in the heart of our universe and in each of our own hearts.
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There is so much we have taken for granted, that it is NOW time we become more mindful of what
we have inherited from the beginning of time, as we become born again as we champion all our
human rights, fight for social justice and enact laws that protect the bosom of our sustenance –
Mother Earth.
We no longer have to listen to one or the other instrument, as both financial and spiritual
instruments can play together in the same symphony. What is needed is to guide our laws and
financial covenants as they make beautiful music together to create as Charles Eisenstein had
envisioned, a Sacred Economics, and we co-create with the help of Divine Grace The More Beautiful
World Our Hearts Know is Possible. We can now fly our spaceship Earth more responsibly on two
engines, using our spiritual and economic time machines, and our spiritual and economic safety
nets, one that has been gifted to us unconditionally, and the other of our own making which we
should design and steward more responsibly.
I will leave you with some quotes to ponder and meditate on as we take our spiritual and economic
heritage less for granted and become more mindful of our roles as responsible stewards of our bodies,
our communities and once and for all, for one and all, the biosphere.
“The days are coming,” declares the Lord, “when I will make a new covenant with the
people of Israel and with the people of Judah. It will not be like the covenant I made with
their ancestors when I took them by the hand to lead them out of Egypt, because they
broke my covenant, though I was a husband to them,” declares the Lord. “This is the
covenant I will make with the people of Israel after that time,” declares the Lord. “I will
put my law in their minds and write it on their hearts. I will be their God, and they will
be my people. No longer will they teach their neighbour, or say to one another, ‘Know
the Lord,’ because they will all know me, from the least of them to the greatest,” declares
the Lord. “For I will forgive their wickedness and will remember their sins no more.” –
Jeremiah 31:31-34 (NIV)
“Even after all this time
The sun never says to the earth,
“You owe Me.”
Look what happens
with a love like that,
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It lights the Whole Sky.” — Hafiz
“We’ve all been given a gift, the gift of life. What we do with our lives is our gift back.”
Edo
“Perhaps someday we won’t need money to have a gift economy on the scale of billions
of humans; perhaps the money I shall describe in this book is transitional. I am not a
“primitivist” who advocates the abandonment of civilisation, of technology and culture,
of the gifts that make us human. I foresee rather the restoration of humanity to a sacred
estate, bearing all the wholeness and harmony with nature of the hunter-gatherer time,
but at a higher level of organisation. I foresee the fulfilment, and not the abdication, of
the gifts of hand and mind that make us human.” – Charles Eisenstein
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34 Is Credit Creation a Public Good or a
Private Evil?
Published on July 14, 2015
I have been painstakingly following the events of the Greek sovereign debt crisis, and the article
yesterday entitled #ThisIsACoup: Greece bailout demands spark social media backlash against
Germany struck a deep chord within me as the issue of our own sovereign debt crisis and our
handling of it has been on the forefront of my mind since then. Several twitter comments were
posted in the article that stirred up a hornets’ nest of loathing against the private banking system.
Here are a few that reverberates with me:
“Give me control of a nation’s money and I care not who makes it’s laws” – Mayer
Amschel Bauer Rothschild
“There are two ways to conquer and enslave a nation. One is by the sword. The other
is by debt.” – John Adams (1735-1826)
Stripping a country of its assets to sell them to financial industry = modern colonialism.
Birthplace of democracy, to deathbed of democracy. Now arise, zombie creditocracy
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Although the dust has not settled yet and we do not know what will happen next, a reading of
the blog articles by the previous Finance Minister Yanis Varoufakis has left me asking myself, “Are
there lessons to be learnt for us in our region?” especially given we have an economic and monetary
union similar to that of the European Union. In his latest posting today ‘On the Euro Summit’s
Statement on Greece: First thoughts’, he wrote:
“Back in 1971 Nick Kaldor, the noted Cambridge economist, had warned that forging
monetary union before a political union was possible would lead not only to a failed
monetary union but also to the deconstruction of the European political project. Later
on, in 1999, German-British sociologist Ralf Dahrendorf also warned that economic and
monetary union would split rather than unite Europe. All these years I hoped that they
were wrong. Now, the powers that be in Brussels, in Berlin and in Frankfurt have
conspired to prove them right.”
What is very topical in our Federation and the OECS as a whole is a New Banking Act proposed
by the Eastern Caribbean Central Bank. The St. Kitts-Nevis Proposed Banking Act, 2015 is now
available for feedback by the general public. The Antiguan Observer has already written several
articles on the issues and concerns raised and have provided a lot of food for thought. (Please
see: Proposed ECCB legislation dissected by financial experts; SIR DWIGHT RESPONDS TO
BANKING ACT; Belling the banking cat; and The nature of leadership.
Although we are taking steps to strengthen our economic and monetary union and protect the
banking industry and its depositors, I am left wondering if the events transpiring in Greece now
has relevance for us in the region in terms also of our sovereignty and democracy? It is true that in
our region, politicians have taken advantage of weak banking regulations to increase public debt to
unsustainable levels. It is also true that when we defaulted and had to ask the lender of last resort
to intervene, we were successful in reducing our debt-to-GDP ratio by “financialising” our public
lands and privatising our public citizenship. Also given our “success” in debt reduction via these
two types of financial instruments, many of our sister islands are following suite. Notwithstanding,
I am left to ask one question as it pertains to the Banking Act: By strengthening the Banking Laws
to give the ECCB powers to remove managers and/or directors as may deemed necessary, would
the necessity of doing so be in the best interest of the creditors, or the communities the banks
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were commissioned to serve? In other words, just like what we are seeing in Greece, if push comes
to shove, is the financial health of the banking system going to be given priority over the health
and well-being of the citizens, and should the many among us be punished for the irresponsible
mismanagement of the few who were elected or appointed to serve on our behalf?
What is not being addressed in the Greek crisis and in our Banking Act is a fundamental misconception in our money creation system. Most of us think that it is the Central Bank or the
Government that creates money, and that commercial banks loan out depositors money with interest. This is farthest from the truth. As explained by the Bank of England in their bulletin Money
creation in the modern economy:
“In the modern economy, most money takes the form of bank deposits. But how those
bank deposits are created is often misunderstood: the principal way is through commercial
banks making loans. Whenever a bank makes a loan, it simultaneously creates a matching
deposit in the borrower’s bank account, thereby creating new money.
The reality of how money is created today differs from the description found in some
economics textbooks:
• Rather than banks receiving deposits when households save and then lending them out,
bank lending creates deposits.
• In normal times, the central bank does not fix the amount of money in circulation, nor
is central bank money ‘multiplied up’ into more loans and deposits.
Although commercial banks create money through lending, they cannot do so freely without
limit. Banks are limited in how much they can lend if they are to remain profitable in
a competitive banking system. Prudential regulation also acts as a constraint on banks’
activities in order to maintain the resilience of the financial system. And the households
and companies who receive the money created by new lending may take actions that affect the stock of money — they could quickly ‘destroy’ money by using it to repay their
existing debt, for instance.”
Professor’s Richard Werner’s paper deals with this issue head-on in his recent paper: Can banks
individually create money out of nothing? — The theories and the empirical evidence. where it
“establishes for the first time empirically that banks individually create money out of nothing.”
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With regards to the implications for bank regulation and monetary reform, this is what he had
to say:
5.4.3. Implications for bank regulation
The implications are far-reaching for bank regulation and the design of official policies.
As mentioned in the Introduction, modern national and international banking regulation is predicated on the assumption that the financial intermediation theory is correct.
Since in fact banks are able to create money out of nothing, imposing higher capital requirements on banks will not necessarily enable the prevention of boom–bust cycles and
banking crises, since even with higher capital requirements, banks could still continue to
expand the money supply, thereby fuelling asset prices, whereby some of this newly created money can be used to increase bank capital. Based on the recognition of this, some
economists have argued for more direct intervention by the central bank in the credit
market, for instance via quantitative credit guidance ( Werner, 2002, Werner, 2003b
and Werner, 2005).
5.4.4. Monetary reform
The Bank of England, 2014a and Bank of England, 2014b recent intervention has triggered
a public debate about whether the privilege of banks to create money should in fact be
revoked (Wolf, 2014). The reality of banks as creators of the money supply does raise
the question of the ideal type of monetary system. Much research is needed on this account. Among the many different monetary system designs tried over the past
5000 years, very few have met the requirement for a fair, effective, accountable, stable, sustainable and democratic creation and allocation of money.
The view of the author, based on more than twenty-three years of research
on this topic, is that it is the safest bet to ensure that the awesome power
to create money is returned directly to those to whom it belongs: ordinary
people, not technocrats. This can be ensured by the introduction of a network of small,
not-for-profit local banks across the nation. Most countries do not currently possess such
a system. However, it is at the heart of the successful German economic performance in
the past 200 years. It is the very Raiffeisen, Volksbank or Sparkasse banks – the smaller
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the better – that were helpful in the implementation of this empirical study that should
serve as the role model for future policies concerning our monetary system. In addition,
one can complement such local public bank money with money issued by local authorities that is accepted to pay local taxes, namely a local public money that has not come
about by creating debt, but that is created for services rendered to local authorities or the
community. Both forms of local money creation together would create a decentralised and more accountable monetary system that should perform better
(based on the empirical evidence from Germany) than the unholy alliance of
central banks and big banks, which have done much to create unsustainable
asset bubbles and banking crises (Werner, 2013a and Werner, 2013b).
Even Pope Francis has been involved in this debate: As explained in an excellent article by Ellen
Brown entitled: A Revolutionary Pope Calls for Rethinking the Outdated Criteria That Rule the
World, she quotes him saying in his recent encyclical:
“Today, in view of the common good, there is urgent need for politics and economics to
enter into a frank dialogue in the service of life, especially human life. Saving banks
at any cost, making the public pay the price, forgoing a firm commitment to reviewing
and reforming the entire system, only reaffirms the absolute power of a financial system,
a power which has no future and will only give rise to new crises after a slow, costly
and only apparent recovery. The financial crisis of 2007-08 provided an opportunity to
develop a new economy, more attentive to ethical principles, and new ways of regulating
speculative financial practices and virtual wealth. But the response to the crisis did not
include rethinking the outdated criteria which continue to rule the world.”
I will leave you with the conclusion of her article that helps to answer the entitled question that
motivated this blog tonight:
“. . . We have bought into this financialisation scheme based on a faulty economic model,
in which we have allowed money to be created privately by banks and lent to governments
and people at interest. The vast majority of the circulating money supply is now created
by private banks in this way, as the Bank of England recently acknowledged.
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Meanwhile, we live on a planet that holds the promise of abundance for all. Mechanisation and computerisation have streamlined production to the point that, if the work week
and corporate profits were divided equitably, we could be living lives of ease, with our
basic needs fulfilled and plenty of leisure to pursue the interests we find rewarding. We
could, like St. Francis, be living like the lilies of the field. The workers and materials
are available to build the infrastructure we need, provide the education our children need,
provide the care the sick and elderly need. Inventions are waiting in the wings that could
clean up our toxic environment, save the oceans, recycle waste, and convert sun, wind
and perhaps even zero-point energy into usable energy sources.
The holdup is in finding the funding for these inventions. Our politicians tell us “we
don’t have the money.” Yet China and some other Asian countries are powering ahead
with this sort of sustainable development. Where have they found the money?
The answer is that they simply issue it. What private banks do in Western countries,
publicly-owned and -controlled banks do in many Asian countries. Their governments
have taken control of the engines of credit – the banks – and operated them for the benefit
of the public and their own economies.
What blocks Western economies from pursuing that course is a dubious economic theory
called “monetarism.” It is based on the premise that “inflation is always and everywhere
a monetary phenomenon,” and that the chief cause of inflation is money “created out of
thin air” by governments. In the 1970s, the Basel Committee discouraged governments
from issuing money themselves or borrowing from their own central banks which issued
it. Instead they were to borrow from “the market,” which generally meant borrowing from
private banks. Overlooked was the fact, recently acknowledged by the Bank of
England, that the money borrowed from banks is also created out of thin air.
The difference is that bank-created money originates as a debt and comes
with a hefty private interest charge attached.
We can break free from this exploitative system by returning the power to create money
to governments and the people they represent.”
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Posted on July 16, 2015
“We are the Borg. Lower your shields and surrender your ships. We will add your
biological and technological distinctiveness to our own. Your culture will adapt to service
us. Resistance is futile.” – Star Trek – First Contact (1996)
In my latest blog article Is Credit Creation a Public Good or a Private Evil?

(34), I

endeavoured to show that credit creation is a public good which has been entrusted to our banking
system. This is further confirmed by Professor Steve Keen in his article What Is Money And How
Is It Created?. He wrote:
“Banks create money by issuing a loan to a borrower; they record the loan as an asset,
and the money they deposit in the borrower’s account as a liability. This, in one way, is
no different to the way the Federal Reserve creates money. . . In reality it is simply the
nature of a monetary economy: money is simply a third party’s promise to pay which we
accept as full payment in exchange for goods. The two main third parties whose promises
we accept are the government and the banks.
That’s simply the nature of money: it is not backed by anything physical, and instead
relies on trust. Of course that trust can be abused—and frankly that’s done more often
by the banks than by the government.”
In my recent article Grand Corruption! From Whence Came and Whither Bound? It is
NOW Time to Change our Focus! (30), corruption was defined by Transparency International
as “the abuse of entrusted power for private gain”, and “political corruption is a manipulation of
policies, institutions and rules of procedure in the allocation of resources and financing by political
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decision makers who abuse their position to sustain their power, status and wealth.” Although I
went deep in looking for the systemic causes as it pertains to our misguided view of the world and
our relative lack of empathy for each other as the source of this corruption, this recent revelation of
the true nature of money turns the conclusions of my blog post on corruption on its head. If credit
creation is truly a public good, which was designed to facilitate efficient exchanges in the market
place of goods and services so that unused resources flow to unmet needs, then the abuse of this
entrusted power by banks for private gains, is the mother of all political corruption!!!
The pivotal question of our time now is what can we do to remedy this “flaw” in our economic
and political worldview? This task is very much critical in going forward!! If we do not do our
best to “uncorrupt” the system, so that banks can regain our trust again in the service of the public
good, then more harm will be done to the public as is currently unfolding in Greece now. (Please
see: The REAL story behind the Greek Crisis: how we are kept in Odious Debt, Deficit, Crisis and
Austerity and The Moral Hazard of Modern Banking: How Banks Create and Destroy Money.)
Before we can answer the question of whether resistance to this pervasive form of corruption is
futile, we must first discover the extent of the problem and how deep the rabbit hole is and where
we need to go. Please take time out to read and reflect on the following articles: The problem of
Greece is not only a tragedy. It is a lie, Grexit or Jubilee? How Greek Debt Can Be Annulled and
What should be done about Greece – and what is likely to happen.
Stuart Davies’ comment on the last article raises many eyebrows and intimates a global agenda:
“That is an extraordinary bit of information there, Mr Werner. Particularly, the revelation about the detailed plans for future meetings with preordained outcomes, years in
advance. Your revelations of the orders from above at the big banks to keep it under
wraps is very interesting also. The fact that the present situation was so widely foreseen,
and that it has all been scripted in minute detail years in advance is no surprise to me
– the astonishing thing is that we now are allowed to see this sort of smoking gun evidence. I don’t suppose that this information will ever be permitted to make any splash in
the corporate media, however, since the media has long been infiltrated, subverted, and
simply OWNED by the same transnational banking interests that have taken over our
governments.
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I have been contending for the past several years that the major events in the world
economy that we have seen over recent decades has been the result of methodical, long
range and highly detailed planning on the part of the transnational banking cartel that
has consolidated its strangle hold on western governments. We can see this in everything
from the Financial Services Agreement slipped in under the auspices of the World Trade
Organisation’s General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS), which dovetailed with
the repeal of the Glass – Steagall act and the Commodities Futures Modernisation act to
create the necessary conditions for what was obviously a closely coordinated and highly
detailed plan to create a global financial crisis. (Larry Summers and the Secret “EndGame” Memo.)
Why would the bankster cartel wish to do such a thing? How could it be of benefit to them?
This is actually fairly obvious if we simply look at some of the other components of their
grand plan that have been revealed to us recently in the leaked provisions of the TPP, the
TTIP, and the TiSA “free trade” treaties they are preparing to shove down our throats.
What do they want? They clearly want to impose “austerity” on the entire world. They
want to privatise all government assets and essential services, schools, prisons, water
systems, police, fire protection, EVERYTHING. They are no longer satisfied with waging
economic war on the third world, they are now bent upon stripping the wealth from the
middle classes of every single nation within the scope of their nearly global reach, and
reducing the population to abject poverty and desperation.
Greece will be just the first in line for this treatment in the EU, but it is clear that they do
not intend to spare the people of any nation. Their program has been being methodically
implemented for the past few decades around the globe, and is about to undergo a radical
acceleration.
I think you make a very common misreading of the underlying global power structure in
your last paragraph. In spite of the all pervasive “perception management” smokescreen
that seems to fool most of the world, there is a truly massive body of evidence which I
believe makes it quite obvious that every political leader in the western world – including
the president of the United States – is a leashed vassal of a transnational corporate
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banking cartel which has explicitly repudiated allegiance to any nation. I assure you,
Obama is not calling the shots, neither in Washington nor in Germany. The United
States is not a sovereign state any more than Germany is, a fact which will become
evident to all in the aftermath of the (unconstitutional) passage of the TPP, the TTIP,
and the TiSA treaties.”
The question I have to ask now is this: Given the pervasive scope of the corruption in our political
and economic system, is resistance to this corruption futile? If so, then we are all doomed! I have
no answers as yet. I am hoping that by making an accurate diagnosis of where the true problem
lies, we can put our collective minds and hearts together in finding true solutions to the problem.
I have some ideas where we need to go, and I am currently researching and fleshing them out and
would pen my thoughts in future posts.
Four documents which have greatly given me hope that answers can be found so that our economic
and political system can be made whole again are the following:
Stable and Sustainable Development: Mission Possible
Money and Sustainability: The Missing Link
REGENERATIVE CAPITALISM: How Universal Principles And Patterns Will Shape Our New
Economy
Rewriting the Rules of the American Economy: An Agenda for Growth and Shared Prosperity
Please stay tuned. . .
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36 From Fiat Lux to Fiat Money – Beginning
to see the light at the end of our tunnel
vision
Posted on July 17, 2015
In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth. And the earth was without form,
and void; and darkness was upon the face of the deep. And the Spirit of God moved
upon the face of the waters. And God said, Let there be light (FIAT LUX): and there
was light. And God saw the light, and it was good; and God divided the light from the
darkness. – Genesis 1: 1-4 (KJV)
There are two types of money, representative money and fiat money. According to Investopedia,
fiat money is defined as:
“Currency that a government has declared to be legal tender, but is not backed by a
physical commodity. The value of fiat money is derived from the relationship between
supply and demand rather than the value of the material that the money is made of.
Historically, most currencies were based on physical commodities such as gold or silver,
but fiat money is based solely on faith. Fiat is the Latin word for “it shall be”.”
Isn’t that interesting, that the word faith was used in a definition of money, in a discipline where one
appeals to numbers and empirical evidence in guiding policy decisions? According to the Oxford
Dictionary, faith is defined as:
1. Complete trust or confidence in someone or something, or
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2. Strong belief in the doctrines of a religion, based on spiritual conviction rather than
proof.
As have been revealed in previous posts, we are beginning to appreciate that in our modern money
economy, 97% of money is created “out of nothing” by the commercial banks when they make
loans to customers. For me, this begs the mother of all questions!! Can my understanding and
appreciation of the workings of the spiritual world inform my faith that a better and more humane
economic model can be found, and that like fiat lux and fiat money, better rules can be imagined
and discovered and decreed, also in the spirit of fiat too?
As individuals, we are free children of God from one point of view, and free agents of the marketplace from another point of view. Can both monocular points of view be combined to create a
binocular vision that has more depth and less constricted so that the deficiencies and blind spots
in one or the other can be discovered? There were several blind spots I have discovered lately by
using this approach, the major one being the physical bases for Divine Grace: – the life-supporting
networks that fashion our cells and organs from within, our life-supporting networks that organise
our communities and societies that surround us, and our life-supporting networks of air, water,
earth and fire (photosynthesis/respiration) of the lithosphere and biosphere that provides all that
we need to survive and thrive on Mother Earth. These are the manifestations of God’s Unconditional Love for us, and when we love with all of our heart, soul, mind and spirit, we are called to
be responsible stewards of all of God’s creation, inclusive of ourselves, our communities and our
environment (Please see my earlier posts: On Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Grace (32) and
A Tale of Two Covenants (33) for more details).
This interpretation of Divine Grace, which testifies to a higher Consciousness and Life force in the
universe that predates even the birth of our planet, should inform all of our policies, which truth be
told, are fiat in nature. This gives new meaning to the biblical verse on the last day of Creation when
it was written in Genesis 1:26 (KJV), “And God said, Let us make man in our image, after our
likeness: and let them have dominion over. . . .” If God for me is both simultaneously Transcendent
and Immanent, as “He/They” are in all things from the cells of my body to the lithosphere and
biosphere of the planet to the gravitational fields of the solar system and the galaxies, then this
gives new meaning to the term dominion, just like I have dominion over my hands and legs, and
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the nose on my face.
What I honestly believe is that our economic and political theories’ blindspots are precisely when
by fiat, we create laws and the rules that undermine the integrity of the entire planetary system and
subsystems and this is equivalent to us amputating our hands and legs, or cutting of our nose to
spite our face. Instead of “worshipping” the True God and fashioning a world in our true image, we
created a false image of ourselves and human nature, and worshiped a false god in its stead. All of
the misery that we see around us are not of God’s making and should never be interpreted as divine
punishment. Correctly, all of the hardships and sufferings with poverty, inequality, diseases and
wars are all human consequences of our losing focus of what the true nature of man is, and our
losing focus of what our true responsibilities as stewards are. In short, we ended up worshipping
the golden calf of the fruits of fiat money, which was “created out of nothing”, and robbed us of true
meaning in our lives and our communities. That nothingness of it all is something that should give
us reason to pause and ponder.
It is time now to put our best minds and hearts together as we rediscover the set of rules that
would allow fiat lux and fiat money to work with one accord with each other, to rediscover the true
meaning of this gift of Love and Life, so that we can begin to repair our lives, our communities,
and most important of all our planet – Mother Earth. We should now no longer wage war on each
other and the planet, but now wage war on ignorance, misunderstanding and misrepresentation,
and as like prodigal children, return to the bounty and blessings of an economy based on sound and
humane ecological principles. This will be the subject of posts that will soon follow.
Now that we are beginning to see the light at the end of the “dark” tunnel, I am hopeful, that
with the help of the Holy Spirit and God’s Grace, although we may not get there ourselves, our
children and theirs will be able to co-create that promised polity and economy, in faith, hope and
love, in the service of all of creation.
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37 If the love of money is the root of all kinds
of evil, is REPARATIONS in kind for this
evil the answer?
Posted on July 19, 2015
“So you think that money is the root of all evil. Have you ever asked what is the root of
all money?” – AYN RAND, Russian-born American writer
Yesterday, I spent several hours defragmenting my thoughts as it pertained to “the root of all money”
in order to upgrade the operating system of my mind to find answers to the questions posed above.
I came across this website positivemoney.org, which I would advise anyone who is curious about how
money is created to peruse and study. Interestingly, on their opening page they had a video which
was entitled, ‘Is Money at the root of our big economic and social problems?’ Given my background
as a healthcare provider, what intrigued me about this site was that it had the courage to search
for the root cause so as to make an accurate diagnosis, rather than to solely look for and treat the
symptoms of our economic problems. I was pleasantly surprised that they also sought to answer a
similar question to the one I posed in an earlier post, Is Credit Creation a Public Good or a
Private Evil? (34). (Please see their videos: Banking 101, Problem with Money System, Power
of Banks vs Democracy, A Simple Solution to the Debt Crisis, Could These 3 Simple Changes to
Banking Fix the Economy?, and Positive Money’s unofficial draft bill showing how their reform
proposals could be implemented in law in the UK parliament, to remove the power to create money
from banks and transfer it to a democratic and accountable process, working in the public interest.)
Having come to understand that the short-term profit-maximising love-of-money private banking
system is the root source of all our social and environmental ills, does this understanding throw
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any light on other outstanding issues that may pertain to us as a people? Given that we are all
shackled to an economic system that fosters a form of interest-bearing unrepayable-debt slavery with
perpetual servitude, is it possible that the private banking system also financed the enslavement of
our African brothers and sisters in the Americas?
In his article Capitalism and Slavery, Greg Grandin wrote:
The argument that capitalism was dependent on slavery is, of course, not new. In
1944, Eric Williams, in Capitalism and Slavery, made the case. In 1968, the historian
Lorenzo Greene wrote that slavery “formed the basis of the economic life of New England:
about it revolved, and on it depended, most of her other industries.” Even before the expansion of slave labor in the South and into the West, slavery was already an important
source of northern profit, as was the already exploding slave trade in the Caribbean and
South America. Banks capitalised the slave trade and insurance companies underwrote it. Covering slave voyages helped start Rhode Island’s insurance industry,
while in Connecticut, some of the first policies written by Aetna were on slave lives. In
turn, profits made from loans and insurance policies were plowed into other northern
businesses. Fathers who “made their fortunes outfitting ships for distant voyages” left
their money to sons who “built factories, chartered banks, incorporated canal and railroad
enterprises, invested in government securities, and speculated in new financial instruments” and donated to build libraries, lecture halls, universities and botanical gardens.
Many of the millions of gallons of rum distilled annually in Massachusetts and Rhode Island were used to obtain slaves, who were then brought to the West Indies and traded for
sugar and molasses, boiled to make more rum to be used to acquire more slaves. Haiti’s
plantation’s purchased 63 percent of pickled fish from New England. In Massachusetts
alone, David Brion Davis writes, the “West Indian trade employed some ten thousand
seaman, to say nothing of the workers who built, outfitted, and supplied the ships.”
Even the private banking system was very much also involved in wars over the past 300 years or so.
By the late 17th century, the need to finance wars gave further impetus to
the money-creating mechanism. A special relationship began between the emerging
private banking systems and governments. The oldest surviving agreement of this type
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can be traced back to 1668, with the license of the Swedish Bank of the Estates of the
Realm (the name was changed in 1867 to Riksbank, as the Swedish Central Bank is still
known). The agreement gave the power of emission of paper money to a private bank ,
the Bank of the Estates of the Realm, when the crown urgently needed money to
fund a war against Denmark . The same situation took place in Britain a generation
later with the founding of the Bank of England (1688), to which the monopoly of emission of paper money was assigned by King William of Orange in 1694, when he needed
1.2 million pounds for a war against the French. From England, this practice spread around the world. In the United States, this same deal- bank-debt money
accepted as legal tender by the government-was part of the Federal Reserve Act of 1913.
– Lietaer, Bernard; Dunne, Jacqui (2013-01-04). Rethinking Money: How
New Currencies Turn Scarcity into Prosperity (BK Currents) (pp. 25-26).
Berrett-Koehler Publishers. Kindle Edition.
Earlier this month, we had in St. Kitts-Nevis a Reparations for Slavery Symposium which was hosted
by the National Commission for UNESCO and the UNESCO Scientific Slave Route Committee.
Here are excerpts from the WiNNFM article, Beckles: Caribbean People Have the Will to Push for
Reparations, reported by Toni Frederick-Armstrong on the event:
Do Caribbean governments and Caribbean people have the will to push for
reparations for slavery from European governments? . . .
. . . Sir Hilary (Beckles) said that reparatory justice was necessary for the descendants
of slaves, not only to get compensation for the crimes committed against their forbearers
who were forcibly brought to and enslaved in the Caribbean, but also to get closure. . .
. . . “We fought for our freedom, we got it. We fought for our independence, we got it.
We’re going to fight for reparations, we will get that, and then we can move
on with our lives.”
The CARICOM 10-point plan proposed to achieve reparatory justice includes: a full
formal apology from European governments, illiteracy eradication, an African Knowledge
Programme and debt forgiveness.
The template for CARICOM Reparation ten-point plan is as follows:
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1. Full Formal Apology
2. Repatriation
3. Indigenous Peoples Development Program
4. Cultural Institutions
5. Public Health Crisis
6. Illiteracy Eradication
7. African Knowledge Program
8. Psychological Rehabilitation
9. Technology Transfer
10. Debt Cancellation
At this point, although I support the need for reparatory justice for slavery, I honestly feel that
financial reparations from the European governments is sincerely misplaced. Although society in
general in Europe and North America benefited from the atrocities of slavery, most of the descendants of Europe and North America were not responsible for this form of capitalism. Secondly,
having to take monies from the tax-payers of those countries to pay for the sins of the past so that
the above ten-point plan can be implemented, is like taking from Peter to pay Paul.
As you may have already surmised, in my humble opinion, reparations should come from the
private banking institutions who have funded all manner of evil in the past, inclusive of wars and
slavery. We need a Truth and Reconciliation exercise in which we collectively acknowledge that the
private banking system was and currently is the root cause of most, if not all the man-made
social and economic ills. Over the centuries it has put love for short-term profits over and above the
long-term well-being of the people and the planet. Although physical slavery has been “abolished,”
many of those who are descendants of slavery, and many of the citizens around the world, still live
in an insidious form of economic slavery shackled by the austerity programs of the international
financial bankers. It is time now that governments and the people of the world demand the abolition
of this form of debt-slavery and demand our emancipation from this usurious form of capitalism.
It is only in the reforms like those proposed by Positive Money above, that the CARICOM tenpoint plan can be successfully implemented, as it is in “the removal of power to create money from
banks and transfer it to a democratic and accountable process, working in the public interest,” will
reparatory justice be accomplished for our generation and their children to come.
As the saying goes, “Once bitten, Twice shy.” Thus it is incumbent on our Caribbean leaders to
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lead that struggle. The question we now need to ask ourselves is this: Do Caribbean governments
and Caribbean people have the will to push for reparations for slavery, both past and present, from
the private banking system? The privilege of money creation which is a public good must now
return to the people, and managed via a more democratic and accountable process, not in
servitude to private-profit, but in the service of the public interest, which is ultimately its people
and the planet.
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38 What is good and what is evil?
Posted on July 24, 2015
As you may have noticed recently, the title of several of my blog articles make reference to the term
evil. (Is Credit Creation a Public Good or a Private Evil? (34) and If the love of money
is the root of all kinds of evil, is REPARATIONS in kind for this evil the answer?
(37)) What I have failed to do however, was to explain the context in which that term was used.
If you have been an ardent follower of my writings, you would have surmised that I do not see the
physical and spiritual world as separate realms, but that I see them as UNITED in the sense of
being two perspectives or two representations of the same UNIFIED whole. I have discovered that
the life-supporting and empowering networks of this world at all levels of organisation represents
God’s unconditional love for us and is the physical manifestation of Divine Grace, which is always
available to us should we choose to pay attention to it, study and follow. (On Life, Liberty and
the Pursuit of Grace (32))
Many of us may have been distracted during our life journey to not see that physical infrastructure
that perfuses and “guides” the world and whose processes are the foundations of all life, and have
missed the immeasurable uniqueness and interconnectedness of all things. Absent this spiritual
insight, many of us became rudderless and were blindsided by fear and misunderstanding of it all,
and in its absence manufactured a worldview of ideas and theories that we now know is antagonistic
to the sustainability of all life, be it at the cellular, organ, individual, family, community and
planetary level. It is at these levels the we more likely than not engaged in activities, be they in
thought, word or deed, that ended up hurting ourselves, each other and the planet that supported
us. It is this veil of ignorance coupled with fear of the unknown that has undermined the lifesupporting and empowering networks in our midst, and our modern political and economic theories
have evolved to the point in which we put individual pleasures above collective wellbeing, and
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the directive of profit-maximisation over and above everything else. It is when our individual and
collective activities celebrate and resonate with these life-enabling activities that we become an
instrument of all that is good in this world. The flip-side of this statement is that when our manmade rules conflict with the rules of nature and do not synchronise with them, then we in effect
become instruments of all that is evil in this world.
I no longer see God as a distant entity out there that arbitrarily intervenes when it is spiritually
expedient. I now accept as testament His ever-present nature in the life-supported workings of the
universe which is the bedrock of all that is good. In the same light, I do not believe in an evil
force out there that compels us to hurt ourselves, each other and the earth. I now accept that it
is ignorance, in the sense of lack of knowledge of this life-supporting and operating system of the
universe, that is the foundation of all that is evil.
When good things happen, it is because our actions are tuned in to this fundamental vibration
of the universe, and when bad things happen, it is because we are out of tune with the harmonies
and beautiful symphonies that this vibration creates. It is precisely in that respect that evil arises,
it is precisely in that respect that when our credit creation system is not used for the public good,
it becomes corrupted and becomes an instrument of private evil. It is also in that respect when the
love of money leads to the destruction of the lives of individuals, communities and planet that it
now becomes the root of all kinds of evil.
It is as if we have downgraded the operating system of our planet to one based on man-made
rules, human constructs if you may, that creatively destroys that which is good in its wake. It is in
that precise sense of regression that when bad things happen, this cannot be attributed to divine
punishment, for which there is none, but to human consequences of this ignorance, of which there
is plenty. It is when we become separated and out of sync with the life force of the universe, we sin,
and it is when we reconnect and harmonise our mind, heart, soul and spirit with this life force, that
we repent of our maladaptive ways and become saved from future transgressions. We are no longer
guided by ignorance but by verifiable knowledge of the true magnanimous potential and wisdom
of forgiveness and reconciliation. When we acknowledge we have erred and become disconnected
and fragmented from ourselves, each other and the planet, and want to become whole again, and
endeavour NOT to repeat the errors of our ignorant ways, will we be saved from repeating those
same transgressions over and over again. That is the power of Amazing Grace!!!
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Interestingly, I saw an interview by Sir David Frost with Archbishop Desmond Tutu yesterday
that served as the inspiration for this article. Like him, in many ways I feel “God-pressed” to
write and speak out on the saving graces of healthier living, be it physical, mental, social, spiritual,
political and economics. He was the spiritual leader behind the struggle against apartheid in South
Africa. What I had sensed before but which I now know is amazingly true, is that his struggle and
that of his people was that against “separateness” which is the meaning of the word “apartheid.” His
people were separated from each other, and their political and economic system was separated from
the life-supporting and enabling principles that propels our universe forward. His struggle and that
of his people should now be the rallying cry in the wilderness of ignorance for better understanding
and more productive, healthier ways of reconnecting with ourselves, each other and the planet. His
modus operandi of preaching the wisdom of Truth and Reconciliation should be now globalised and
be able to touch now the heart, minds, souls and spirits, not only of the least among us, but above
all, those at the top of our economic and political ladders, who have it in their power to change
course and get their bearings straight, as they realign their policies and rules of engagement as we
ask for forgiveness, and repair our relationships with ourselves, each other and the planet, as we
help forge a path forward now, now confident that these same rules of engagement is coherent and
now no longer in conflict with that of the universe.
What should inspire us on now is what has inspired Archbishop Desmond Tutu then, and still
continues to do so now. When asked, he said:
“What is it that inspires me? Well, it is the knowledge that there is a God who actually
does care, and strangely, this God who is omnipotent is also impotent. This God has
extraordinarily said, “Look, I have created you, and I have created you to be a person, a
person who is someone who is a moral agent who can choose between good and bad.” God
cannot intervene to stop us from making the bad choices. So how does evil end? Evil is
going to end when there are those among God’s creatures who want to collaborate with
God and the forces of good to end the evil. Actually the God I have come to believe in is
a God who invests more in the saving of sinners than in the celebration of the good.”
He answered magnanimously when asked, “When you heard someone talking about what evil they
had done, did you find it difficult not to hate those people?”:
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“No. One of the things we kept having to remember, was, you know that saying, “There,
but for the grace of God, go I.” You see, you couldn’t be hoity-toity. You didn’t know,
if you had been exposed to the same circumstances, the pressures and the influences that
that particular person had had, do you know that you wouldn’t have turned out as they
had turned out? Many of them, I think not all of them, most of them, were genuine
when they turned and asked for forgiveness from their victims. They were not required
to do that. So it was an incredible privilege to have been part of this, to be – wounded
healers, wounded healers. All of us, and we are realising it now more and more, during
this period, that we are a wounded people.”
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39 The Irresistible Power of Unarmed Truth
Posted on August 8, 2015
“I think that if the beast who sleeps in man could be held down by threats – any kind of
threat, whether of jail or of retribution after death – then the highest emblem of humanity
would be the lion tamer in the circus with his whip, not the prophet who sacrificed himself.
But don’t you see, this is just the point – what has for centuries raised man above
the beast is not the cudgel but an inward music: the irresistible power of
unarmed truth, the powerful attraction of its example. It has always been assumed that
the most important things in the Gospels are the ethical maxims and commandments.
But for me the most important thing is that Christ speaks in parables taken from life, that
He explains the truth in terms of everyday reality. The idea that underlies this is that
communion between mortals is immortal, and that the whole of life is symbolic because
it is meaningful.”

Boris Pasternak

Lately, in my attempt to come to grips with the root causes of many of our financial, social and
ecological crises, I have been drawn over and over again to our dysfunctional neoliberal economic
system, and at its core was a grave misunderstanding of the role of money, debt and the banking
system and how they play pivotal roles in the mis-allocation of goods and services in our economy.
Two sources that have been very instrumental in my new-found worldview are: Where Does Money
Come From? and Modernising Money: Why Our Monetary System is Broken and How it Can be
Fixed.
Yesterday, I came across a video of a presentation by Herman Daly on “Ecological Economics
for an Ecological Civilization,” which was a plenary address for a conference entitled “SEIZING
AN ALTERNATIVE: Toward an Ecological Civilisation.” What piqued my interest was that this
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conference was co-organised by Dr. John B. Cobb, Jr, who is “one of the most pre-eminent North
American theologians of the twentieth century”. It was during this presentation, that I discovered
the phrase “The Irresistible Power of Unarmed Truth” and my search for its origin led me to the
above captioned quote.
This then led to an avalanche of questions in my mind that served to connect the dots in many
different areas of enquiry which I would like to share in this blog article. In the spirit of Hegel, I
have attempted to see how far I can go by using its anti-thesis, “The Resistible Weakness of Armed
Falsehoods” in all of their manifestations, be it political, economical and social, to create a synthesis
of the ideas, which will be my focus here.
Here are the questions in the order that they arose which I will present in the tradition of Socrates:
1) Given my acceptance that our economic theories and religions are basically human
cultural constructs, is there any connection between the two?
2) If neoliberal economics externalised the social and environmental costs in their models
and analysis, and ecological economics endeavours to internalise them, can a compelling
argument be made that neoliberal economics is based on Old Testament theology which
is buttressed by an exclusive ethnic philosophy, whereas ecological economics is based on
New Testament theology which now rests on an all-inclusive universal philosophy?
3) Given that Hinduism, like Judaism, is an exclusive ethnic religion, could my attractions also to Buddhism be in any way related to the fact, that like Christianity, it is also
an all-inclusive universal religion?
4) Given that Jesus’ provocative act of turning over the tables of the moneychangers
in the temple during Passover was the singular act that resulted in his execution by the
political and religious authorities of his time, does this in anyway give us some insights
into the pivotal role played by the moneychangers in the society back then, and the role
they play in ours now?
5) Is the fact that many of the most influential economists and bankers of the recent
past are of Jewish descent have any bearing on the worldview that would be brought to
our economic theories and models, and determine whether they could be biased towards
exclusivity versus inclusivity?
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6) Is the Zionist programme of creating an ethnic state based on exclusivity in an interconnected world that was rich in history involving peoples of many different background
the root cause of most of the problems in the Middle East?
7) If the premise of my article on REPARATIONS is correct that it was the private
banking system that is more responsible for slavery than the governments of Europe,
can a similar argument be made about the Holocaust in Germany? This then begs the
question – if we can follow the money, can we unravel who aided and abetted Hitler in
his scheme?
8) If this is the case, was the Holocaust a false flag operation, and if not, was the inaction
by the West and its complicity in the Zionist programme a form of guilt assuage, that is
responsible for the plight and disenfranchisement of the Palestinians? Has this effected
the creation of an apartheid state in their homeland, and can this act be justifiable on
any grounds?
(Please play the clip below to hear Archbishop Desmond Tutu’s take on the settlement
issues in Israel.)
https://youtu.be/r3yxFzs73Ss?t=2476
9) If our misunderstanding and misrepresentation of the private banking system and its
pivotal role in credit creation is the root cause of our modern failings, as it pertains to our
financial, social and environmental crises, is the collusion between bankers, cooperations,
economists, and governments an “armed falsehood” which is a weakness that can and
should be resisted?
10) Can the financial, social and environmental crises be reconciled as adaptive responses
to maladaptive, dysfunctional and flawed banking theories, economic models and theological world views? If exclusivity has been built into our theories, models and world views,
are we surprised that inequality, poverty, addiction, crime and war are rampant?
11) If that is the case, then why can’t the “irresistible power of the unarmed truth” of
interconnectedness between us all, all sentient life, the bio-and litho-spheres, and the
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next generations, be able to pull us back from the brink of social, financial and ecological
collapse and degradation to help us create a more just and sustainable world where we
can all thrive, and not just survive?
This inconvenient truth for many should serve as the catalyst that would allow us to transition
from neoliberal economics to ecological economics as the upgraded operating system of our Mother
Earth and Father Sky, as we turn away from rule and divide in the name of exclusivity to one
based on lead and unite now in the name of inclusivity. Jesus’ vision of a heaven here on earth
where he encouraged us to turn the other cheek, forgive our enemies, forgive others of their debt
as we forgive our debtors should be our guiding light to this “unarmed truth;” – this truth, guided
by God’s Grace, which is LOVE personified in our interactions with ourselves, our neighbours, our
environment, all sentient beings, and the generations to come.
We should no longer be kept back by the Old Testament ideologies and get bogged down on
arguments on arguments of interpretations, and move forward with confidence in modelling and
fashioning our education, cultural, banking, economic and geopolitical systems based on bringing
harmony and balance back into the fore guided by an all-inclusive global truth and reconciliation
exercise fermented and distilled out of an abundance of love and forgiveness.
Too many lives, communities and resources have been wasted in the vain attempt to prop-up
and arm the prevailing falsehoods of separateness, with their entitlements and exclusivities! The
“highest emblem of humanity should no longer be the lion tamer in the circus with his whip” but
“the prophets who sacrificed themselves” to expose this “inward music.”
“Are we beginning to commend ourselves again? Or do we need, like some people, letters
of recommendation to you or from you? You yourselves are our letter, written on our
hearts, known and read by everyone. You show that you are a letter from Christ, the
result of our ministry, written not with ink but with the Spirit of the living God, not on
tablets of stone but on tablets of human hearts.
Such confidence we have through Christ before God. Not that we are competent in
ourselves to claim anything for ourselves, but our competence comes from God. He
has made us competent as ministers of a new covenant—not of the letter but of the
Spirit; for the letter kills, but the Spirit gives life.” – 2 Corinthians 3:1-6 (NIV)
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40 “AS FAR AS WE CAN DETERMINE:”
HELPING TO PUT THE BHS SAGA
INTO PROPER PERSPECTIVE
Posted on August 11, 2015
Before I begin, I would like to state for the record that this is my opinion in my personal capacity
as a concerned citizen and as an alumnus of the BHS, and not as a member of the Medical Board,
Medical Association, or Ministry of Health. Given that I was vocal before and that I was one of the
four on the arbitration committee, I feel it is my duty now to put in writing, for the record, some
of my thoughts on the NIOSH report now that it has been made public.
My major concern in all of this was, is and will always be the health and safety of the students
and teachers at the institution. Being a medical doctor, it was imperative that the root cause of
the symptoms of the students and teachers at the BHS be diagnosed, so that remedial action could
be taken, if possible, so the grounds could be reoccupied again, if possible, without any recurrence
of the same complaints from the students and teachers that prompted this saga in the first place.
For me at least, before, during and after the arbitration exercise, the foremost issue was the
intermittent detection of hydrogen sulphide gas (H2S) by the CARIRI team. Although CARPHA
subsequently claimed that the levels were within the safe limits according to international standards,
CARIRI’s data of spikes at certain locations and at certain times required an explanation, which
was not “determined” by CARPHA then and which I hoped would have been “determined” by the
NIOSH team now, this in light of similar official reports of similar symptoms being reported and
associated with H2S at other schools in the region and overseas. (Please see: Several students
complain of sickening smell a week after Central High School campus reopens, Executive Summary
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Operation Breath Easy II, Parents at Boulder’s Casey Middle: Shut school down until gas problem
fixed, Teacher surveys, air quality monitoring show few concerns at Boulder’s Casey Middle School
and Investigation of an Outbreak of Unusual Skin Rash at a New School.)
Here were some of my thoughts on this thorny issue of H2S gas which were posted on the SKList
on June 12, 2015:
“I was having a conversation with one of my patients recently about the BHS situation.
He is over 90 years old so I gathered he would know what the site was used for before the
BHS was built, and he told me it was an estate where the effluent from the sugar factor
was dumped. I am not able to corroborate this, but if this is accurate, does anyone know
what the effluent consisted of (sewage or other chemicals), and would over the years
there have been interactions with the sewage system contributing to episodic release of
H2S?
The question is how do we go about investigating this? If the soil is contaminated, do we
need to discard the soil on the grounds, replenish and rebuild? I am eagerly awaiting the
NIOSH report. I hope they took the required soil samples and did the requisite continuous
air testing. Given the episodic release of H2S found from CARIRI’s report, anything less
than continuous air testing will be inconclusive.
Although the volcanologists have ruled out a geological source for the H2S and symptoms,
I am still not convinced again given the lack of continuous measurements.
At a minimum, if we are serious in finding a causative factor, we have to have continuous
measurement over a period of months to years, to make any definitive conclusions. Also,
if there are dynamic interactions with the sewage system and the soil to produce the H2S,
testing when the school is closed and sewage systems not being used, may produce false
negative results.
Continuous testing should have been ongoing when the students were there to delineate
any pattern or lack there off. I am not sure what this would mean going forward. Also,
I hope continuous monitoring of symptoms at the WHS is still ongoing to determine if
the symptoms are environment, host or agent specific, i.e related to the site or related to
the students and teachers.
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We need to have wider consultations with stakeholders in bringing closure to this issue.
This should not be a political issue, as the health and safety of our students and teachers
is a public health issue. More resources should have been provided by the Ministries of
Health to do the continuous monitoring of symptoms and monitoring of air and quality
of soil, if we are serious about these matters.”
In a follow-up email on the SKNList that day, I continued:
“This issue may be bigger than the BHS. If the wider area was part of the estate, where
exactly was the dumping of the effluent located? Was it concentrated near the BHS?
What about the surrounding area? Until we do a comprehensive analysis of the grounds
and the environs, we will never find out.
We have a high incidence of cancers, infertility, and allergic conditions in St. Kitts. It
would be interesting to see if attendance at the BHS can be epidemiologically linked to
these health issues. There are other possibilities. (I also attended the BHS so I also
have vested interest in finding out the answer to these questions.) Until we are able to
fund epidemiological studies of this kind, we will continue to speculate and get nowhere.
Hopefully, the Ministry of Health is willing to reach out to our regional institutions and
engage them in a long-term study to determine the causes of these important health
issues. As a colleague always tells me, it takes cash to care. I hope we can prioritise our
cash flow to deal with this most important issue.”
That was about two months ago.
Having read and studied the NIOSH report, here are some observations that were made:
1) The school was unoccupied during their evaluation.
2) They saw visible water stains in some buildings, which suggested past or current
water infiltration, this at a time when we are experiencing a very dry spell with minimal
rainfall, and possible under conditions not representative of the time when the school
was occupied.
3) This was an INDOOR environmental quality evaluation, although some of the PREVIOUS concerns were related to 1) high H2S spikes at several OUTDOOR locations, and
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2) contaminated soil possibly related to malfunctioning sewage and soak-away pits, some
of which were even discovered after the CARIRI and CARPHA reports.
4) H2S was measured only in ONE location in the chemistry laboratory over a short
period of time.
5) They highlighted other variables, which were not considered in the previous reports,
such as temperature, relative humidity and mechanical ventilation issues (although these
were assessed when the classrooms were UNOCCUPIED).
6) They advised to “STOP ANY ADDITIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL AIR SAMPLING
AND PROPOSED SOIL SAMPLING FOR BACTERIA.”
7) Given the non-specific symptoms of the students and teachers and a “smoking gun”
agent was not found during their evaluation, they focused primarily on a hierarchy of
controls approach, from engineering controls such as proper and adequate mechanical
ventilation, moisture/mould mitigation and pest control, to administrative ones.
8) They encouraged a proactive approach with collaboration among administrators and
employees and provided links to official documents on mould issues and its mitigations.
Initially, on first reading, I was disappointed that the evaluation was not as comprehensive and
extensive as I had expected for an international body, as I thought more continuous monitoring of
the air quality, not only indoors but outdoors along with soil sampling were warranted to get to the
bottom of it all, to determine if it was safe to RE-OCCUPY. Also, they were making inferences on
readings that occurred when the school was not occupied and hence the integrity of the sewage and
soak-away system were not operational and “stressed.” Also the temperature and relative humidity
may become much higher than recorded when you have warm and sweaty bodies in a room with
inadequate ventilation.
Having read other evaluation reports at other schools and the challenges involved, and knowing
from my professional practice in medicine that many nonspecific clinical symptoms and signs have
causes that are multifactorial in nature, involving host, agent and environmental factors, I have
now come to accept the WISDOM of the report in focusing LESS on the host and agents which
we may not be able to identify and control, and focusing MORE on the environment which we
should be able to control. I have also been seeing similar complaints, but with not as much scrutiny
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as the BHS, from other schools and other institutions, and successfully dealing with mould and
ventilation issues were what I most recollect were able to alleviate the intensities and frequencies of
their symptoms and signs.
To do continuous indoor and outdoor air quality and soil analysis is going to be costly, and is
going to take resources from other areas, which could have been used for more essential services.
Given that there are infrequent episodes of H2S spikes and mould infestations that may have been
responsible for the unpredictable timings and severity of the symptoms, a proper ventilation system
and proactive approach for water leakage and mould infestations buttressed by a more trusting and
collaborative approach among all stakeholders appear to be the most cost-effective and prudent way
forward.
As a medical doctor, when I see a challenging patient that has become a diagnostic dilemma, I
always ask myself two questions: 1) Why this patient and why now? and 2) Are we dealing with
individual, situational or systemic factors?
Looking at the responses on social media to the NIOSH report, it appears that many are of the
opinion that the answers to the two questions above are political in nature, since a “smoking gun”
agent has not been found, and they are now claiming that the teachers, students and the present
government were probably creating mountains out of mole hills of nonspecific symptoms for political
gain. I have also been accused of being complicit in this scheme.
I beg to differ. Although there may have been political fallout due to this being a major issue
of national importance, which no doubt it was and still is, many infrastructural and community
deficiencies have been identified and addressed along the way, as it pertained to mould, the sewage
system, soil contamination, ventilation and preventative-maintenance issues, that have had major
bearings not only on the BHS, but should have bearing in ALL institutions inclusive of other schools
and public government buildings. As a citizen and a medical practitioner, I have learnt many things
along the way, and although, “AS FAR AS WE CAN DETERMINE,” no “smoking-gun agent” was
identified, a “smoking-gun” environment, of high temperatures and relative humidity in a culture
of inadequate and improper mechanical ventilation and preventative maintenance, was identified in
this report.
Why the BHS out of all institutions? It is possible that being the biggest school in the Federation,
it would have produced the largest number of students, and would have been the figurative canary
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in the coal mine to cause a significant amount of people developing symptoms to warrant attention
and investigation.
Why now, and not 10 years ago, or 10 years from now? First, given global warming and climate
change, the relative temperatures and humidity may have changed favouring faster growth and
spread of mould and their possible toxins. Secondly, given the malfunctioning sewage and soak-way
pits, and the overcapacity of the school (where 800 students and 80 teachers were on a compound
“designed to house 300 students”), leakage of sewer gas and soil contamination was inevitable, and
it was only a matter of time. Also we did not have a preventative-maintenance policy at this
institution, or as a matter of fact, any other. It must also be noted that most of these investigations
were done after significant remedial action were taken, and coming to the conclusion that “nothing
was wrong” in the first place, is like cleaning a crime scene after the event, and finding no evidence
afterwards, and then claiming no crime was committed in the first place. This is at best disingenuous
and at worst very, very dangerous and unforgiving.
Thirdly, it is possible that we are getting an increase in susceptible individuals now, which is
more than what it was in the past. Given the fact that overweight and obesity is on the increase,
and our diet and lifestyles are become unhealthy, I would not be surprised if some of the increase in
complaints may be due to increasing hypersensitivities to common allergens like moulds and other
toxins in the environment.
Fourthly, and most important of all for me, issues of national importance like this spilled over into
the political spheres, where it should not have gone, simply because of the absence of a viable and
functioning Medical Association at the time. Our profession should shoulder some of the blame.
Given the frustrations of the students and teachers, and our absence, to whom they could have
turned to for support and help to MEDIATE and address their medical concerns, the government
of the day was forced to stand their ground, and the opposition had no choice but to lend their
weight in defiance of the stance taken. This is only one health issue of public importance, which
our medical fraternity has disgraced themselves and has embarrassingly dropped the ball, as we
should have been involved from day one, to prevent this national public health issue from becoming
a political one.
If civil society do not rise to the occasion and advocate for issues, be they medical, legal, policing
or ecclesiastical in nature, then inevitably the issues sooner of later will become political ones. We
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should not blame the politicians for failing because of lack of effort on our part. The sooner we
realise that we in civil society are the engines of harmony, conflict resolution and sustainability, the
better we as a nation will be. (I am happy to report that we have revived our Medical Association
since late last year, in our effort to become more accountable to our communities, which we have
come back home to serve.)
The million-dollar question now (pardon the pun) is where do we go from here? It is hoped that
all stakeholders would read and reflect on this NIOSH report, as they are the foremost agency of
occupational safety and health in the world. They have provided a roadmap to guide us in plotting
a way forward. Although many things were said on the political platform, an honest discussion of
the real costs and benefits of either reoccupying or relocating needs to be readdressed. Hopefully, we
can begin to rebuild trust in our schools and among its administration again, so that any decision
taken in going forward will be done in the best interests of our students and teachers.
In the spirit of goodwill, transparency and accountability, and with God’s blessings, hopefully
we can create and nurture open channels for sharing of verifiable information for a healthier and
safer working and learning environment, so that we can recreate a conducive environment built once
again on the PRINCIPLES of mutual respect, mutual caring, and above all, mutual trust, and be
once again true to our founding motto, “PRINCIPIA NON HOMINES”
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41 Who is victimising whom?
Posted on August 14, 2015
In one of my previous blog articles entitled Constitutional boundary changes – only the tip
of the gerrymandering iceberg (18), I identified three types of gerrymandering in addition to
gerrymandering of the constituency boundaries. I wrote:
“Having listened to the [former] Prime Minister’s monthly press conference yesterday
(July 24, 2013), it dawned on me that what was being discussed was only the tip of the
proverbial iceberg, which I would call constitutional gerrymandering . Deeply submerged and entangled in the whole discussion are three other layers of implicit gerrymandering, that are more malleable and more cunning and serve the bidding of unscrupulous
leaders while at the same time absolving them of all culpability. Let me explain.
The first layer I will call institutional gerrymandering , which deals with the appointments of persons to crucial positions of influence where they are charged with safeguarding the integrity of the institutions, and by extension the trust of the people for whom
they were appointed to serve. It is no secret that the Heads of the Commissions, the
National Assembly and the State, Directors of Boards, Directors of Audit, Permanent
Secretaries and high-level managers of the Civil Service are more likely to be compromised or conflicted and be more partisan and more likely than not to act in the vested
interest of their incumbent leaders, rather than the people they were appointed to serve.
Some may say that many of them were appointed on party loyalty rather than merit,
and for many “the person does not fit the post.” Many say that having weak managers in
positions of influence allows the ultimate chief civil servant unbridled power and elbow
room to micromanage, to serve his/her vested interests with the unintended consequence
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of unproductivity, inefficiencies and wasted resources. And some feel that this is the root
cause of not only our fiscal debt, but also of our social, moral and spiritual debts.
The second layer I will call electoral gerrymandering , which is less subtle and deals
with people voting where they do not live, padding of voters list and voters boxes, bribing
people for support and votes with jobs, contracts, houses and lands, and last but not least,
the disenfranchisement of the resident citizens by their votes being debased by overseas
voters who do not have to live with the potentially negative consequences of the policies of
the winning party. I do not have to say more regarding how the managers of the electoral
processes from registration to counting votes are already infected with the institutional
gerrymandering bug mentioned above.
The last layer is the most pervasive and the most sinister and I will call it cultural/ideological
gerrymandering , as the mindset of our people and the narratives of our land are manipulated for political advantage, and this is what we are seeing right now being played
out in all of its tainted glory. Here we are seeing the battle lines being drawn between
serving party over serving country, between the rule of men (and lawyers) over the rule
of law, between the letter of the Constitution over the spirit of the Constitution, between
political tribalism over national unity, or to sum it all up, between the people in power
over an empowered people.”
Truth be told, gerrymandering is a form of corruption, in which the rules of society, a public good,
is manipulated for private or political gains. One can make the claim that when leaders abuse their
power of trust and undermine the integrity and trustworthiness of our public institutions for private
and political gains, then in a real sense the real victim is civil society. Hence politicalisation of the
civil service and by extension its corruption, in turn results in the victimisation of us all.
This issue of political victimisation has been banded around ad nauseum on the political platform
and social medium, and I believe it is time now to expose the belly of this victimisation beast. The
discussions on the SKList, when substantive and informative, have been a wellspring of ideas and
inspiration for me, and I want now to share some of the exchanges with you.
Here is an excerpt from Mr. Joseph Hughes, a respected lawyer, to whom I have to give the most
credit for opening my eyes to the root cause of this political victimisation. On September 23, 2014,
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he wrote:
“I am never in favour of victimising anybody. However, both parties have unclean hands
in this regard! Do you think Unity would be comfortable working with all the top Labour
party supporters in the civil service such as permanent secretaries etc ?
The model that we inherited from Britain said that civil servants should not openly engage
in politics. This has been observed more in the breach than in the observance. Each side
conveniently point to the rule when it suits their purpose.
Maybe, if both sides would chose persons to fill positions based on competence
as opposed to political allegiance, there would not be the need to clean house
whenever there is a change of government.“
To which I replied:
“Mr. Hughes, I think you smacked it right on the head!!! This is the core issue of why
we are in this mess. The civil service and the guardians and stewards of our institutions
of governance should be chosen on their merit and qualifications and not on political
allegiances. It is interesting that “victimisation” would never have been said
to occur if civil servants and these stewards and guardians were apolitical.
Even more, the loyalty and the patriotism we would have had to our country would
have been stronger, and I am a hundred percent sure that as a nation we would have been
stronger, more productive, and more caring and loving. We would not have had a divisive
civil service, lawless parliament, and compromised and corrupted electoral system.
The fact that we are in these difficult situations today is a testament to the fact that
the leaders who engage in weakening and corrupting these institutions of governance
are more concerned about their political ascendancy and less about our country and by
extension our people.”
So in a real sense, by gerrymandering and corrupting the civil service, not only do we victimise
civil society by denying them of the best public servants, we also victimise and hamstring future
administrations to govern the affairs of the state as efficiently and effectively as possible, as 1) we
may not have the best technocrat or administrator in positions of trust, and 2) if the technocrat or
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administrator put political allegiance above national service, they may by their acts of commission
or omission, sabotage the implementation of government’s policy and agenda.
So next time you hear the word victimisation on the political platform or see it on social media, ask
yourself these questions. Who has encouraged some of the best and brightest among us to become
blinded by political allegiance and political ambitions rather than to use their gifts and talents in
the genuine service of our people? Who, as chief public servant, failed to safeguard the integrity
of the civil service, constitution, electoral process, SIDF, CBI and other public resources, and have
undermined the full physical, emotional, social and spiritual growth, resilience and development of
civil society? In short, we have to ask: WHO WAS VICTIMISING WHOM?
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42 My response to the attacks of my
credibility as a medical doctor on social
media
Posted on August 15, 2015
Yesterday, an article, penned by a “Perry Liburd” entitled Bichara Sahely Has Lost His Credibility
As A Medical Doctor, got my attention when it was posted to the timeline of my Facebook page by
a “Franz Archibald.” I was honoured by a former minister of government who even liked and shared
this posting on his own Facebook page twice, a person whom I knew very well (or so I thought). I
subsequently removed it from my timeline after it raised some concerns among my family members
at home and abroad, especially after making reference to my wife in that article. Also I have been
attacked by other individuals on social media, and have been described as “dangerous”, a hypocrite,
that I “should go and drop down dead”, all of this in the wake of an article I wrote entitled “AS FAR
AS WE CAN DETERMINE:” HELPING TO PUT THE BHS SAGA INTO PROPER
PERSPECTIVE (40). To make things very interesting, they even went as far as stating that I
am not a scientist, and that I was not qualified to comment in my capacity as a medical doctor on
environmental and microbiological concerns that may have a bearing on the health and safety issues
of the students and teachers at the Basseterre High School. For those who question my integrity and
would like more information on my credentials to make up your mind, please take time to peruse
my CV here.
I have been dubbed a political activist just because I have in the past, and will continue to do in the
future, risen to the occasion and called out unprincipled behaviour that have consequences for the
physical, mental, social and spiritual well-being of our nation. You cannot have a social conscience
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and remain silent in the midst of issues that in your opinion may have detrimental consequences to
the community you have grown up with and come to love. I have always proclaimed, and my blog
articles and postings on the SKNList are there in the open for all to see, that I am not partisan to any
person or party, but I am very much partisan to the higher principles of transparency, accountability,
equity and good governance. I carry no brief for any political party, and will always cherish my
independence to speak on issues I am knowledgable about, for the sake of raising more awareness,
understanding, and appreciation of the strengths and weaknesses of the issues themselves, so that
we can do better for ourselves and each other. We are our brother and sister’s keeper, and if we
don’t think and act as a family, looking out for each other’s best interest, then we are only family
in name only.
I do not claim to be omniscient, and yes, I do err, so if there is any factual information that
can be provided to refute any of my claims, I would be the first person to thank you and stand
corrected, as it is in my best interest to be told where my mental blocks, blind spots and deficiencies
are, as it is in these discoveries that I am able to grow and develop and contribute more back to
my community. So I welcome different points of views and attacks on points I raise, as I seldom
back down from engaging in such a debate. However, I am not going to engage anyone on any stage
who would engage in character assassinations of me or my family, as that is disrespectful and would
open the door for more mud-slinging in which I refuse to participate.
So why did I get involved in the first place, and open up myself and my family to attack, knowing
fully well the politically toxic environment we live in today? Well, simply put, it is my hope for a
better and brighter St. Kitts-Nevis for one and all. If I don’t speak up and out, who will? I would
have hoped that more and more concerned citizens who live here would have been able to do so
and helped to build a stronger civil society, so that the discussions and discourse of the day in our
homes, workplaces, and communities, offline and online, would have become less and less political
and divisive, and more and more civil and unified around nation building.
With regards to the CARPHA, CARIRI and NIOSH reports, I was NEVER challenging the
findings, conclusions or recommendations of the reports themselves. What I was challenging was
the “very dangerous” conclusions by the now opposition that “nothing was wrong with the school
in the first place”, and the insinuation that these investigations may not have been needed after
all, and the entire BHS saga was “manufactured” by the now government when in opposition for
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political gain. This is farthest from the truth!
Let me make it clear for all concerned that the situation of clinical symptoms and signs may
have been grossly under-reported as for each person who were emboldened to speak out and come
forward for medical reasons, there were probably many more who hid their symptoms (albeit milder
in nature) for fear of political retribution. I know of one person who is a very strong Labour
supporter who had similar symptoms at another institution as a result of mould, who was hesitant
in handing in a medical report to the administrator, obviously because of fear of possible political
consequences. I went as far to seek advice from our chief technocrat.
Secondly, if nothing was wrong with the school, one must ask why all these recommendations
after each report? I did not see anywhere in those reports that politics was a contributing factor. If
this was a possible hoax for political gains, why was this not intimated by the professionals? I have
no doubt that there may have been psychological factors involved, as anxiety and stress can also
exacerbate the symptoms. Lost in this conversation are the fears, concerns, hopes and aspiration
of those who have “skin in the game” – the students, parents and teachers of the BHS. If you live
overseas and do not have a relative who goes to the school, or you do not have an intimate knowledge
of the data and findings of these investigations, how can you make an honest and sincere assessment
and make any judgement whatsoever on the situation of the BHS? Before you start to question my
credibility, it would be best to answer this question for yourself!
Interestingly, a colleague of mine who ran in the last elections made a comment when he was at
JNF as it pertained to many patients with “trivial” complaints seeking attention and overwhelming
our emergency room. In the discussion that ensued in finding solutions, he got up and reminded us
that the reality may be that to us, the complaints may be trivial, but in the mind of our patients
who seek our service, the anxiety of not knowing what is going on with them, is very much real.
Just listening to and examining them and reassuring them that it was not as “life-threatening” as
they had feared, was therapeutic in itself, and he called upon us to be better communicators with
each other and our patients. Through out all of this, I had very much hoped he would have shared
this insight with his other colleagues and party leader, who we all know is also a medical doctor.
In a discussion with a friend, it was brought to my attention that “liability” issues may be at play
here, thus justifying the recommendation of no further testing by NIOSH. However, I accept the
wisdom of the recommendations of NIOSH on epidemiological grounds of enhancing the ventilation
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system in the schools, if we so choose to reoccupy, so as to mitigate and reduce any exposure
to possible toxic environmental agents, whether known or unknown, to susceptible individuals,
whether known or unknown. I also accept the wisdom of the present administration, if they so
choose with consultations with the students, parents and teachers, of relocating and building at
another location, and implementing in its entirety the recommendations of all the reports that have
gone before us thus far in its design and operations. They have agitated for guidance by local,
regional and international authorities. It would be disrespectful and akin to adding insult to injury
if the ordeal of the students and teachers over the past years did not become a catalyst for change,
not only of their learning environment, but also of the mindset of our communities, and moreover,
the quality of the discourse and engagement of our politicians. I am also looking more and more
favourably on the suggestion by Dwyer Astaphan that as a form of psychosociocultural therapy in
the healing of our nation, a brand new state-of-the-art school, built with technologies of the modern
information and communication age, is the better way forward. This has to be a collective decision
made not by one man or one party, but with significant input and feedback from all stakeholders.
I will leave you with the conclusions of a report entitled Investigation of an Outbreak of Unusual Skin Rash at a New School in the UK which I hope would provide a blueprint in helping
address current problems of a similar nature and any future health related issues in schools and the
workplace.
“The case-control study was inconclusive but helped eliminate a number of factors. The
cause of the rash remains unknown. On balance, the most likely explanation for
the phenomenon was suboptimal indoor air quality, possibly combined with
other airborne factors with a possible psychogenic amplification component.
The outbreak ended when the school broke up for the end of year holiday. Work was
carried out on the heating and ventilation system before the new term to try to optimise
the system and ensure better air exchange rates. A few new cases were reported in the
new term but the phenomenon did not persist. A more detailed air quality survey is
being considered to provide objective evidence of the adequacy of ventilation
and air exchange.“
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43 My Response to the Response to
Astaphan’s “Health Problems and
Solutions”
Posted on October 24, 2015
As many of you may or may not know, over the past years I have become very concerned about
the state of health of our Federation. For those of you who have taken the time to study my in-depth
article, The Secret to a Healthy Nation, you would have noticed that I have taken pains to document
in excruciating details where I think we are going, where our internal and external challenges lie,
and what we need to do to improve the physical, mental and social health of our nation. This article
was based on a speech I gave at Operation Rescue’s fundraiser on October 3, 2015.
What you may or may not know, is that Dwyer Astaphan is my cousin and also one of my
patients, whom I have grown to understand, appreciate, respect and love, as he is a kindred spirit
and deep thinker who is intimately familiar with the goings-on in the country and who is constantly
searching for how we as a people can improve our lot. He is uniquely positioned in this role as
he comes with a wealth of experience and understanding, being a former minister of government
and now a social activist. Although he has been fiercely critical of the previous administration of
which he was a member, and especially of their leader, his single minded focus was the betterment
of our people, from the least among us to those at the top. Although I have been sceptical of words
that come out of the mouth of politicians, be they past or present, our interactions over the years
have given me opportunities to discuss the good, bad and ugly in our Federation, and has given me
occasions to question his motives and expectations of us, and I can truly say he is one (ex)politician
I now trust.
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It is no secret that over the years I have been frustrated with the trajectory the health sector
was taking in terms of staffing and resources, and on many occasions, I would vent my frustration
and express my concerns. To my embarrassment, I can remember once, during a consultation with
Dwyer, I broke down in my office in tears exasperated by the enormity of the disconnect between 1)
what we technocrats and front line-workers knew and could achieve if we were given the right tools
and resources to succeed, and 2) the lack of foresight and initiatives by our policymakers back then
in helping us to succeed. There was an incident that occurred about three weeks ago that prompted
me again to vent my frustration in Dwyer’s presence, and I suspect this served as a catalyst that
moved him to publicly express my and his concerns via the social media in his article entitled,
Health Problems and Solutions.
I gathered that some of my colleagues were offended by some of the statements he made in the
article, and yesterday an opinion piece expressing some “disgust” at the article was posted entitled,
Response to Astaphan’s “Health Problems And Solutions.” Given that my venting in frustration
may have been the root cause of Dwyer’s article and the response it got, both on the ground and
in the social media, I feel it would be irresponsible of me to remain silent on a matter raised, and
it is in the light and spirit of more accountability and transparency that I am moved to elaborate
some more on the issue.
Firstly, with regards to the Cuban-trained doctors, I have worked with many of them over the
past decade and I can truly say that although a few of them have raised eyebrows and have become
a liability to our health system, and some are weak in their clinical acumen, there are many who
stand out out as exceptional in their drive, knowledge base and passion for the profession. One
Cuban-trained doctor that has stood out for me is Dr. Terrence Drew. He worked with me for some
months on the Medical Ward before going off to continue his post-graduate training in Internal
Medicine/Nephrology in the USA. As a matter of fact, I wrote one of his letters of recommendations,
and I had no reservations then, and no regrets now in having done so. My only disappointment was
that on completing his training in Internal Medicine, he chose to use his new skills in politics rather
than in the practice of medicine proper. I had expressed this to him, and he once remarked to me in
private that he felt that he would be able to be more of an asset to the health sector by being able
to help formulate policy at the top given his understanding of medicine, the challenges we faced,
and his exposure to the strengths and weaknesses in the health care systems, both in Cuba and the
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USA. I still feel that he was genuine and sincere in what he told me, and I honestly feel blaming
Dr Drew for the decisions he made to get involved in politics, is grossly misplaced. (Please see Dr.
Bichara Sahely Comments on Issue Regarding Internist at JNF Hospital.)
I gather from inside sources that his resignation and signing of contracts may have been done
in haste, and they may have been some legal issues and ramifications to his actions then, the
consequences of which he may not have fully appreciated. Being that as it may, I honestly feel that
not giving Dr Drew the opportunity to be part of the health team on the ground fully engaged in
the public sector, is a gross miscalculation that is compounding an initial error of judgement with
another. Many of us start off innocent, naive and impressionable, and make judgement calls that
were not wise in retrospect. We all have been there some time or the other, but many of us have
been given the opportunity to learn and grow from those experiences. It would be a gross waste
of human capital and resources if he is not given the opportunity to be formally engaged with the
public sector, and I am urging his supporters on his side and those on on the other side to pressure
the powers that be on both sides to do the right thing, and to encourage both parties involved to
put aside their political differences and reach a just solution, while acknowledging the lessons learnt
along the way.
With regards to Dwyer’s concern on the state of preparedness of the other Cuban-trained doctors,
it must first be said, as he acknowledged, that we are grateful to Cuba for opening their doors and
playing a major role in the provision of specialists to our nation, and the training of our locals in
the general and specialists fields. I have worked with many of them and I am pleased to say that
the relationship has been for the most part cordial and professional. The concern I have, and I
gather some of the Cuban-trained doctors also have, is that the majority of them have been trained
in primary health care as GPs and many of them are put in positions to work in areas that require
more specialist oversight and guidance. I do not question the drive and the desire to serve, but
what I question the most, is the desire and drive, by a few, to learn and communicate in order
to discover their weaknesses (which we all have), and the desire and drive to capitalise on their
strengths (which we all have too).
The policy makers and administrators in the Ministry of Health need to urgently do a needs
assessment and SWOT analysis to determine what our strengths and weaknesses are, where there
are opportunities for improvement, and what are the current and potential future threats to the
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health sector. We must also determine which areas need more specialty guidance and procure the
expertise where needed, and make sure that what the patients need for accurate diagnosis and
treatment are always available and accessible. We must make health preventative and promotion
strategies the foundation of any policies going forward, and this is a strength our Cuban-trained
graduates have brought to the table.
I have to keep reminding myself when I am put in compromising situations that my employers are
the taxpayers of the country (our patients) whom I am called upon to serve, and not the hospital
nor the government. If we are not our patients’ best advocates, I do not know who will be. It is
our duty and responsibility to serve our patients foremost by empowering them with knowledge and
skills, identifying barriers in their way, and above all, motivating them to live a healthier life guided
by responsible stewardship of their bodies, families and communities. It is the policy makers and
administrators duty and responsibility to equip us as best as they can with the tools and resources
so that we can serve our patients to the best of our abilities. Our job is not to make the life of our
administrators and policy makers easier, but it is, au contraire, the job of our policy makers and
administrators to make the life of us, the front-line workers, easier so that we can better serve our
patients. The sooner we are all on the same wavelength, I can guarantee the healthier our patients
will become, the happier and committed our health care providers will be, and the more rewarded
our politicians will be at the polls (although this should be a benefit, and not the driving force).
The incident that gave me reason to pause and take stock, and prompted me to vent my frustration
recently was the sudden and unexpected death of one of my private patients, and this one incident
have brought out all at once to the fore, for me at least, the major deficiencies in our health care
system. Dwyer has done an excellent job in his assessment and synthesis of my frustration over the
years, and although there were a few inaccuracies there and also in the response to his article, both
have thrown the spotlight on the breadth and depth of the challenges we faced and continue to face.
This is not a time to cast blame and create division among the medical fraternity, as now more
than ever, we need all hands on deck, if we are going to improve the standards of care and delivery
of health in our Federation. Let us learn from the mistakes of the past, capitalise on our strengths,
explore every opportunity for improvement, and deal swiftly and decisively with any threats, be it
at the bottom and at the top of the chain of delivery of this most essential service.
I will leave with you with a passage from an article I read many years ago, which helped connect
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the dots of understanding and reasonable expectations from all involved – including me, the health
care provider, along with the policy makers and the general public. It is a passage that grounds me
and I hope will 1) raise each one of us to a higher level of awareness, understanding and appreciation
of the challenges we face, and will 2) help each one of us empathise with the other as we begin to
understand each other’s role as we find the best solutions for all concerned.
Who is entitled to what? Healthc Financ Manage. 2003 Sep;57(9):74-7.
“The problem of allocating resources reaches beyond public policy in health care. Allowing
a physician to focus on the patient and a hospital to focus on who comes through the
hospital door lets them ignore what is going on down the street or across town.
That is not a criticism, but simply a recognition of reality. Our strengths are often our
weaknesses. The single-minded devotion of health providers to their patients makes them
inadequate judges of the total system. Lacking the luxury of individual focus, public policy
must consider the total moral landscape of public needs. That landscape has shifted in
the past 10 years as we have increasingly recognised that we cannot provide everything
to everybody. We must recognise that the macro-allocation of healthcare resources is not
the cumulative total of all individual care.
We cannot provide unlimited, unrestricted health care if we are paying limited taxes and
insurance premiums. Pooled resources are always limited resources. Once we honestly
admit that health care is not an open ended system, the whole dialogue changes. All
stakeholders cannot possibly optimise their care in a pool of limited resources. The
challenge is to make the public understand that this is not bad news.”
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44 Sexual Investment and Diversity
Foundation
Posed on November 1, 2015
Once upon a time, in a land not too far away and closer than you may think, there lived a
community of people who were in dire straights. They did not have the foresight and did not have
the commodities, goods and services to attract enough income to provide for their basic needs. One
day, a lawyer from outside came across one of the elders of the community, and he realised that
although they did not have commodities, goods and services to bring in foreign income, they can
provide sexual services of the highest quality which is always in great demand.
This elder lacked vision and had not invested in his people, and did not understand the gifts that
were bestowed on his community in terms of the richness of the soil, sand, sea and sunshine, and
the potential richness of the physical, mental, social and spiritual capital of his people, if he so chose
to help actualise.
He at once was wooed by this lawyer into the flow of financial income that would have resulted
if the sexual services of his people were capitalised on, and they set about hiring a marketing
consultant to manufacture credibility of the program. They began to advertise the dire straights
they were in, and that a contribution to their Sexual Investment and Diversity Foundation would
help the people become educated and help them provide for their basic needs, and once the clients
have undergone their due diligence checks to ensure they are not carrying any venereal diseases,
they can, if they so choose, be granted access to the services of an esteemed group. The marketing
consultant went to great pains to manufacture credibility of the program by insisting that the aim
was the procuring of the financial inflows so as to better the lot of the community, rather than the
selling of sexual experiences, and he assured the community that the bulk of the money would go
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to the community rather than the elders and founders of these services.
The community at first were a bit hesitant in taking the advise of this lawyer and marketing
consultant, but they realised that at that point in their history, and given the lack of vision and
foresight of their elders, they could not afford not to go along with this scheme. They
were able to convince themselves that they were not compromising their values and selling out their
patrimony, and that their founders were not pimping and debasing the community.
One day, one of the clients donated handsomely to the foundation, and unknown to the councillors,
he had picked up a new virus from his homeland, that was not tested in the batteries of due diligence
checks for venereal diseases. Eventually, he started to pass on this disease to the other members of
the establishment, and what was once coveted by outsiders became frowned upon and despised.
Interestingly, in the process, although the members of the community were prostituting themselves, the elders of the community scraped off most of the proceeds and hid them away from
the prying eyes of the community. The funds that were to serve the community evaporated, and
eventually the elders, lawyer and marketing consultant were banished from the community.
A new group of elders, lawyers and marketing consultant were then chosen by the community,
but instead of disbanding the Sexual Investment and Diversity Foundation, they persisted with
this scheme and suggested it would be better run, knowing fully well that they were still prostituting themselves and their people, as it was not the people and their development the clients were
interested in, but their sexual services.
The million dollar questions now are these! Can the elders and the community afford to
do otherwise? If not, why not? If we can do otherwise, how can we best invest in the richness
of our soil, sand, sun and sea and the physical, mental, social and spiritual capital of our people,
without prostituting ourselves to the highest bidder?
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45 Feature Address given at the Basseterre
High School Speech Day and Prize Giving
Ceremony on November 18, 2015
Posted on November 18, 2015
In 2004, I was honoured to be asked to give the Feature Address at your Speech Day and Prize
Giving Ceremony on the Theme, “Building on our accomplishments as we face the future with
confidence.” Please see: Feature Address given at the Basseterre High School Speech Day
and Prize Giving Ceremony 2004 (2). Over the past 11 years, much in the world has changed,
to the point that our knowledge base and skills set have left many of us unprepared for the challenges
of the world of today, thus making it very difficult for us to face the future with confidence, even
given the accomplishments of our past.
If we look at what happened after the global financial crisis of 2008, we would have discovered
that having a college or university degree does not in any way guarantee that we would be able to
use our talents and gifts in the areas of our choosing, and many of us are left disenchanted and
disillusioned about our prospects for the future. It can be very demoralising to spend about 20 or
so years of your life in school, specialising in a certain field, and to come back home and be told
that there is no job available and you end up working in areas where your full potential is not being
actualised.
What I hope to impress on you today is an approach to learning, or better yet, an approach to
life, that would help all of us to be well grounded and committed, no matter in what stage of life
we find ourselves, and no matter what this world of constant change throws our way.
Before doing so however, we must first ask ourselves what has changed, and why does it matter?
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If we look around us, and ask ourselves what has changed most over the past 10 years or so, we
would say, it is the mode and medium of information gathering and sharing with our friends, families
and communities. Our world has gotten flatter, smaller, more connected and our sense of space and
time has contracted significantly. Our ability to reach in quick time people from any where on the
globe, and our ability to search and find information of our choosing, no matter what the subject
area, is only a keystroke and a mouse click away.
To be more specific, we have Facebook, where we can share our ideas with the public and with
anyone we “friend”, we have Wikipedia that is a treasure trove of information that is constantly
updated in a transparent manner by anyone who has the time and expertise to share, and we have
Google, a web platform which provides the engine and search tools to find any information we want.
Even with YouTube, you can find courses online and videos that teach you how to do anything you
want and which allows you to engage in self-directed learning at the time and pace and place of
your choosing.
For example, as of late, I have become very interested again in mathematics and physics, and I
have emailed and gotten responses from some of the leading researchers in quantum mechanics, after
coming across their pre-print articles that are posted for free at arXiv.org. I have even posted some
of my ideas online on my blog site, and online databases, and have actually created a demonstration
project on Wolfram’s Mathematica site that is freely accessible to anyone in the world. Just google
my name and you will see what I mean.
Also I have created an online blog site for our weekly continuous medical education seminars
at JNF General Hospital, where I post presentations so that my colleagues in the Federation and
elsewhere can update their knowledge base on certain medical topics of interest, whether they are
able to come to the presentations or not. And as many of you may or may not know, I have another
online blog site, bsahely.com, in which I would put down my thoughts on any topic of interest that
comes my way, be it with regards to physics, medicine, religion and spirituality, and even law,
economics and politics. And I have gotten feedback both online and offline that has shaped my
worldview and my view of society, where we are, and where we need to go.
Interestingly, I can see how many hits I am getting on my blog posts, and the countries from
where they are being viewed.
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But what I have found, which is very troubling, is that although I have annotated my articles
with hyperlinks and references, the viewers are not clicking on the hyperlinks and taking time out
to explore the information in more detail to verify and validate the claims I am making!
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How do they know, given the rapidly changing landscape of knowledge and information, that
what I have written is credible and accurate, and how are they able to separate my perceived
facts from fiction? This has shown me that there is much work to be done, and that the online
readers are not exploring these tools of the information age to the maximum, and this is a skill
that needs to be learnt by us adults and taught to our students. We should as educators develop
the habit of validating all our claims with credible references, and if our leaders, be they parents,
teachers, guardians, and ministers of religion and politics, want their trust to be earned, the relevant
information that would be able to guide our life’s choices, needs to be freely accessible and available
to be verified and validated by those in our society with the necessary interests and skills. These
interests and skills cannot be enacted from the top-down, but must be cultivated from the bottomup and should be taught to our youth during their formative period of growth and development,
using those same tools of the information age referenced above.
So back to the classrooms of the past and today, and contrast this with the “cyber-classrooms”
of tomorrow. We will find that the digital and networked tools of this “cyber-classroom” called the
world-wide web, are constantly evolving and changing in an organic, participatory and collaborative
manner, in so far that you are able to add content and context to the collective of experiences out
there, and where you are also personally transformed by the collective at the same time.
What we traditionally now have are classrooms, which are very structured, in time, space and
syllabus, and reading material that may become obsolete by the time they are printed, where the goal
of a traditional education is for us as individuals to pass standardised quality control assessments,
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in order to manufacture competent workers for our civil service and private establishments. Even
during our standardised testing and assessments, collaborating and sharing of information may be
deemed cheating and is punishable by failure on the exam. Instead of actualising the diversity of
talents and potentials of our children, we end up extinguishing their passion for learning which can
only be fostered by experimentation, trial and error, and “learning from failure.” What we end up
doing instead, is instilling from early on, a school and work ethic geared towards conformity modelled
on a mechanical, “conveyer-belt” or “factory-line” industrial-age mentality, which is a model of the
past, which has outlasted its utility. This model of the past was built to function efficiently, to
maximise profits from its workers and to minimise costs, and not to create well rounded, caring,
empathic, and wholesome citizens. Given the potential for awe and wonder and the potential for
phenomenal growth and development, and more so, discovery, in the “cyber-classroom,” I always
wonder how the educators of today are able to compete for the attention of our students in our
traditional classrooms, given the dynamic new world of the “cyber-classroom”.
Given our competitive and changing world, how can we keep up and not be left in the dust of
this change? The answer lies in cultivating the imagination of our students and also our teachers, in
transforming today’s classroom from where, knowledge and skills are viewed as an end in themselves,
to where the learning process becomes the focus, where we have a new culture of learning, which is
now mentally challenging and fun, and based on sharing, collaboration, and above all, participation.
Not only would our students be learning what they are expected to learn, but they would learn the
skills of team work, conflict resolution, thinking critically, respectfully questioning authority, seeing
outside of the box, empathy, humility, and above all learning from each other. It is here where
diversity of experiences, thinking and approaches to life become better appreciated and liberated,
rather than being shackled by conformity and uniform thinking, which is the norm of today. Even
the free tools of the cyber-classroom such as Google, Wikipedia, YouTube, along with blog sites
such as WordPress, can be blended with the classroom lessons, where they are no longer viewed as
liabilities to the learning process, but are embraced as assets, that can help cultivate the minds,
hearts, souls and spirits of not only our students but that of our teachers as well.
We need not be afraid of these new technologies, but should embrace them. All tools are neutral,
and can be used for good or bad. That is where our job as educators come in, as facilitators to
help guide our students, to help set healthy boundaries, so that they can use these tools for good,
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to uplift, rather than be belittled by their peers, their family and their communities. As teachers,
we may be intimidated that our children have more experience than us in the use of the internet,
but that is not their fault, but ours. In order to help them connect and actualise their potential,
we have to also become familiar with this technology, and use it to maximise the effectiveness of
our lessons. So this becomes now a two-way learning process, where not only our students need to
cultivate their imagination in this world of constant change, but we the teachers need to do likewise.
Although the world is constantly changing, we need also to cultivate the imagination to tap into
a set of “unchanging” constants of life, which truth be told, are where our life’s greatest lessons
reside. It is these “unchanging” constants of life that are neglected and may be drowned out by
these technologies and have caused many of our generation and the previous ones to incorrectly label
them as distractions. Those “unchanging” constants of life are the NEED for belonging, the NEED
to connect, and the NEED to have meaning in our relationships and our work, and the NEED for
hope in the future. Let us all accept that these tools of the modern age are just that, tools, which are
means to an end, which is the cultivation of the imagination of finding that quintessential meaning
and that yearning for belonging and connection and hope in the future. It is here more than ever
before that we need to cultivate our imagination where we see ourselves now as one big family, no
longer divided by race, religion, sexual orientation, nationality or even our politics. Where each
one of us comes to the table with a plethora of diverse gifts and talents, so that we can collectively
capitalise on our strengths, improve on our weaknesses, take advantage of the opportunities and
mitigate the threats, all in the name of service to each other, our families, our communities and
the wider world. These information tools will help us to navigate our individual and collective life
journeys by increasing the depth and breadth of our connections and our engagement with ourselves
and each other.
Being a health care provider, I have even started to cultivate my own imagination as it pertains to
discovering the root causes of suffering and hardships in our communities and the wider world, and
to beginning to find solutions to these problems. What I have discovered is that our interconnected
world of the world-wide-web is just an external manifestation of an internal interconnected world
that has existed for billions of years. We are just taking the next step up in plugging our computers
and communication networks into this geological and biological web that sustains all life. We are
now beginning to appreciate that we are very much connected to the environment as we depend
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on clean air, clean water, clean soil, non-polluting energy sources and healthy and non-toxic food
for our physical health and wellbeing. Although we take our bodies for granted, we know that our
cells are networked together and are further interconnected to the higher networks of our tissues,
organs and our organ systems, and that the vitality or lack thereof of any of these interconnected
parts can also affect our physical, mental and social well-being. And finally, when we look at us
as individuals, we realise that socially, economically and politically, we are interconnected to each
other via the relationships in our families, our communities, and the rules and regulations of our
engagement, be they enshrined in our laws and trade agreements, be they at the level of our nation
state, region or international communities.
So everything is interconnected and networked with everything else, and the epiphany for me was
that responsible stewardship of these networks of relationships from within, around, and without,
IS the secret to creating a healthier, prosperous and thriving nation. It is in this same light, that
the information tools of the modern interconnected networks should be stewarded responsibly, and
be guided accordingly. We are now even beginning to connect our appliances to the internet, and
now the Internet of Things, that connects open-source software with 3D printing, is leveraging the
internet as it has now become the de facto great equalizer and accelerator making the localization
of the provision of goods and services, a force with which globalization must now reckon. Our
students must take advantage of these new technologies of sharing, collaboration and participation
to cultivate their imaginations in order to at least compete, and at best collaborate, in this globalised
world of constant and rapid change.
You may have noticed that I have used the term “cultivation of the imagination” tacitly many times
over without explicitly defining what I mean. We can compare the cultivation of the imagination
with that of the land. When a farmer begins to cultivate his land by sowing his seeds, he would soon
discover that if he uses a monoculture, he will be able to produce his crops and harvest them quickly
and efficiently, but what he would lack is the resilience and hardiness that comes with biodiversity.
Biodiversity is absolutely essential for a healthy ecosystem and some would argue it is vital for
long-term productivity of the land.
So it is with the imagination, where a monoculture of ideas and policies, and a lack of vision to
diversify our knowledge, skills and toolsets, will also impoverish our lives, and put all of us at risk,
when the world continues to change unpredictably around us. It is only when we capitalise on the
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sum total of all our physical, mental, social and spiritual capital, and cultivate our imagination not
only in the academics, but also in the arts and the sports, and we become more responsible stewards
of our sun, sand, sea, soil, and other natural resources, including SIDF, that we would stretch the
reaches of our imagination in our collective cultivation efforts. We will then be ready and prepared
for whatever change comes our way.
So where do we go from here? We must begin to see that everything we do is a work in progress,
and that there is strength, not in conformity, but in diversity of opinions and experiences. It is only
by helping to build a participatory and collaborative citizenry based on the incorruptible principles
of accountability, transparency, equity and good governance, that we can begin to trust each other
and cultivate the imagination of the other, and capitalise on the tools of the modern information
age, and be ahead of the curve in our globalised community of constant change. This change is
not something to be feared, but embraced. This is no longer a problem but an opportunity to be
savoured and enjoyed. I hope that by seeing our challenges now in this light, we can once again
face the future with full confidence. All that needs to be done now is to cultivate that imagination
of our students, our teachers and that of our wider community. I hope you are as excited as I am
and are ready to take up this challenge, now, at what ever stage you find yourself, and in the future
that is to come.
I would like to leave you with some words of wisdom from Neil deGrasse Tyson, who is an
American astrophysicist, cosmologist, author, and science communicator, and whose grandmother,
you may not know, was born in Nevis.
He said, and I quote:
“I’m often asked by parents what advice can I give them to help get kids interested in
science? And I have only one bit of advice. Get out of their way. Kids are born curious.
Period. I don’t care about your economic background. I don’t care what town you’re born
in, what city, what country. If you’re a child, you are curious about your environment.
You’re overturning rocks. You’re plucking leaves off of trees and petals off of flowers,
looking inside, and you’re doing things that create disorder in the lives of the adults
around you.
And so then, so what do adults do? They say, “Don’t pluck the petals off the flowers. I
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just spent money on that. Don’t play with the egg. It might break. Don’t. . . .” Everything
is a don’t. We spend the first year teaching them to walk and talk and the rest
of their lives telling them to shut up and sit down.
So you get out of their way. And you know what you do? You put things in their midst
that help them explore. Help them explore. Why don’t you get a pair of binoculars, just
leave it there one day? Watch them pick it up. And watch them look around. They’ll do
all kinds of things with it. . . ”
Excerpted from: Neil deGrasse Tyson: Want Scientifically Literate Children? Get Out
of Their Way.
So that binoculars for that kid was a tool to bring images out yonder closer, so that they can be
analysed and studied. I put it to you, that by using the tools of the modern information age in
your classrooms, like “digital binoculars”, you will help to rekindle that curiosity of exploration and
discovery which we had as children, even in our adult years, and it is only when we are able to do
so, would we be able to cultivate the imagination of our students and that of our teachers, and truly
say we have actually done the best we can, given what we have, in preparing them both for that
world of constant change.
Thank you.
Further Reading
http://www.newcultureoflearning.com
Learning for a World of Constant Change: Homo Sapiens, Homo Faber & Homo Ludens revisited
Cultivating the Imagination in a World of Constant Change
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46 Is there any political ethics similar to
medical ethics?
Posted on November 29, 2015
I am here wondering if there are any ethical principles that guide the body politic (politicians) similar to medical ethics that guide the medical profession? http://www.ama-assn.org/ama/pub/physicianresources/medical-ethics/code-medical-ethics/principles-medical-ethics.page
Just like our actions as health care providers should be geared for the benefit of the patient, is
there something out there that guides politicians so that their thoughts, words and deeds are geared
for the benefit of the country and by extension the people they serve?
Is it the absence of such political ethics why we are in the position where we are today in terms
of what we see in parliament, the political platform and on the airwaves and social media?
If there is lack of political ethics, does that mean that anything goes, and that the prime directive
in politics is to ensure that unprincipled behaviour go unchallenged and if challenged do not contravene the laws of the state and the constitution, and if they do, they should use all the resources
of the state or otherwise to capitalise on those unprincipled behaviours?
When politicians talk about being fearless in the political arena, are they referring to being
fearless in their unprincipled behaviour? Why can’t civil society also be fearless on the
side of higher expectations of principled behaviour? Is that what is missing in our national
discourse?
What if a person is both a doctor and a politician, as was, is and may continue to be the case in
our Federation?
Should he/she endeavour to raise the standards in the political arena to that of their medical
ethics, or should they lower their standards in the medical arena to the political standards of the
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day?
And finally, how can we use the lessons of yesterday and yesteryear as teaching points, to help
transform everyone concerned, from the top to the bottom, along with the standards of discourse
and engagement that will help lift the BAR (Association) so that we can help break the cycle of
political tribalism and the consequential less than desirable behaviour?
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